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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR - 1975-76

FALL SEMESTER - 1975

AUGUST

16

18

19

20

22

24

25

26

27

SEPTEMBER
3

5

19

26

OCTOBER
22

NOVEMBER

Residence halls open for new students

Orientation for new students begins and financial

clearance for new students A-J

Financial clearance for new students K-Z
Placement testing

Academic registration for new students

Residence halls open for returning students

Registration and financial clearance for returning

students A-J

Registration and financial clearance for returning

students K-Z

Classes begin

Late registration starts

Late registration ends

Last day to add a course

Fall Opening Convocation

Last day to apply for December graduation

Last day to drop a course without a grade

Last day to withdraw and receive partial tuition

refund

All incomplete grades must be removed
Mid-semester reports

Coronation of Miss Shaw
Founder's Day
Homecoming

27-30 Thanksgiving recess

DECEMBER
1

12

15-18

19

Classes resume
Last day of class

Final Examinations

Fall semester ends for students

IV



SPRING SEMESTER - 1976

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

5 Faculty workshop
10 Residence halls open for all students

11 Orientation for new students

12 Registration and financial clearance A-J

13 Registration and financial clearance K-Z

15 Special day for memorial

16 First day of classes

Late registration begins

22 Late registration ends

Last day to add a course

30 Last day to apply for May graduation

16 Last day to drop a course without a grade

Last day to withdraw and apply for partial tuition

refund

22-27 Religious emphasis week

5 Last day to remove incomplete grades

Mid-semester progress reports

APRIL

MAY

16-25 Easter recess

26 Classes resume

4 Examinations for prospective graduates

Last day of classes

7-12 General examinations

14 Post school conference

Spring semester ends

16 Graduation

(Note: The Shaw University Calendar for 1976 - 77 will be published as

an addenda during the Spring Semester of 1976.)
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THE HISTORY OF SHAW

On December 1, 1865, Henry Martin Tupper, of Monson,
Massachusetts, assembled a class of freedmen in a room of the old

Guion Hotel, located in the Capitol Square area of Raleigh, North

Carolina.

Tupper's announced purpose for the class was to provide instruction

in the Bible in order that these freedmen might become leaders and

establish churches, conventions, and associations to carry on the work
of the Baptist church. As this class grew in size it formed the basis for

the organization of a school, the RALEIGH INSTITUTE, which

became a part of a church-school complex erected in 1866 out of funds

provided by the New England Freedman's Aid Society and Tupper's

savings from his Civil War service.

In 1870, the school was relocated on the Daniel Barringer estate

facing East South Street, and purchased for $.13,000. The purchase

was made possible through Elijah Shaw, a woolen goods manufacturer

of Wales, Massachusetts, who contributed $5,000, the Freedman's

Bureau which gave $4,000, and solicitations made by Tupper himself in

the amount of $4,000. The school erected on this site became known as

the SHAW COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

In 1875, it was incorporated as THE SHAW UNIVERSITY, named
for its principal benefactor, Elijah Shaw.The character of the school in-

dicates its establishment with respect to race, creed, or sex. It has

been church-related and coeducational from its inception. The first

college class was graduated in 1878.

In 1881, the university established the Leonard Medical School, the

first four-year medical school in the nation. This medical school was
followed by the establishment of a law school in 1886, and a school of

pharmacy in 1891.

In March 1894, four months after the demise of Tupper, Charles

Francis Meserve became president and remained at the helm until

1919.

In 1918, a s a result of inadequatejHnancia ] resources, the schools_of

mejjcme]j[aw7"alld pharmacy were closed.

When Joseph Leishman Peacock became president in 1920, the

major emphases of the university were expressed through the School

of Theology and the College of Arts and Sciences. These emphases con-



tinued under the successive administrations of William Stuart Nelson,

1931 - 1936; Robert Prentiss Daniel, 1936 - 1950; William Russell

Strassner, 1951 - 1961; James Edward Cheek, 1963 - 1969; and King
Virgil Cheek, 1969-1971.

In J.amiary, 1971, J. Archie Hargraves was elected prpsidpnt anHJn

July, 1971, he began his office . iq *^(__ ILs^ajtt ^
FromJLts in£fij*ti&n tQ_the present, the university has taken an in-

novative a pproach, to education, a most recent onebeingtfie in-"

troduction of cooperative education coupled with broadened objectives

and curriculum development

/ The academic structure is encompassed within the divis ions of Ad-

/ ministrative and Urban Sciences, the Humanities and Arts^ the

\y / "NLaj4«ial S£J£H££& Teacher Ed ucation, and the University "Withou t

/) Walls. Another unit, the Special Services Program is also a part of the

total academic structure.

<>

JJiej)hyjical plant of the university now consists of twenty-three

buildings ,
nine oiLwh ich have been completed since. 1964. The campus

is thus a mixture of new and old buildings. Plans for renovation of

some older structures are underway at the present timcjOne such__

structure., F!st,ey Hall, frujlt in stages and completed in 1873, ,is under
consideration for restoration as a National Historjcjytoniirnpnt The

campus covers fifteen acres of grounds on_the south edge of downtown
Raleigh, adjacent to Raleigh Memorial Auditorium and the new
Raleigh Civic Center complex to be completed in 1977.



PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

S_haw University is an independent, privatply-pndnwpd^ollptrp,

whose founder established it for the purpose of teaching freedmen to

read and interpret the Bible. This led to the formal training of

ministers and teachers, followed by the preparation of doctors,

lawyers, and pharmacists. Through the decades the university has

continued to adjust its goals and objectives within the general

framework of its motto, "Pro Christo et Humanitate".

While modifications have brought the deletion of the professional

schools on the one hand, and separation of the Divinity School on the

other, the original purpose of training teachers remains an expressed

goal of the institution. Existent goals of the university, however, em-

brace more than the training of teachers, for the institution trains

large numbers of students for a variety of fields.

THE SHAW PLAN

T hg-StoE-ElaiMifciMiucat^ Fall of 1965, was_the

result of an in-depth study of educational and social needs of the con-

temporary student, taking cognizance of the resources and facilities of

rapidly developing college, and a re-evaluation of the vital role and

purposes of the university as an institution of higher learning in twen-

tieth century America.

Although the Shaw Plan continues to be modified and refined, it

remains firmly committed to its original philosophy of education. More
recently the plan was affirmed with the decision to make SJiaw a cen-

ter for researcii_ajid---c^fmTTU^4ty--^^rAdces^ in addition to providing

(Naders, in order_fcQ-assigfc students in becoming qualified participants

in the systems and affairs of th&.nation.

Conceived principally as a program to discover and develop un-

tapped talent, the Shaw Plan is designed to provide an unparalleled

opportunity for a student to seek a college education and proceed

toward the accomplishment of his educational and behavioral ob-

jectives within a period of time commensurate with his background,

previous academic preparation, and achievement progress . By com-

bining fWiKje^jj/i mission requirements with rigiar^tts-~graduation

reTprirementsTthe Shaw Plan contributes to the continuing process of

discovering new ways to teach and new ways to learn. Through these

media, the university seeks to accomplish its institutional goals and

ilmissions.



INSTITUTIONAL MISSION

As a response to indigenous and universal conditions now obtaining,

with veneration for a past contributed throughout many traditions and

profound hope in spite of cloudy perceptions of a complex future, Shaw
University enunciates the following missions:

o accept its historic role as a black college in identifying with

the aspirations and problems of black people and to act as a

vehicle for their liberation and base for their intellectural em-

powerment.

2. Do this by calling out of the black masses and into being a

special cadre of liberated men and women through a process of

higher education aimed at increasing black cope-ability in all

dimensions. Due to increased urbanization, rationalization, and

the advent of analytic machines and sophisiticated capability,

the black masses have come to understand that they are in a

revolutionary situation which calls for blacks in producing a

new reordering of principles, a new ethic and a new esthetic.

Creation and development of what is called for is what such a

cadre should be about.

/d?To generate a new image of what black people may be, per-

^ ""sonally and socially, and specifically to have them discover

knowledge, acquire understanding and reach profundity, while

they simultaneously reach equality, affect transactions and

move people into solidarity with other humans.

(O.4/ /To develop a new breed of men and women in kind, con-

— sciousness, history, potential, power, methodology, value

judgments, role and skill; able to think systematically and

critically, partieipa^e-4n reflective actions, challenge outmoded
mythologies^ ideologies and orthodoxies, resist the pressures of

conformity and "pTa^ their lives on the line with regard to

crucial issues as a result of positive self-concepts as black,

whites or what else; and able also to create, and help others to

create, a qualitatively different context for living.

iarJiuig--JieAw4w&_j&ith

guaranteed open access to those traditiona41-v-le4t-outjQf higher

educationT^THat_thev mav experience a variety of exposures

,

involvements, learning resources, teaching styles, and research

methods, in which all are about learning new languages of mind,

body and spirit, facing new cultures and developing new
capacities.



/ 6. Tggain financial and
^—"""^

4-,

V

Lent stability so that Shaw is able

to make a distinctive contribution to research, scholarsh ip,

speculative thought, and renewal and transformation of the

e^ru^.tio^r^rocess. In this connection, Shawis about
;.
pushing

hack the frontiers of the human dilemma with the impact of the

black dilemma, and utilizing the concerns and methfldiilflgTes,

thus generated as starting points for research into a variety of

problems unhajrtDjei^iiJ3jUxa4itkmal disciplinary contours.

/ The stated missions of the institution are based on the philosophy of

a black institution that is deep-rooted in black history and black ex-

perience. Nevertheless, time and time again the institution has

Renewed its mission when needed to respond to needs of the students,

/ the society and the nation. In response, the institution's mission was
:' reviewed and restated in 1964, 1969, 1972 and ag,ain in 1974. The In-

( jstitutional Self-Study jg_jffij_jj-*£helped in ren^ing the mission

\ based on^^arddata relating stude nt's career objectives, the sourcgand
|cha?airteris4tcs™oi—the students the institution serves and the

^placement of the end product. This is also influenced by such factors as

social trends, future direction of manpower needs and the educational

\y\ programs to satisfy such trends. These influences have clearly dic-

- tated that within the constraintsofi^ourceiimiAatk>nsJJie institution

^wouldjulfill a sej^of well defined and specified goals as it moves along

the decade of

The university community has developed a set of goals which the

university wants to fulfill in the short and long-range period through

its developmental processes. The goals are:

L^.T6 recruit and maintain̂ a-4i¥^pee»-&tujdent bodv_with different

mixtures according to age, racial, ethnic and socio-economic

strata, academic skills, and geographic regions.

To develop students who can synthesize, use and act upon in-

formation, experiences and learning methods from varied sour-

ces and different times.

(3,/To aid each student in developing self-confidence, self-

understanding, a positive self-image, and values consonant with

what he is, where he is, and what he is to do with what he

develops.

To insure that students and faculty pursue and maintain high in-

tellectual performance at all times.



(5.^To develop and implement solid fiscal stability.

6. To help students identify and develop means of achieving their

personal and career goals.

7. To insure that students achieve adequate competencies in

reading, writing and mathematics, and master no less than one

academic discipline.

8. To develop, improve and perfect any student's foundation in

communications, humanities and sciences.

' To prepare students for advanced academic and professional

work.

0. To help student and faculty development in scholarly inquiry,

scientific research, problem definition and problem solution.

11. .Continually to explore and develop innovative programs which

mnla.t.e their imagination, creativity, critical thinkin£_ajid

jujigmejrt.

12. Continually to evaluate and improve the effectiveness, ef-

ficiency and relevance of all university programs and

operations.

ctes-ef—13., To involve the total university in extendi]

knowledge by encouTaging and sponsoring community oriente

d

services, speculative thought and university research.

14. To encourage the pursuit of excellent performance from all

students and personnel.

15. Tojrnplement ^haw's tradition as ajQhristian and black univer-

sity as something living handed over to the contemporary

scene, rather than something dead handed down, as a basis for

forging new, creative and critical perspectives which illuminate,

respect, inspire, complement, and interface tradition, ^ while

being open to, interacting with, and respecting thejjjversity of

faiths. pers£ectiyes and li f.p gty1pg now held by members of the

universitjLCiimmunity,-
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ADMISSIONS

Any student seeking admission to Shaw University must secure an
application from the Office of Admissions and return the completed

form, along with a non-refundable application fee of $10.00, to the

Director of Admissions.

The application materials which the student is required to submit in-

clude a high school transcript, a health form completed by a

physician, and a blood test report. The student should have Scholastic

Aptitude Test or ACT scores on file with the Office of Admissions at

Shaw University.

Official transcripts must be sent by the originating school directly to

the Office of Admissions.

High school graduates who apply for admission to the regular

university program must have no less than an overall average of "C"
and should have acquired fifteen (15) acceptable units of credit:

\ /English - 4, Math - 2, Science - 3, and electives - 7. Non-high school

wlgraduates may be admitted when their preparation has been equated

II to that of high school graduates, as by G.E.D. scores.

An individual with an overall average of less than "C" may be con-

sidered for admission to the Special Services Program. He must
//exhibit a strong desire to attend college, and be recommended by his

high school counselor.

An international student must show evidence of having completed

his high school work by presenting a copy of his grades and diploma

along with his application for admission. He must take and pass the

T.O.F.E.L. examination and provide the Office of Admissions with

evidence that he is able to meet all school costs and living expenses.

TRANSFER STUDENTS

A transfer student must submit an official transcript from each

school that he previously attended. He is expected to have maintained

a "C" average in previous college work. In cases where the minimum
average has not been maintained, a student may become eligible for

admission to Shaw by passing a prescribed examination(s).

Transfer of Credit from Accredited Institutions: Shaw University

accepts transfer credits from all accredited institutions of higher

education. Students must have received grades of "C" and above in the

courses to be accepted. When transferring to Shaw, an official tran-

10



script from the institution previously attended must be sent to the Of-

fice of Records and Registration. No more than 90 semester units of

credit from an accredited senior college, and no more than 70 semester

units of credit from an accredited junior college may be accepted by

Shaw.

Other Institutions: Credit from institutions not accredited by

regional associations but which are credited by recognized, in-

dependent accrediting associations may be transferred to Shaw upon
careful evaluation by the Office of Records and Registration and ap-

propriate faculty. A maximum of 30 credits from such institutions may
be transferred.

INTERINSTITUTIONAL PROGRAM

Students who desire to take courses at other Raleigh college cam-

puses may secure Interinstitutional Forms from the Office of Records

and Registration. Students are encouraged to enroll in courses at

these institutions only when the desired courses are not offered at the

home institution. This form of five copies must be approved by adviser

and Director of Records and Registration.

ORIENTATION FOR NEW STUDENTS

Each year, Shaw conducts a program of orientation for students

newly admitted. During this period all new students participate in a

program which is planned to aid in adjustment to college life. Each
student is assigned to an academic adviser at the time of registration.

11
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REGISTRATION

Students are expected to register within the dates set for

registration in the University Calendar. It is to their advantage to

register as early as possible in order to avoid denial of enrollment

because of overcrowded classes or dormitories. Registration is not

complete without the official approval of the Office of Records and

Registration.

Students who complete their registration after the dates set will be

assessed a late registration fee. Students who are registered late

should consult their instructors regarding make-up work before com-

pleting registration.

Any changes made in a student's registration must have the official

approval of the Office of Records and Registration and the student's

academic adviser as well as of the instructors involved. A course may
be added up to the tenth day after official registration. The University

Calendar sets forth the dates before which a course may be dropped
without academic penalty. In order to be valid, a drop and/or add form

must be filed with the Office of Records and Registration within 48

hours of approval by a student's adviser.

Students withdrawing from the university must report to the Office

of Records and Registration to comply with withdrawal procedure.

Those who fail to comply with this procedure may receive failing

grades in the courses for which they were registered.

RALEIGH COOPERATING COLLEGES

Shaw University is a member of Raleigh Cooperating Colleges, a

consortium of six accredited institutions of higher education in the city

of Raleigh. Membership in this consortium affords unusual enrichment

knd resources availibility to students in member schools.

Regularly enrolled students in member colleges and universities

may register for credit in courses offered at other institutions

provided that:

1. He has obtained his adviser's consent.

2. He satisfies all course prerequisites and is acceptable to the

host institution.

3. Space is available in the desired course.

14



Students desiring to enroll in courses at member institutions must

complete the Interinstitutional Registration Form available at the Of-

fice of Records and Registration. All course work taken at other mem-
ber institutions and completed with a "C" grade (or better) will be en-

tered on the student's permanent record at Shaw and will be included

in the grade average as computed in the Shaw University grading

system.
PAYMENTS

All bills are payable on Registration Day. (Installment Plan

available on request.) Bills are payable by cash, certified or cashier's

checks, money orders. NO PERSONAL CHECKS ARE AC-
CEPTABLE. Make checks and money orders payable to Shaw Univer-

sity.

However, arrangements must be made with the fiscal office for full

payment at least one week before the final examination.

If payments are mailed, the mailing address is as follows:

Vice President For Fiscal Affairs

Shaw University

Raleigh, North Carolina, 27602

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME STUDENTS

A part-time student is any student registering from 1 through 11

credit hours. The cost is $64.00 per credit hour plus fees.

A full-time student is any student registering for 12 or more credit

hours. Any student taking over 18 hours will be charged an additional

$64.00 per credit hour.

COST OF BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

Books and supplies are estimated to cost $75.00 per semester.

TUITION

Tuition is adjusted according to the following scale.

All Tuition is Cancelled 1 - 5 Class Days
% Tuition is Cancelled 6 - 10 Class Days
xk Tuition is Cancelled 11 - 15 Class Days
lk Tuition is Cancelled 16 - 20 Class Days
No Cancellation of Tuition 21 Plus Class

Days

15



BASIC EXPENSE SHEET 1975 - 76

ON CAMPUS
PER SEMESTER

$810.00

130.00

165.00

270.00

10.00

$1,385.00

Tuition

Fees

Room
Board

Insurance

TOTAL

TOTAL COST ON CAMPUS PER YEAR
TOTAL COST OFF CAMPUS PER YEAR

OFF CAMPUS
PER SEMESTER

$810.00
130.00

10.00

$950.00

$2,770.00*/

$1,900.00

INSTALLMENT PLAN

FIRST SEMESTER

ON CAMPUS OFF CAMPUS

Registration

October 15

November 15

$985.00

$200.00

$200.00

$570.00

$190.00

$190.00

TOTAL $1,385.00

SECOND SEMESTER

$950.00

ON CAMPUS OFF CAMPUS

Registration

February 15

March 15

$985.00

$200.00

$200.00

$570.00

$190.00

190.00

TOTAL $1,385.00 $950.00

CASH REFUND

If a student's adjusted account shows a credit after adjustment, a

cash refund may be issued. This refund will be sent to the student

within three weeks following his official withdrawal.

16



FINANCIAL AID

The factors of need and good citizenship are considered for all forms

of financial assistance. The financial aid program is designed to

provide financial assistance to qualified and deserving students who
without it would be unable to attend or remain in school. All financial

aid awards are renewable on an annual basis, and a new application

must be filed each year. The amount of the stipend and form of aid may
be modified according to changes in the recipient's need or academic

status.

Any student who operates a motor vehicle on campus may be

ineligible to receive any form of financial assistance from the univer-

sity.

In order to be considered for financial assistance, a student must ap-

ply for admission to the university and complete all of the forms con-

nected with his application. In addition, the student must also file the

parents' Confidential Statement with the College Scholarship Service.

A separate application for financial aid is required for students

seeking assistance for the summer session.

By one application, the student receives consideration for all the

available types of financial assistance for which he is eligible, including

scholarships, loans and work assignments.

Applications for financial assistance and information concerning the

overall program of financial aid at Shaw University may be secured

from the Director of Financial Aid.

Financial assistance is designed to supplement when the student

and his family are able to contribute toward the student's educational

expenses. Assistance is provided through any one, or a combination of

several, of the following:

DIRECT _STITDF,NT T,O.AN.. A student mayj}nr™w_nj2j^$j^
first two years, with a maximum of $5,000 for undergraduate study,

and repay it quarterly at 3.0 percent interest after he completes or ter-

minates his education. The repayment and interest period begins nine

months after separation. Borrowers in this program are required to

have an exit interview with the Director of Financial Aid preceding

graduation or other separation in order to establish a repayment
schedule.

17



SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS.
Basic grants are available to students who began their post high school

education after April 1, 1973, and who are attending college on a full-

time basis. These grants are based on a federal formula which

measures the ability of the student and his family to meet his

education expenses. An "Application for Determination of Basic Grant

Eligibility" must be submitted for the academic year for which the

student is applying. This form may be obtained from institutions of

postsecondary education, high schools, public libraries, and other

locations easily accessible to students, complete the form in ac-

cordance with the instructions on the application. Within four weeks
you will receive a notification of your eligibility. Submit the

notification to your school which will calculate the amount of the Basic

Grant you are eligible to receive. The amount of award will be based

on your determination of eligibility, the cost of attendance at your

school, and a payment schedule issued to all approved educational in-

stitutions by the U.S. Office of Education.

ON AND OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT EMPLOYMENT. The university

maintains the Federal College Work-Study Program and the Univer-

sity Work-Aid Program to assist students in paying part "of ffieir ex-

"]7rrrses through employment^on and off campus. Under the college

Work-Study Program, the employment may be part-time while a

student is enrolled in classes or full-time during the summer or

through certification as a Cooperative Education work-study ex-

perience. The student must assume full responsibility for applying

funds earned through these programs to meet his university

educational expenses.

STATE GUARANTEED LOANS. These loans may be secured

through the bank in one's hometown in amounts ranging from $1,000 to

$1,500 per year. In North Caroling ,
thjs program is under the College

Foundation.

INSURED TUITION PAYMENT PLAN. The Richard C. Knight In-

surance Agency offers the Insured Tuition Payment Plan, an interest-

free plan which divides the university charges into monthly in-

stallments before the first tuition bill is due and ends a few months
before the student graduates. The plan also carries provisions for ex-

tended repayment. Low-cost term insurance in included so that, in the

event of death or disability of the parent who pays the expenses, the

student's educational expenses will be completed by the insurance.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS-IN-AID. Merit Scholarships are

awarded to students who are recommended by their high schools and

18



who achieve satisfactorySAT_scores. The scholarshipsv^rv_niamount

vip-to-fall tuition, - and they are renewable e'actr^iT^rovided high

scholastic achievement is maintained. The university also provides a

limited number of grants-in-aid for students whose circumstances in-

dicate special consideration should be given. Other scholarships are

awarded according to criteria set for each by the donor.

ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS

INCENTIVE SCHOLARSHIPS. Awarded annually to two high-

ranking students in the first, second, and third-year classes. In order

to be eligible to receive these awards, the student must have demon-

strated academic excellence, be loyal to the university life and spirit,

and show evidence of need.

THE RENAISSANCE SCHOLARSHIPS. In commemoration of the

one hundredth Anniversary of the university, full tuition scholarships

for four years are awarded to outstanding high school graduates on the

basis of rank in graduating class, special talents, and academic

promise.

THE CATHERINE HUGHES WADDELL SCHOLARSHIP, a full

tuition scholarship awarded annually to a student who is outstanding

in scholarship, personal qualities, student activities and citizenship in

the university community. Each recipient is designated the "Catherine

Hughes Waddell Scholar."

THE A.M. MOORE MEMORIAL PRIZE. Given annually by Dr. A.T.

Spaulding to the student who through his efforts at self-help merits

commendation for faithfulness in application to work responsibly, and

for earnestness in the endeavor to secure a college education.

THE WENDELL C. SOMERVILLE SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded to the

student who is most deserving, taking into consideration financial

need, scholarship, conduct, and manifestation of a helpful influence in

the development of a spirit of loyalty and service to the university.

THE BROOKS DICKENS MEMORIAL AWARD IN EDUCATION.
Given by Mrs. Alma West to the senior who excels in the field of

education.

THE CLIFFEIOUS BROCK SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded to students

from designated counties in North Carolina on the basis of academic

achievement, financial need, and contribution to the university com-

munity.

19



THE JOHN W. WINTERS ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Given annually to the students who have achieved the highest

academic distinction in their fields of major study.

THE F.C. WEST AND R.A. WYCHE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD. A partial tuition scholarship given annually to the student

who best exemplifies the Christian principles of the founder of Shaw
University, Dr. Henry Martin Tupper. The recipient must be a rising

junior and have an above-average academic record. Given in honor of

the parents of Dr. and Mrs. G.L. West.

THE DR. CHARLES CALVIN SMITH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP.
Awarded annually in memory of the late Dr. Charles Calvin Smith, a

graduate of The Shaw University School of Pharmacy, who enhanced

the principles of Shaw University by living a life of service as a

churchman, as a civic leader, and as a participant in the affairs of his

community.

THE W.C. LAWRENCE SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded annually in

memory of the late W.C. Lawrence to a deserving student who
possesses academic promise.

THE J. MILTON NEWMAN SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded annually in

memory of the late J. Milton Newman on the basis of financial need

and scholarship.

THE READER'S DIGEST FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded
on the basis of demonstrated continued scholastic growth, par-

ticipation in civic and cultural affairs, and overall contribution and ser-

vice to the university community.

THE CARY D. JACOBS FELLOWSHIP. Awarded annually to a

graduating senior for advanced study in the field of law.

THE JAMAICA SAVINGS BANK SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship

is given annually by the Jamaica Savings Bank to a student from the

New York area who is outstanding in scholarship and personal

qualities. Each recipient is designated "The Jamaica Savings Bank
Scholar."

THE OSCAR S. BULLOCK MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded
annually to a student enrolled in the Urban Sciences or the Humanities

and Arts who has demonstrated a serious commitment to a career in

social, community, and human services. The recipient must have

demonstrated the ability to perform on an above average academic
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level. The scholarship is provided from funds received from the Oscar

S. Bullock Memorial Fund established by Dr. Nancy Bullock McGhee in

memory of her father.

THE I.L. JOHNS SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded to young men of

academic promise who are making a significant contribution to the

university community, taking into consideration character, leadership

ability, social conscience, personal initiative, and potential

professional competency.

THE GULF OIL CORPORATION HONORS SCHOLARSHIP.
Renewable scholarships awarded to a freshman, sophomore, junior,

and senior. Each recipient must be a full-time student of proven

scholastic ability and a United States citizen, must have demonstrated

a potential for leadership, and must have selected a curriculum that

will prepare him for a career in business.

THE GEORGE W. CODRINGTON FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP.
Awarded to a student from the greater Cleveland, Ohio area, taking

into consideration academic promise, service to the community,

character, and personal initiative.

THE DOROTHY MAY HAITH SCHOLARSHIP AWARD. Given an-

nually to a student who exemplifies industriousness and possesses

good character and scholarship, an amiable personality, and leadership

ability.

THE ALPHA THETA OMEGA CHAPTER OF ALPHA KAPPA
ALPHA SORORITY SCHOLARSHIP. Awarded to a worthy young
woman who ranks high in scholarship and is a wholesome participant

in the civic, cultural, religious,and social life of the university com-

munity.

THE IOTA IOTA CHAPTER OF OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY
AWARD. A scholarship awarded annually to the young man who best

exemplifies manhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift.

THE PHI LAMBDA CHAPTER OF ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATER-
NITY AWARD. A scholarship awarded to a young man in the

sophomore or junior class who exemplifies outstanding traits of

character and unselfish service to the university, taking into con-

sideration financial need and academic promise.

THE BETA LAMBDA SIGMA CHAPTER OF SIGMA GAMMA RHO
SORORITY. An annual scholarship to the member of the Aurora Club
who has the highest average.
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THE DR. GEORGE A. AND MRS. ROSE W. NEWTON FUND
Provided to the student who has demonstrated exemplary concern for

university development and is in need of financial assistance to com-

plete his education, taking into consideration character and academic

performance.

MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS

Merit scholarships, awarded to students of outstanding ability who
are recommended by their high school and have achieved satisfactory

SAT scores, vary in amounts up to full tuition and are renewable each

year provided high scholastic achievement is maintained.

Renaissance scholarships are awarded annually to two high-ranking

students in the first, second, and third year classes.

Other scholarships are awarded according to criteria set for each by

the donor.
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LIFE AND
LEARNING
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STUDENT LIFE

Shaw encourages its students to participate in those social and

cultural activities which will best serve their needs. The student is en-

couraged to choose with some care from among the various activities

as to maintain a healthy balance between his extra-curricular and co-

curricular life and his study program.

The university expects all members of its community to maintain

high standards of personal conduct and social responsibility. Good
citizenship is encouraged on and off the campus.

HOUSING. Two residence halls with accommodations for ap-

proximately 400 male and female students respectively exist on cam-

pus. Students not residents of Raleigh or vicinity are required to live

in university residence facilities. In unusual circumstances and upon
written request by parent or guardian to the director of Student Life,

this regulation is waived; however, off-campus housing is not to be

acquired before the student receives written authorization from the

Director of Student Life.

DINING. Students living on campus must take their meals in the

university dining facilities provided for in the University Union. Light

meals, snacks, and beverages may be purchased in the snack bar area.

HEALTH. Under a special "Student Health Plan," a limited degree of

medical services is provided, which include scheduled clinic hours at

the University Health Center by the school physician who is also

available for emergency consultation and medical assistance, and con-

sultation with the university psychiatrist. Students are sent to the

hospitals in the city in case of serious illness.

ADVISERS

An academic adviser is assigned to each student on entering the

university. This person will be a faculty member from the area in

which the student intends to major, or if a major field has not been

chosen, a faculty member at large. He will serve as the student's coun-

selor in scheduling courses for the year. The student should plan for

conferences with his advisor during each semester, but at the same

time, each student is encouraged to assume major responsibility for

planning.

Other helpful counseling programs and services are available

through the Office of Student Life and Development, both personal
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and academic. During the senior year, the Office of Career Guidance
and Placement wili assist the student in arranging for interviews for

employment for those students entering industry, government,
teaching, graduate work, and other career opportunities.

COUNSELING CENTER

Services of the Shaw University Counseling Center are designed to

help students adjust to life in the academic community, and to

facilitate the development of self-confidence, self-understanding along

with positive personal and social values. Furthermore, it aims to iden-

tify and develop means of achieving personal and career goals.

To accomplish these goals the Counseling Center offers the

following services:

1. Through academic advising and tutoring service a core of

academic advisers is available to provide accurate information

to each student in his field of study. As the need arises these ad-

visers may be consulted throughout the year. For those

student experiencing academic difficulty tutors are available to

assist them.

2. The psychometric services include testing for purposes of

academic placement, personality inventory, vocational interest

assessment, counseling, graduate work and training in test

taking skills.

The Career Guidance and Placement services seek to assist

students either to gain admission to graduate school or to

secure employment upon graduation. Part-time employment op-

portunities are also sought out for Shaw students. In addition,

the career guidance and placement coordinator assists students

in writing letters of application, resumes, and other similar

credentials. Qualified seniors are also encouraged to apply for

scholarships, fellowships, and assistantships in financing their

graduate study.

Individual personal and group counseling sessions will be con-

ducted for those students in need of such. Students may come on

their own volition or they may be referred by faculty or staff

persons.

A referral system of off-campus agencies is maintained in the

Counseling Center to provide an increased number of helping

resources available to Shaw students.
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The Counseling Center is operated by a dedicated and concerned

staff including a director, a psychometrist, career guidance and

placement coordinator, academic advisers and tutors. These ex-

perienced and capable persons are ready to assist you with the above
areas of concern. Appointments may be arranged, although students

may be seen on a "walk-in" basis for immediate and pressing problems.

All counseling is confidential.

ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

Shaw University offers a variety of programs and activities

designed for the pleasure and enrichment of students. The essence of

the Shaw Plan of education is to help prepare students for global

living; to accomplish this end, and to broaden the individual in-

tellectually and culturally many special programs are planned at

Shaw. Although students are not required to participate in all of these

special programs, Shaw encourages their participation. Shaw students

find them a stimulating extension of classroom study.

Assistance, information, services and guidance for students in their

activities and organizations are available through the faculty and

members of the Student Personal Services staff. At Shaw, students

are urged to participate in organizations, advised as to their privileges

and obligations, and directed to sources of help and information to

promote their programs.

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES: In addition to the formal convocations, the

university conducts scheduled assemblies which students may be

required to attend according to classification or because of the special

nature of the assembly. Students who find it necessary to be absent

from such assemblies must secure an excuse from the Vice President

for Instruction.

THE GRADUATION CONVOCATION: The convocation for the con-

ferring of degrees is held once a year, and all candidates for degrees

are required to attend. Dj^^psare nnt awarded in absentia ^x-ttoptJor

the most compellimE-peasons. Permission to receive a degree in ab-

sentia is granted by the president_of jthe_jjjiivarsity and must be

requested inwriting.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES FORUM: This forum is scheduled an-

nually to bring to the campus specialists in selected subjects from

other colleges, government, business, organizations and foreign

governments. The series is often coordinated with special programs
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designed to encourage independent or group study and travel in

foreign counties. The forum is open to the public and students from

other colleges are encouraged to take advantage of this offering.

LYCEUM AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS FORUM: The Lyceum and Public

Affairs Forum is designed to give the student a broad and deeper un-

derstanding of contemporary cultural, economic, political and social

currents. Each year, outstanding persons in letters, the arts, and
public affairs are brought to the Shaw campus under the sponsorship

of this forum.

UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION: Each year the university sponsors

university-wide formal convocations which all students are required to

attend. These include the Fall Convocation for the opening of the

academic year, Founder's Day, and assemblies such as Public Affairs

Forums. Other formal convocations may be scheduled during the year.

RELIGIOUS LIFE

Shaw,IJLn.ivprsity is committed to implementing its tradition a^_j\

Christian and black institutiojrijyjjsomethingjiving handed over to the

contemporary scene, rather than_something dead handed down, as a

basis for forging new, creative and critical perspectives which

illuminate, respect, inspire, complement, and interface tradition;

while being open to, interacting with, and respecting the diversity of

faiths, perspectives and lifestyles now held by members of the univer-

sity community.

Shaw University further provides various opportunities which are

designed to vitalize its basic philosophy of Christian higher education.

Thereby, the university endeavors to effect its motto: "Pro Christo et

Humanitate" so
"That Religion and Learning may go hand in hand and

fchpraftpr grow with knowledge." These opportunities for moral and

religious growth seek tcHIeepen the student's insight concerning the

Judaeo-Christian heritage; to aid in learning therefrom the fun-

damental moral and religious principles which are derived; to guide

principles which are derived; to guide in developing an understanding

and appreciation of the moral structure of society and the universe;

and to promote personal and social participation in the expression of

these moral and religious values.
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Through formal classroom study of the Bible and basic Christian

ethics, students may gain a comprehensive perspective of the historic

development of the Christian interpretation of the meaning of human
existence, and the relevance of this view to contemporary personal

and social problems.

The Council on Religious Life, composed of students, faculty and

staff persons, endeavors: (1) to plan, promote and implement all

religious programs and observances sponsored by the university; (2)

to assist student organizations with their programs and projects; and

(3) to evaluate religious programs and make recommendations for im-

provements.

University worship services are held each Sunday morning in the

university church. Although attendance is completely voluntary,

students are encouraged to attend these services regularly. The ser-

vices are conducted by the university minister and are designed to ad-

dress themselves to the deepest needs and highest aspirations of the

human spirit. Students may also attend the church of their choice in

the community. Prior to the worship service, Sunday school is held

every Sunday.

Periodically scheduled assemblies aid in promoting a sense of com-

munity in maintaining the academic .social, cultural, moral, and

religious ideals of Shaw University. These assemblies are varied in

program content.

The annual religious emphasis week brings to campus outstanding

religious leaders. The Council on Religious Life, in cooperation with

the faculty, staff, students and visiting personnel, leads a carefully

planned, comprehensive program on vital religious themes.

Through theological alumni day, founder's day and other special ob-

servances in the Christian year, the university family is further

enriched with focus upon moral and religious values which form the

main motive of Christian higher education at Shaw University.

Besides these more formal channels for enhancing the moral and

religious life of the academic community, the university encourages

the programs of several voluntary student Christian organizations.

These organizations are the Alpha Eta Omega Christian Fellowship,

the Theological Fraternity, the University Ushers, and the United

Heritage Gospel Choir. Through these organizations students have the

opportunity for study, fellowship, a weekly prayer service and

workship, attendance at conferences, retreats and the development of
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a sense of community with other Christian students. New and retur-

ning students are cordially invited to affiliate with one or more of the

voluntary organizations as a means of further growth.

Through these various opportunities, formal and informal, it is our

sincere hope that each student who pursues his education at Shaw
University will find there meaningful experiences in the development

of religious insight and Christian character.

THE BAPTIST STUDENT UNION serves a three-fold purpose: to

produce a closer relationship between students and the church; to en-

courage discussions of vital themes relative to the spiritual life of the

student; and to undertake benevolent activities.

THE STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION is the result of a

merger between the branches of the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. at Shaw
University. It is concerned with religious life at the university and

cooperates with similar Christian organizations at state and national

levels.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL is held every Sunday morning during the

regular school year. Conducted by a council composed of students and

a faculty adviser, it is open to all students and faculty members.

THE THEOLOGICAL FRATERNITY is made up of students

preparing for the ministry. Its objectives are to promote effectiveness

in public speaking and debating, to review and express opinions on

significant publications, to stimulate fellowship among ministerial

students, and to further Christian ideals and service.

ACADEMIC ORGANIZATIONS

NATIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION: An affiliate of

the National Education Association, this organization is composed of

students preparing to teach and is under the guidance of the Program
of Education. Meetings combining professional and social activities are

held monthly.

SPECIAL INTEREST CLUBS: The various department of the univer-

sity have organized clubs representing the fields of English, science,

sociology, urban science, art, business, education, mathematics,

foreign language, and dramatics.

THE SHAW PLAYERS: The group encourages interest in drama and

presents several plays during each school year. Shaw University is a
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member of the Intercollegiate Dramatics Association.

UNIVERSITY CHORALE SOCIETY: Several campus vocal groups

are part of this society, among them the University Choir and the

Women's choir. These groups present frequent broadcasts and con-

certs throughout North Carolina and in states throughout the nation.

THE UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND: Open to all students who are

interested in instrumental music. Each year the group presents

several concerts and provides music for many campus affairs.

THE UNIVERSITY FORENSICS UNION: Shaw University is a mem-
ber of the American Forensics Association and offers complete

debating, oratorical, extemporaneous speaking and forensics

programs, including formal instruction as well as varsity competition

with other universities. The Forensics Union is open to any student in-

terested in developing his skills and talents in research techniques, the

effective oral presentation of literary forms, facts, and ideas, or in

other phases of forensic studies.

THE MARCHING BAND: Participates in ceremonies at sports events

and represents Shaw University on ceremonial occasions throughout

the Southeast.

THE R.O.T.C. PROGRAM: Open to men and women students through

a cooperative effort with North Carolina State University. The
program is an academic-military science curriculum which offers both

academic credit as well as financial assistance for participants.

THE UNITED HERITAGE GOSPEL CHOIR: Composed of students

interested in the preservation and performance of religious musical

contributions of the black American. This organization appears in con-

cert throughout the Southeast, and performs at university con-

vocations as an affiliated organization with the university.

SOCIAL ACTION ORGANIZATIONS: Community service groups of

students organize at various times to meet certain needs as they may
arise in the community. Tutorial services, recreational and cultural

programs, political activities, and programs for the needy are exam-
ples of their services.

BLACK STUDENTS UNITED CLUB: An organization for students

majoring in one of the sciences at Shaw.
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HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA CHI HONOR SOCIETY: A national collegiate honor society

for students of high academic acheivement. Students selected for this

society are usually upperclassmen.

ALPHA KAPPA MU HONOR SOCIETY: The Alpha Omicron Chapter

of this national honor society, which has chapters in many of the

nation's outstanding Negro colleges and universities, is active at

Shaw. Its purpose is to promote higher scholarship, encourage ex-

ploration in all fields of knowledge, develop an appreciation for

scholarly pursuits, and cultivate a higher order of personal living.

Membership is by election.

BETA KAPPA CHI HONOR SOCIETY: A chapter of the national

science honor society functions under the guidance of the area of

mathematics and sciences. Membership is based upon scholastic

achievement in the sciences.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION: Composed of elec-

ted student leaders who administer student affairs and represent all

students in matters relating to their welfare.

THE MEN'S PERSONNEL COUNCIL: An organization of elected

student representatives, is concerned with matters affecting the co-

curricular activities of the male students of the university.

THE WOMEN'S PERSONNEL COUNCIL: An organization of elected

student representatives, is concerned with the co-curricular activities

of the female students. It serves as the major advisory student group
dealing with affairs of women students.

THE STUDENT ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE: Composed of elected

students and led by the Student Council President, deals with

problems in various areas of student life and conduct; the decisions

rendered are subject to review by the Director of Student Life.

CLASS ORGANIZATIONS: Each class is organized by year and of-

ficers are elected for the purpose of transacting the affairs of the class

while at Shaw University and to carry out such programs as the class

may desire after graduation.

THE PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL: Charged with coordinating the in-

terests and activities of the Greek Community.
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ATHLETICS

Shaw University provides a well-rounded athletic program in-

cluding instruction in physical education, intercollegiate athletics, and
intramural sports. The jmiy_er.sjty is_a_jD^Tn^^T»^oft^e_Central In-

terj^oil£giarte~--AfehJ£iie--^ / Sports

PrjjgxaillJp-E-gtalc otudcntsJiiciudes footbal l, basketballTtraEk, tennis

ajio^golf^ndjs under the
r?^pftrvjginnj>ftj^")ii^i.QrI^A t-hj^TFs. Thp

program's objectives are the development of health, sportsmanship,

group loyalty and wholesome living. Mate students who excel in one or

more of the spjacts_iiffe.pgd through this program may De_eiigmle_Ihr

financial assistance. To qualify, students are expected to meet the

same standards of academic performance, need, and leadership

qualities required of other Shaw students.

The Intramural Sports Program promotes physical fitness, good
sportsmanship, and self-reliance. The primary purpose of the in-

tramural program is to provide every student on the Shaw campus the

opportunity to participate in athletic and recreational activities. This

program is supervised by the Intramural Director and student

assistants.

THE PEM CLUB: Composed of physical education majors who assist

in sponsoring activities and events related to athletics at Shaw.

THE CHEERLEADERS: Promote recognition and support for the

varsity athletic teams throughout the year.

THE DRILL TEAM: Appears at sports events and on other occasions

to demonstrate precision in close-order drill.

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, AND
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

Four national Greek letter fraternities and four national Greek let-

ter sororities have chapters on campus. The fraternities are Alpha Phi

Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Omega Phi Psi, and Phi Beta Sigma. The
sororities are Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Sigma Gamma
Rho, and Zeta Phi Beta. The fraternal organizations are Alpha Eta

Omega Christian Fellowship, Groove Phi Groove Social Fellowship,

Nu Gamma Alpha Social Brotherhood, and Swing Phi Swing.

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

Representative students, elected or appointed, serve on all univer-

sity committees, commissions, and councils, including the Board of
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Trustees. A complete list of these organizations is available at the

president's office. Their responsibilities and functions are described in

the Shaw University Faculty - Staff Handbook.

UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS: The following publications are of-

ficial documents of Shaw University:

1. Access: A faculty-staff news review, published by the Vice

President for Academic Affairs two or three times a year.

2. The Alumni Newsletter: An alumni news and review, published

by the Vice President for University Relations four times a

year.

3. The Shaw Bear:A student yearbook publication presented an-

nually by the Student Government Association.

4. The Shaw Journal: A newspaper publication of current events,

opinion, and creativity from Shaw's campus, published by the

Student Government Association periodically throughout the

academic year.

5. The Shaw Plan: The official catalog of Shaw University,

published biennially by the faculty and staff of Shaw Univer-

sity.

6. The Student Handbook: Published each year and contains of-

ficial regulations and guidelines for students enrolled at Shaw.

7. The Faculty-Staff Handbook: Published each year by the

faculty and staff and contains the professional regulations, stan-

dards and procedures for academic and administrative order at

Shaw University.

8. The University Calendar: Published annually by the university

and included in the official catalog, designates days and holidays

commencing, during, and concluding the university year.
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SOMETHING OLD,
SOMETHING NEW
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

The Cooperative Education Program is an approach to learning that

emphasizes the integration of theory and practice in the develop-
mental process. Its applicability permeates the whole spectrum of

majors offered at the university. While the basic model for im-

plementation is that of alternating periods of study and work in an or-

derly sequence, modifications are not precluded where flexibility is

essential to the mission. The semester plan constitututes the basic

Shaw implementation strategy, and modified mini-plans will be
utilized as needed to accomplish objectives set forth.

The purpose of the Cooperative Education Program is to strengthen
and to enrich the education received by the students. This program is

an effort to generate creative cooperation among employers, students,

faculty, and staff in connection with the educational process. Students
are exposed to situations culturally, and, in many instances, geo-

graphically different from life as experienced at Shaw or at their

previous locations. It is hoped that one of the results of the program
will be to give Shaw students a broader understanding of the world in

which they live.

The types of placements that students receive will be determined by

their majors and/ or career goals. The assignments will provide op-

portunities for them to explore their own abilities in connection with

real jobs and to gain information and guidance not only about the area

in which they are employed but also about a number of related fields.

Faculty members in all disciplines are encouraged to participate in

planning and implementing Cooperative Education experiences.

Faculty-Initiated projects (FIPs) for some students may reflect more
creativity and educational soundness than those available via business

and industry, governmental agencies, or social services; however,

FIPs must be subject to the general criteria established for

Cooperative Education, and faculty and students should consult with

the Cooperative Education staff as needed.

Student input in the Cooperative Education process is recognized as

invaluable and is encouraged. Students finding the program offerings

too restrictive in terms of their own special needs and interests may
elect to design their own cooperative learning projects in collaboration

with the Cooperative Education staff. Student-Initiated Projects

(SIPs), however, must be in compliance with established criteria, and

students electing this alternative must agree to assume certain

responsibilities stipulated by the staff.
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Shaw students may earn up to 27 hours of credit toward graduation

through successful participation in the Cooperative Education

Program. But participation is entirely optional, and the Cooperative

Education courses are classified as electives.

Credit is awarded at the rate of 3 credits for four weeks of satisfac-

tory full-time work or its equivalent. Normally, the student must be

employed at least six weeks to receive Cooperative Education credit.

However, the Co-op staff may approve an assignment of less than six

weeks if it involves intensive work and study. The typical Co-op

assignment (twelve to sixteen weeks) continues for an entire academic

term, and the student who successfully completes such as assignment

receives 9 credits. The student who registers for and successfully com-

pletes a full-time assignment of eight to twelve weeks is eligible for 6

credits.

A student may become eligible to receive 12 Co-op credits in one

term by engaging in a program of independent study under the super-

vision of a faculty member. The agreement between the student and

the faculty member must be acknowledged by the Co-op staff at the

time of registration. The faculty member then becomes responsible for

evaluating the independent study portion of the Co-op assignment.

METHODS OF EVALUATION

Student performance on the Co-op assignment is evaluated on the

basis of a job description, employer evaluations of the student, a Co-op

paper written by the student, and on-the-job visitations by faculty or

Co-op staff members. Upon successful completion of an assignment,

the student receives a grade of A, B, or C, which is officially recorded

on his or her transcript. If the student does not successfully complete

the assignment, no record of the experience is made on the transcript.

The overall evaluation of student performance is conducted by the

Co-op Staff in consultation with the faculty. Responsibility for

evaluating individual students is delegated to the staff persons or

faculty members who are most knowledgeable about the individual

assignments.

TUITION

The cost of enrolling in Cooperative Education is $32.00 per credit

hour. Thus, a typical assignment cost $288.00. This fee becomes due at

the time of registration, but the student may elect to pay in in-
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stallments, out of earnings, by forming an agreement with the Fiscal

Affairs Office.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 101: This initial learning experience

aims to assist the learner with career explorations and the develop-

ment of professional competencies through the process of relating

theory to practice. Businesses, governmental agencies and social ser-

vice institutions constitute a few of the life learning laboratories open

to students in all majors offered at the university. After a practicum,

the student has an opportunity to employ his formal learning, ex-

periential encounters, and creativity in the production of the project

that communicates to his evaluators what his competencies are.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 202: In the second integrated learning

experience, the learner is expected to demonstrate more
sophistication in terms of self-direction, quality and quantity of

production, skills of critical analysis, and the ability to cope with the

complexities of the world external to the university. Institutions

marginal to academia will continue to provide much of the content

from which competencies will be derived.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 303: The third integrated learning ex-

perience requires of the participant a level of competence com-

mensurate with that of the practicing professional. He is measured by

professional standards in an area that requires a thorough knowledge
of theories and principles, and familiarity with sophisticated systems

and subsystems in his specialty. It is during this encounter that the

participant brings to bear all of his competencies in conceptualizing

and solving problems required fo him.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 111 - 119 (Mini co-op): An alternative

to the typical 9 credit Co-op assignment is the Mini Co-op plan. This

plan allows for part-time assignments during regular periods of study

on campus. A student enrolled for less than the maximum number of

classroom hours may earn 3 credits by working a minimum of 160

hours on an educationally significant part-time job. Example: 12 hours

per week over a period of fourteen weeks.

Career planning and permanent placement activities, natural ex-

tensions of the educational process, are subsumed under the overall

umbrella of Cooperative Education. Students, alumni and others

feeling a need to avail themselves of the services offered are en-

couraged to register with the office and to keep their personal data

files current.
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EVENING SCHOOL

During the fall and spring semesters of each academic year, the

university makes available, on sufficient demand, selected curricular

offerings which are taught by Shaw faculty members. Information

regarding courses offered, tuition, and schedules may be obtained at

the Office of Records and Registration during the regular registration

periods.

LIBERAL STUDIES

The Liberal Studies program is a special program for students ear-

ning a bachelor of arts degree at Shaw who are enrolled as regular

students or in the cooperating engineering program and will develop

their own program of courses to be taken in consultation with the

faculty adviser. There is no prescribed set of courses, but it is ex-

pected that the courses taken will reflect a broad spectrum of studies

in the arts and sciences beyond the university core courses and will

satisfy all graduation requirements for a degree at Shaw.

RALEIGH COOPERATING COLLEGES

In cooperation with the Raleigh Cooperating Colleges Program,

Shaw students may enroll in a number of major fields not offered at

Shaw hy^tajdmr coiirses at ajTy_one_of_t,he six Raleigh area collegjRS_and

universities. The six other institutions are:

Meredith College *

North Carolina State University^

Peace College k /

St. Augustine's College*/

St. Mary's College v /

Southeastern Baptist Seminary/

For details on enrollment and registration, see pages 10 and 11, or

contact the Office of Records and Registration at Shaw University.

SPECIAL SERVICES

The S-peciaL-Services Exog-cam is designed to assist students who
have experienced academic difficulty and/or are handicapped

physically. Students are selected for this program either prior to ad-

mission at Shaw or by referral following enrollment. Special programs

in-tiiljafiag, counseling, careereducation, drug education, vqcEtro-nal

educaiionarejconducted. For further information, write:
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University Without Walls

Shaw University

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

UNIVERSITY YEAR OF ACTION

The University Year of Action is a specially funded program

designed for students in their sophorpore ? nrl j'mi nr yjaacs ol mllpg-p &o

spend the academic year off-campus in experiential learn ing seaaric£j;o

the poor for which up to 39 semesterhours ofrr pdit. may hp parnpH

S tudents, selected by the university, will live and work in poor com-

iities under the supervision of community and poverty agencies

and faculty adyjsersTas "participant observers. ILTJig^jinjjyersity will

.provide basic subsistance funds for each student and arrange for

academic credits to be awarded appropriate to the type of service ren -

dered by the student.

UPWARD BOUND

Shaw University sponsors an Upward Bound Program throughout

the year. The program is designed for high school students ex-

periencing academic difficulty and attempts to assist such students in

not only completing their high school work but insuring their con-

tinuance in an institution of higher education. During the fall and

spring semesters, Upward Bound students spend alternate Saturdays

on the campus at Shaw in special classes in English and mathematics,

lunching and socializing with regular Shaw students, and then

engaging in a dialogue, Career Focus, as well as in special sessions on

drug education and vocational education. The summer component of

the program requires Upward Bound students to be in residence on

the campus with daily, intensive academic work in English,

mathematics, and reading. For further information, write:

Director, Upward Bound
Shaw University

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

COMPUTER CENTER

The_JIamj3ute r Center, located onthe campusJ_pjov:idas_Ji£^ioard

terminals for Shaw studen ts*ancl faculty research and instruction. The
Center is c onriieTEe^~1^ th'e. 1BM~ 370" C omputer and the Hpwlpt.t-

Packard 2000F computers located in the Research Triangle Park,_a

few miles west of Raleigh. Some computer experience is taught to all

Shaw students enrolled' in the Core mathematics course. Advanced
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//Mudents and faculty make additional use of the facility in specialized

//research in many fields of study.

THE READING CLINIC

The Reading Laboratory, an aid to reading improvement, is equip-

ped with reading machines which allow students to practice reading

techniques, including expanded line techniques, serial tachistoscopic

training, and perceptual training.

Although students who need to strengthen their reading ability are

assigned to the laboratory on a regular basis, allstudents majg-take ad-

vantage of this facility.

SPEECH AND HEARING CLINIC

This provides individual and group therapy and offers three-

pronged services: diagnosis, treatment, and referral. Current clients

are primarily pre-schoolers from the local community.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

TJie_jiiejnojdaiUih£a_ry, known as the Learning Resources Center ,

consists of the traditional library, including multi-media materials.and

audio-visual equipment, the electronic learning laboratory, known^s
the CEL (Center for Electronic Learning), and the WSHA-FM Com-
munications Center.

The CEL affords the implementation of learning through program-

med facilities, mostly audio-lingual equipment, and a dial-retrieval

system with a thirty program capacity. Students may dial a variety of

taped.programs at any one of 120 carrels located throughout the Cen-

ter. A large library of subject-matter tapes and series are maiiLtained.

The library collection supports the academic curriculum and

^provides for the general printed materials of the university com-

^
/ munity. Notable among the special collections are the Black Collection,

the 10,000 slide library of world art, and th^m4cr^iliiLseleclions-of the

Schomburg Collection of Negro Literature and History.

WSHA-FM RADIO COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

^Radio Station WSHA-FM is a combined service facility to the Shaw
community as well as to the entire Raleigh community. The station's
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service s are- a-vailaJ^e-to_ all Sha.w-^rofps'grtrs-w.ho ŵ nt to arrange

spjeej^jjtogxams-Jku^-b^n^^ As a news operation,

WSHA tries to broadcast all pertinent campus news and local, regional

and national news as well as public service announcements. In

progress are community dialogues wired in the form of interviews and

discussions. In addition to providing information and instruction,

W^HA-^ncoAtf^g-^s—ialent^in -4Jic_^ejd:orming, arts and broadcasts

musical and dramatic talent on a regular_basis.

Hutside sources of educational r.nltu ral and news programs include

Broadcasting Foundation.of America and the National Educational

itadio Network which provide tapes featuring national figures and

talent.

Special programs will be offered for enrichment of pre-school

children via special story-time and enrichment programs to be aired

daily for reception in community centers. Future plans include the

airing of instructional tapes for use by the entire Wake County school

system, and remote broadcasts of special university events, including

sports events. Shaw sjUnJenls are__ojferedJ£OJ3^m^or-a^y"fiwsic--and"

issues of specific interest to them.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS:

Shaw University grants the degrees of:

Bachelor of Arts N/
/

Bachelor of Science /

During the early part of the student's senior year, his adviser will

consult with the student on his final degree requirements. Although
meeting the graduation requirements is the student's own respon-

sibility, in conjunction with his adviser he should periodically check his

program of courses against graduation requirements, as various

programs differ in specific requirements and may be modified from
year to year.

The student should make application for graduation by completing

two copies of the Admission to Candidacy form available at the Office

of Records and Registration prior to the deadline for completion of this

form set in the University Calendar. This form must be signed by the

student's adviser as a part of the certification process that the student

has fulfilled all university requirements.

In addition to the specific course requirements shown in the various

divisions and major fields of instruction, the following general

requirements apply to all Shaw students:

1. All Shaw students are subject to the graduation requirements as

published in The Shaw Plan in effect at the time of their

matriculation at Shaw; however, a student who matriculates but

who is subsequently absent from the university for one or more

academic years, will be subject to the graduation requirements at

the time of his re-enrollment.

2. All students are required to complete their final two semesters in

residence as a full-time student (12 or more houf s of study) on the

campus of Shaw University.

3. Ajl students must complete a minimum of 127_semester-hou*s of

credit, including credit for Cooperative Education (a maximumijf
27 hours of credit may be earned through Cooperative

Education). "***»- ~"

4. Students who have successfully completed all requirements, in-

cluding graduation requirements, may receive their degrees only



at the annual graduation convocation held at the end of the

second semester of each year as published in the University

Calendar.

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS:

An undergraduate student at Shaw is classified as follows:

Lowerclassmen:

Freshmen: Those who have earned fewer than 30 credits.

Sophomores: Those who have earned 30 to 59 credits.

Upperclassmen:

Juniors: Those who have earned 60 to 89 credits.

Seniors: Those who have earned 90 or more credits.

SPECIAL STUDENTS:

Qualified individuals wishing to pursue a particular course of study

may be admitted to instruction in the university as special students.

No course credits earned as a special student may be applied for credit

toward a degree at Shaw University.

SPECIAL SERVICES STUDENTS:

Students enrolled under the auspices of the Special Services"*)

Program are considered as regular students at Shaw; however, the

details of their program of studies may vary from regular students

during their first year.

UWW STUDENTS:

Students enrolled under the auspices of the University Without
Walls Program are considered as regular students at Shaw; however,
their admission, degree, and residency requirements differ (see the

later section on UWW.)

STUDENT STUDY LOADS:

No first year student may take more than 15 semester hours of

credit, except that 1 additional hour of credit may be earned for work
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in the Shaw Band, the Univesity Chorale, or the Shaw Players, making
a maximum total of 16 hours of credit.

Students classified as sophomores or beyond may take a maximum
of 18 hours of credit, except that 1 additional hour of credit may be ear-

ned for work in the Shaw Band, the University Chorale, or the Shaw
Players, making a maximum total of 19 hours of credit.

Students who are classified as seniors and who have been certified

as candidates for a degree may register for more than 18 hours of work
with permission of their adviser and the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

Students of any classification who are on academic probation are

limited to a maximum of 12 hours of credit.

Students enrolled for 12 or more hours of credit are considered full-

time students.

COURSE CREDIT: THE UNIT OF INSTRUCTION:

Course credit at Shaw University is designed in terms of semester

hours. The semester hour is the unit of instruction used for computing

the amount of work required for graduation. One semester hour is

equivalent to one fifty-minute period of academic instruction. In

athletic skills courses, one-half semester hour is equivalent to one fif-

ty-minute period of practice. In science laboratory courses, one

semester hour is equivalent to two hours of laboratory experience per

week. In co-curricular activities such as the Shaw Band, the Univer-

sity Chorale, or the Shaw Players, one semester hour is earned for par-

ticipation as negotiated by the instructor with the student.

GRADING AND GRADE POINTS:

At the close of each semester or summer session a letter grade in-

dicating the quality or status of the student's work is reported by the

instructor. Grade points are assigned to each semester hour and each

grade in accordance with the grading system shown below. A
student's grade point average for a semester, or for any number of

semesters, is determined by dividing the total number of grade points

earned by the total number of semester hours attempted (official

Withdrawal grades are not computed). The cumulative grade point

average for all work attempted is the average used in determining

eligibility to participate in extra-curricular, co-curricular, and student

life activities, including fraternities, sororities, fellowships,
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brotherhoods, and representing the university in an official capacity.

A student's proficiency in a course is determined in terms of the

following alphabetical symbols and numerical equivalents.:

LETTER GRADE NUMERICAL GRADE POINTS
EQUIVALENT AWARDED

For each

Semester Hr.

A (Excellent) 93-100 3^-"-"'^

B (Good) 84-92 2

C (Average) 75-83 1

F (Failure) 74 and below
"*

J> ,

I (Incomplete)

W (Official Withdrawal)

An "F" grade indicates that the student has performed at an un-

satisfactory level, qualitatively and/or quantitatively.

An "I" grade indicates that the student has performed satisfac-

torily, but has not been able to complete work for a course for officially

recognized reasons. (See Class Attendance Policy). In no case will an

"I" grade be awarded when a student's financial obligations to the

university are outstanding. It is the student's responsibility to com-

plete course work by the mid-point of the next semester in which he is

enrolled. Failure to complete the work on time as published each mid-

semester will result in an automatic "F" grade. A grade of "W" will be

recorded only if a student officially withdraws from the university

(See Registration).

CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY:

Students are expected to be in classes as scheduled and on time. If a

student is absent more than three times for three day-a-week classes,

or two times for two day-a-week classes during a semester without an

official excuse, his final grade may be affected at the discretion of the

instructor. If a student is absent for more than one-third of the

scheduled classes for a course during a semester with or without an of-

ficial excuse, the student's grade will be an automatic "F".

A student may be officially excused from a class for the following

reasons when he presents an appropriate form to his instructor:

1. A confining illness.

2. A death in his immediate family.

3. Representing the university in an official capacity.

An illness form must be completed by the Health Service at the

university. Other excused absence forms must be completed by the Of-

fice of Student Life and Development.
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HONORS AT SHAW:

An honors list is published at the close of each semester. Students

named on this list must be full-time students with a semester grade

point average of 2.0 or better, and ha.e no "I" grade or grade below

"C" reported for the semester in which the student is listed.

Students whose cumulative grade point average is 2.0 or better at

the time of their graduation will be awarded honors as follows:

2.0 With Honor (Cum laude)

2.5 With High Honor (Magna Cum Laude)

2.75 or more With Highest Honor (Summa Cum Laude)

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISQUALIFICATION:

A student is placed on academic probation when the quality of his

work falls below the minimum grade point average established by the

university faculty, as follows:

NUMBER OF GRADE POINT STUDENT
SEMESTERS AVERAGE STATUS
ENROLLED

1 0.50 Warning

2 Below 0.50 Probation

3 Below 0.65 Probation

4 Below 0.75 Probation

5 Below 0.85 Probation

6 Below 0.95 Probation

7 Below 1.00 Probation

8 Below 1.00 Probation

If the performance of the student is below the set standard at the

close of the first semester, the student will be notified of his status. If,

at the close of the second semester, the student fails to improve his

academic standing, he will be notified that he is on probation. Failure

to improve his academic standing at the close of his probationary

period will result in disqualification as a student, and he is thereby

severed from the university and may not apply for re-admission for at

least one semester. A student severed from the university for a second

time may not apply for re-admission to the university.

No student on probationary status is eligible for the Cooperative

Education Program without permission of his academic adviser and
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the Cooperative Education staff.

No course taken at another institution during the period of his

severance for probationary reasons is acceptable at Shaw.

At his first opportunity a student must repeat, by official enrollment

in the class, a required course which he has failed unless a substitute

course is authorized in writing by the student's adviser, division chair-

person, and the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION:

An integral part of The Shaw Plan of education is to enable each

student to proceed according to his own pace, free from the traditional

restraints of instruction and the classroom. In order to assist the

student in recognition of his acquisition of skills and educational ex-

periences, credit toward his degree may be earned by exemption

examination which is available to all students who meet the following

requirements:

1. A student is eligible when officially enrolled and seeking a degree

from the university at the time when his application is filed and

approved.

2. No student may apply who is on warning or probationary status

or subject to academic disqualification.

3. No exemption examinations are permissible for courses listed as

Seminars, Internships, Independent Study, Cooperative
Education, orPracticum.

4. No exemption examinations are permissable for a course in which

the student has previously received an "I" or "F" grade, or which

is being substituted for such a grade.

5. A student may not exempt by examination more than thirty

semester hours of credit, and no more than fifteen hours of credit

in his major field.

For additional information on procedures, fees, and courses exemp-
tible by examination, consult the Office of Records and Registration.

SUMMER WORK AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS:

A student desiring to undertake summer session studies at another

institution must receive prior approval from his major field coor-

dinator and division chairperson. Only such work which is credited

with the grade of "C" will be acceptable for transfer to the university.

Students may receive credit for a maximum of 9 credit hours taken at
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other institutions in a summer session. Grade points will be assigned

and included in the grade point average system at Shaw.

UNIVERSITY CORE CURRICULUM:

The University Core Curriculum is designed to provide all students

with the basic knowledge, concepts, and principles of the subject mat-

ters comprising the curriculum. While each part of the core is

separately constructed and taught, an effort is made to integrate the

studies so that the student will appreciate the interrelationships and

understand the impact of each area's contribution to an understanding

of the complexities of the contemporary world. At the base of the

curriculum is the provision for the development of skills in reading,

writing, speaking, mathematics, the sciences, and physical well-being.

All students entering Shaw are required to complete the core courses

listed below (or have equivalent transfer credits from another in-

stitution), except where alternate courses are indicated for certain

major fields. The courses are normally completed before the student

begins his concentration in a major field.

Core Curriculum

Communicative Arts 150 (if required) CR - 3

Communicative'Arts 151/152 CR - 6

Health 141 * , CR -

1

Humanities (2 courses elected) * CR - 6

*Mathematics 151 S CR-3
Natural Science 151, 152 * CR-6
Physical Education 151 or 152 CR-1
Reading 150 (if required) CR - 2

Urban Sciences (2 courses elected) CR - 6

Science and Engineering students must take MAT 210 and 211.

The student is normally expected to complete the above core cour

before the end of his sophomore year. A list of those courses to be

selected by the student in the humanities and urban sciences is made

available during the registration period at the beginning of each

semester. Communicative Arts 150 and Reading 150 are required of

those students having a deficiency in these areas (as determined by

placement examinations taken at the time of matriculation).

y
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AREAS OF INSTRUCTION:

Th p
1
2^-ft1^"l

i,tT"^ ill M^V 0+1'"n n 1^^TTiponPnti S at Shaw T Tniyprsjitv each of

which is comprised of several areas of instruction or fields of study as

indicated below:

The Division of Administrative and Urban Sciences

Behavioral Science / y
Business Management and/Economics*'

Public Administration v

Urban Planning

Urban Politics

4

The Division of Humanities and Arts (Cj2-^_-s-^--&P'

English ^y
History r

Liberal Studies ?-

Music* '

Radio-TV-Film <S C^-w^w*nA>j-W^

Theater,^ ( XZa^-v^x®^*

The Division of Natural Science

Chemistry

Mathematics

eech Pathology and Audiology y

)ivision of Teacher Education

fU^ "~Hr3)Early Childhood Education^
(4-9) Intermediate Education"y
(10 - 12) Secondary Education/

s>^_. Physical Education y/

University Without Walls (see details on page 90.) **

Each of the above academic components has its own specific

philosophy, objectives, and requirements consistent with the overall

university mission and goals. A description of these philosophies, ob-

jectives, and requirements follow.
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THE DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND URBAN SCIENCES

PHILOSOPHY: The primary purpose of the Division of Ad-
ministrative and Urban Sciences is to provide undergraduate students

with an interdisdpJinajxi§JXnnigJ£x^e£iejice.

The division is truly interdisciplinary, but the real threads that bind

the above departments are based on assuring that the students

develop expertise in areas such as methodology, conceptualization,

conimjunication, inter-personal training7~3ecision-making, and com-

munity functions.

OBJECTIVES: It shall be the objective of the Division of Ad-
ministrative and Urban Sciences to educate and train the students by

promoting a wholesale jnj^yjig^ofjractical learning experiences,

through Co-operative Education, internships and othereducational ac-

tivities, with academic excellence in the classroom. To assure students

are able to develop along the lines of established objectives, the

division emphasizes a coordinative learning approach in a triangular

relationship between students, faculty, and community. Accordingly,

the d ivisionj^empj^sto provide students with_the necessary training

and education for advancement into graduate programs for specialized

degrees.

Thusly, the division is designed to deal with the "whole" man by

providing the students with knowledge, techniques, and skills

necessary for coping with today's problems and the future needs of

society.
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Divisional Course Requirements:

In addition to the University Core requirements, all students in the

division are required to take the following courses:

Dynamics of Behavior

Man and the Social Order

Principles of Economics

Introduction to the Administrative Process

Principles and Practice of Planning

Introduction to Political Science // ^^v^^^T

BES 201

BES 211

BUS 211

PUB 200

UPL 211

UPO 211

£l*x^-^
Major Field Requirements:

Behavioral Science:

BES 215

BES 301

BES 314

BES 315

BES 321

BES 322

BES 341

BES 491

The Urban Family In Crisis

Human Relations Laboratory

The Contemporary Community
Ethnic Group Relations

Research I

Research II

Social PsychologjTv

Senior Seminar /

£-e^

Plus five elective courses selected from the following:

BES 303

BES 241

BES 304

BES 312

BES 342

BES 412

UPO 331

Deviant Behavior

The Helping Professions -""^/

Behavior Disorders

Social Stratification

Cultural Anthropology

Contemporary Social Movements
The Legal Process \^

Vv-Pj^M^

Business Management and Economics:

BUS 213

BUS 261

BUS 311

BUS 312

BUS 341

BUS 342

BUS 343

BUS 345

BUS 361

Business Mathematics

Elementary Statistical Methods
Value and Distribution

Income and Employment
Accounting I

Accounting II

Accounting III

Federal Tax Accounting

Fundamentals of Management
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BUS 371

BUS 422

BUS 492

Marketing
Money and Banking

Independent Study

Plus five elective courses including the following:

BUS 241: Consumer Economics

BUS 480: Personal Management
PUB 320: Public Organizations, Theory, Behavior,

Making
UPL 353: Methods and Approaches
UPO 223: United States Government

and Decision

Public Administration:

PUB 200

PUB 201

PUB 203

PUB 226

PUB 231

PUB 310

Introduction to the Administrative Process

Public Administration Analysis

Statistics in Public Administration

Public Finance and Budgeting
Public Personnel Administration

The Minority as A Public Administrator
i

Plus elective courses to be taken in consultation with
area adviser.

Urban Planning:

UPI 211

UPL 214

UPL 215

UPL 311

UPL 353

UPL 355

UPL 411

UPL 420

UPL 491

Principles and Practice of Planning

Housing and Government Related Programs
Social Planning \/
Regional Planning

Methods and Approaches I

Planning Process and Problems
Land-Use Planning

Community Analyses and New Town Development
Planning Seminar

Plus elective courses to be taken in consultation with area adviser.

Urban Politics: f **

UPO 223: United States Government
UPO 231: The Politics of States and Urban Communities
UPO 311: Poverty and Politics

or

UPO 334: Constitutional Law
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UPO 345

UPO 371

UPO 372

UPO 401

UPO 491

Plus 'ive c

AAS 332:

HIS 341:

HIS 342:

INT 151:

INT 152:

INT 411:

PUB 203:

Comparative Government and Politics

Political Theory I

Political Theory II

Scope and Methods of Political Science
Senior Seminar

five courses selected from the following:

Afro-American History

United States History I

United States History II

Introduction to World Politics I

Introduction to World Politics II

United States Foreign Policy

Statistics in Public Administration

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

SEMESTERFIRST YEAR

ENG 151, 152

HPE141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

BES201, 211

II

3

1

3

3

3

SECOND YEAR 16 16

BUS 215, 301

BUS 314, 315

PUB 200

UPL211
UPO 211

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

THIRD YEAR

BUS 321, 322

BUS 211

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 3

3 3

3

3 —
3

6 6

15 18

3 3

3

12 9

15 15
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FOURTH YEAR

BES491
Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

15 15

18 15

TOTAL: 128

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS MAJOR TYPICAL
COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG151, 152

HPE141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

BES201, 211

BUS 211

16 16

SECOND YEAR

BUS 213, 261 3 3

BUS 311, 312 3 3

BUS 341, 342 3 3

PUB 200 3 _
UPL211 _ 3

UP0 211 3 —
Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 3 3

18 15
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THIRD YEAR

BUS 343, 345

BUS 361, 371

BUS 413

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

3

9

15

3

3

3

9

18

FOURTH YEAR

BUS 422, 492

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 3

12 12

15 15

TOTAL: 128

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PAT-
TERN

FIRST YEAR

ENG 151, 152

HPE 141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

BES201,211
BUS 211

SEMESTER
I II

16 16

SECOND YEAR

PUB 200, 201

PUB 203

UPL211
UP0 211

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 3

3

3

3

12 6

18 15
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THIRD YEAR

PUB 226, 231 3 3

PUB 310 3 _
Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 9 15

15 18

FOURTH YEAR

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 15 15

15 15

TOTAL: 128

URBAN PLANNING MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG151, 152 3 3

HPE141, 151 1 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 151 3 _
SCI 151, 152 3 3

BES201.211 3 3

BUS 211 _ 3

16 16

SECOND YEAR

PUB 200 3 _
UPL211.214 3 3

UPL215,311 3 3

UPL353,355 3 3

UP0 211 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6 3

18 15

THIRD YEAR

UPL411.420 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 12 15
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FOURTH YEAR

UPL491
Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

12 15

15 15

TOTAL: 128

URBAN POLITICS MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER

ENG151, 152

HPE141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

BES201.211
BUS 211

II

3

1

3

3

3

3

SECOND YEAR

16 16

PUB 200 3

UPL211 3

UP0 211,223 3 3

UP0 311or334 3

UPO 345 - 3

UPO 371, 372 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6 6

THIRD YEAR

UPO 401

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

18

3

12

15

18

15

15
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FOURTH YEAR

UPO 491

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

12 15

15 15

TOTAL: 128

THE DIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS

PHILOSOPHY: The Division of Humanities and Arts is integrative in

its emphasis, presupposing a broad and interdisciplinary context of

studies in the arts and sciences of human expression and value. This

concept arises out of the literal as well as the symbolic meaning of

"humanities," that is the idea of exploring questions concerning human
experience, its joys and sorrows, its highs and lows, its good and evil,

its creativity and its destructiveness, and its mundane and

imaginative impulses. Thus, students seeking a major in one of the

areas of instruction in this division will be exposed to a broad range of

courses both within and outside the division. He is urged to exercise

his freedom in selecting courses from the arts and sciences for the pur-

pose of exploring and identifying himself, his society and his world.

OBJECTIVES: Tha^pj4marY__ob4a£tive of the Division of Humanities

and Arts is_to develop to the student's best ability .hisjtnowledge and

ithesis of the arts, the important ideas of the past and present^

cultures and sub-cultures for the purpose of making viable judgments,

both specialized and generalized, about himself, his society, and his

world.

Divisional Course Requirements: Beyond the Core Curriculum, stu-

dents in the Division of Humanities and Arts have only to complete the

requirements in their major field and the university graduation

requirements to earn a bachelor of arts degree; however, students also

seeking certification by the North Carolina State Department of

Public Instruction must take the additional required courses in

Teacher Education.

Major Field Requirements:

English:

ENG 212: English Literature I

or
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ENG 213: English Literature II

ENG 215: History of the English Language
ENG 220: American Literature I

or

ENG 221: American Literature II

ENG 230: World Literature I

or

ENG 231: World Literature II -S3*~"

ENG 240: Afro-American Literature I

or

ENG 241: Afro-American Literature II
""""*"

ENG 321: Shakespeare I

or

ENG 322

ENG 331

ENG 332

Shakespeare II

Advanced Grammar
Advanced Composition

In addition, the student must also take:

HIS 211: Western Civilization I -V ^o-3S=^-vc
HIS 212: Western Civilization II

Plus two years of a foreign larugaiage, and a minimum of 5 English elec-

ties.

Teaching majors must also take professional education courses and:

REA 409

THR 421

ENG 490

Teaching of Reading in Secondary Schools

Theater Workshop
Methods and Materials for Secondary Teaching

ENGLISH MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG 151, 152 3 3

HPE 141, 151 1 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 151 3 _
SCI 151, 152 3 3

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2) 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 3

16 16
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SEXONDYEAR

ENG212or220 3

ENG215 3

FRE 151/152,153/154 6 6

HIS 211, 212 3 3

Electives or Education Courses (consult adviser) 6

THIRD YEAR

15 15

ENG213or221 _
ENG 230 or 240 3

ENG321 3

ENG 331, 332 3

Electives or Education Courses (consult adviser) 9

3

12

History:

HIS 311

HIS 312

HIS 313

HIS 332

HIS 341

HIS 342

HIS 343

HIS 351

HIS 371

European History I

European History II

History of the Middle East I

Latin American History II

United States History I

United States History II

Twentieth Century America
Far East History

African History I

18 18

FOURTH YEAR (non-teaching majors)

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 15

15

15

15

FOURTH YEAR (teaching majors)

ENG 480, 490

Electives or Education Courses (consult adviser)

3 12

12 —

15 12

TOTAL: 128
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HIS 372

HIS 412

INT 151

INT 352

INT 411

African History II

History of the Middle East II

Introduction To World Politics

United Nations and Regional Organizations

United States Foreign Policy

In addition, the student must take two of the following:

AAS 322

BUS 211

GEO 211

GEO 213

UPO 223

Afro-American History II

Principles of Economics

Principles of Geography
Regional Geography
United States Government
or

Other history courses.

Music:\ Jtz^-

y

Secondary Piano (for non-keyboard majors only)

Secondary Piano II

Harmony I

Harmony II

Harmony III

Advanced Harmony and Counterpoint

Music History, Form and Analysis I

Music History, Form and Analysis II

Improvisation

String Techniques

Brasswind Instrumental Methods
Woodwind Instrumental Methods
Percussion Instrumental Methods
Conducting and Orchestration

Elementary Education Music Methods
Secondary Education Music Methods

In addition, the student must take MUS 215 or 216 each semester,

Applied Music (in chosen instrument or voice)

Applied Music

Applied Music

Applied Music

Applied Music

Applied Music

Applied Music

Applied Music

(all with bimonthly seminars)

A senior recital, formal paper, or accompaniment is also required as

well as participation in instrumental or vocal ensembles.

MUS 150:

MUS 151:

MUS 211:

MUS 212:

MUS 311:

MUS 312:

MUS 411:

MUS 442:

MUS 453;

MUS 454:

MUS 456

MUS 457

MUS 458

MUS 465

MUS 471

MUS 490

In additio

plus:

MUS 250

MUS 251

MUS 350

MUS 351

MUS 450

MUS 451

MUS 495

MUS 496
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HISTORY MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG151, 152

HPE141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2)

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

SECOND YEAR

16

18

3

1

3

3

3

3

16

GEO 211 3

HIS 311, 312 3 3

HIS 313, 332 3 3

INT 151, 352 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6 6

15

THIRD YEAR

HIS 341, 342

HIS 351

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

3

9

3

12

15 15

FOURTH YEAR

HIS 371, 372

HIS 412

INT 411

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

12 9

18 15

TOTAL: 128
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Liberal Studies Major Course Requirement:

There is no "typical" course patternjpx st.nHfmfo majoring ia^Libera]

Studies. Rather, the student and his assigned faculty adviser will

devise a sequence of courses to be approved by his divisional chair-

person which will satisfy all university graduation requirements.

Students enrolled in UWW should consult with the Director of Liberal

Studies.

MUSIC MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN (Teaching Majors.

Non-teaching majors should consult with area adviser).

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

Administrative and Urban Science Elective (1) 3

ENG151, 152 3 3

HPE141, 151 1 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 151 3 _
MUS150, 151 1 1

MUS 211, 212 3 3

MUS 250, 251 1 1

MUS215or216 1 1

SECOND YEAR

THIRD YEAR

16 16

Administrative and Urban Science Elective (1) 3

MUS 215 or 216 1 1

MUS 311, 312 3 3

MUS 350, 351 1 1

MUS 454, 456 2 2

MUS 458 2

SCI 151, 152 3 3

EDU211.212 3 3

16 15

EDU 322, 323 3

EDU371 3

MUS 215 or 216 1
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MUS 441, 442

MUS 450, 451

MUS 457, 465

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

19 15

FOURTH YEAR

EDU 480, 490

EDU 491

MUS 215 or 216

MUS 495, 496

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

RTV 155

RTV 156

RTV 257

RTV 261

RTV 281

RTV 282

RTV
7

301

OTV 412

RTV 322

3 12

3

1 1

1 1

9 —

17 14

TOTAL: 128

Fundamentals of Radio-TV-Film

Voice and Diction for Radio-TV-Film

Oral Interpretation

Radio and Television Announcing
History of Broadcasting

or

History of the Motion Picture

Communication Theories and Models

or

Research Methods in Communications
Radio Production

or

Television Production

or

Basic Cinematography

Regulations and Freedom in Broadcasting

or

Motion Picture Management
Radio, TV, Film Writing

In addition, the student must take a minimum of seven RTV electives.

Students will also be required to type at least 30 WPM with accuracy

by the end of their junior year.

RTV 323:

RTV 324:

RTV 325:

RTV 326:

RTV 328:
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RADIO-TV-FILM MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2)

ENG 151, 152

HPE 141, 151

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151, 152

SCI 151, 152

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

SEMESTER
II

3

3

1

3

16 16

SECOND YEAR

RTV 155, 156 3 3

RTV 257, 261 3 3

RTV 281 or 282 3 —
RTV 301 or 412 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 9 9

18 18

THIRD YEAR

RTV 322 or 323 or 324

RTV 325 or 326

RTV 328

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

3

9

3

12

15 15

FOURTH YEAR

RTV Electives

Electives (free or required)

9 9

6 6

15 15

TOTAL: 128
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Theater:

THR 161

THR 211

THR 212

THR 217

THR 230

THR 231

THR 321

THR 322

THR 323

THR 440

THR 475

1

Voice and Diction

History of the Theater I

History of the Theater II

Oral Interpretation

Acting I

Acting II

Stagecraft and Scene Design I

Stagecraft and Scene Design II

Techniques of Makeup
Directing

Senior Production Project

In addition, the Theater major must take a minimum of 8 courses selec-

ted from the following:

ENG 212: English Literature I

or

English Literature II

History of the English Language
American Literature I

or

American Literature II

World Literature I

or

World Literature II

Afro-American Literature I

or

Afro-American Literature II

Shakespeare I

or

Shakespeare II

Advanced Grammar
Advanced Composition

plus two semesters of a foreign language.

English-Theater co-majors are also required to take additional courses

in the Theater Area, as follows:

ENG 213:

ENG 215:

ENG 220:

ENG 221:

ENG 230:

ENG 231:

ENG 240:

ENG 241:

ENG 321:

ENG 322:

ENG 331:

ENG 332:

THR 326

THR 351

THR 421

THR 451

Afro-American Theater

Playwriting I

Theater Workshop
Advanced Playwriting

A co-major may also be chosen from any other related area, e.g.,

Music, Radio-TV-Film.
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A ll majors are required to participate in_a_tej

aspect_of the Shaw nay.e£sT,&-£<

continuous basis while in residence aX S haw, ^for. which one unit of_

credit may be earned each semester. The Senior Rroduction P-mject

(THR 475) requires the student to produce a play, from script to live

performance, during his senior year.

THEATER MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2)

ENG 151, 152

Humanities and Arts Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

THR 161

HPE 141, 151

SECOND YEAR

SEMESTER
II

3

3

3

3

3

~1

16

3

3

3

3

3

1

16

THR 211, 212

THR 217, 230

THR 231, 321

THR 322, 323

Electives, Education or co-major courses

FOURTH YEAR

18 18

THIRD YEAR

THR 440 3

Electives, Education or co-major courses 12 12
FRE151, 152 6

15 18

THR 475

Electives, Education or co-major courses

3

12 12

15 12

TOTAL: 128
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THE DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

PHILOSOPHY: The Division of Natural Science believes that effective

citizens require qt l^ast a general scientific understanding of the

nature of man and society, a society that, to a great extent, has-been

fashioned .mcreasing4y--J3jL^he_^ojitr,ibutions of the sciences. The
creative spirit of the sciences provides for the individual an op-

, jrdrtunity to relate to man's environment in a meaningful and unique

way. No truly—entreated-- .ftexson can forego the drajnalic__in-

terrelationships between science and society.

OBJECTIVES: The primary objectives of the Division of . Natural

Science are (1) to aid the student in developing an appreciation of the

natural and physical sciences as an orientation factor in the living

world of which he or she is a part; and (2) to provide such training's

will assist the student in the preparation for a successful vocational or

professional careePt-

Major Field Requirements:

Biology:

BIO 211

BIO 212

BIO 223

BIO 311

BIO 323

BIO 324

BIO 331

BIO 332

BIO 423

BIO 431

BIO 432

BIO 481

BIO 482

General Biology

General Zoology

General Botany
Embryology
Vertebrate Physiology

or

Plant Physiology

Genetics

Bacteriology

Ecology

Molecular Biology
or
Biochemistry

Seminar in Biology

Seminar in Biology

In addition, the student must take:

CHE 212

CHE 214

CHE 341

CHE 342

CHE 311

General Chemistry I

General Chemistry II

Organic Chemistry I

Organic Chemistry II

Quantitative Analysis
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MAT 222

MAT 223

PHY 212

PHY 214

Analytic Geometry and Calculus I

Analytic Geometry and Calculus II

General Physics I

General Physics II

Chemistry:

CHE 212

CHE 214

CHE 341

CHE 342

CHE 412

CHE 428
CHE 431

CHE 433

CHE 481

plus two oth

MAT 211

MAT 222

MAT 223

MAT 224

PHY 212

PHY 214

BIO 211

General Chemistry I

General Chemistry II

Organic Chemistry I

Organic Chemistry II

Advanced Inorganic Chemistry

Instrumental Analysis
Physical Chemistry I

Physical Chemistry II

Seminar
er electives from the Chemistry Area, and:

Algebra and Trigonometry

Analytic Geometry and Calculus I

Analytic Geometry and Calculus II

Analytic Geometry and Calculus III

General Physics I

General Physics II

General Biology

BIOLOGY MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR

ENG151, 152

HPE141, 151

Humanities and Arts Elective

BIO 212

CHE 212, 214

MAT 221, 222

1)

SEMESTER
I I I

SECOND YEAR

Humanities and Arts Elective (1)

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2)

BIO 223, 311

15 16
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BIO 324 _ 4

CHE 341, 342 4 4

MAT 223 4 _
Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 3

18 18

THIRD YEAR

BIO 331,332 4 4

BIO 423 4 _
CHE 311 _ 4

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 9 9

17 17

FOURTH YEAR

BIO 432

BIO 481, 482

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

1

12

4

1

9

13 14

TOTAL: 128

CHEMISTRY MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG151, 152 3 3

HPE 141, 152 1 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 211, 222 4 4

CHE 212, 214 4 4

15 15
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SECOND YEAR

Administrative and Urban Science Elective (1) _ 3

CHE 311 4 _
CHE 341, 342 4 4

MAT 223, 224 4 4

PHY 212, 214 4 4

THIRD YEAR

FOURTH YEAR

BIO 423, 431

BIO 432

BIO 481, 482

CHE 311

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

16 15

GER 151/152 6

Administrative and Urban Science Elective (1) 3

BIO 211, 432 4 4

CHE 412 3

CHE 431, 433 4 4

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6

17 17

4 4

4

1 1

4

6 6

15 15

TOTAL: 128
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Cooperative Program In The Sciences:

Through a cooperative program between Shaw and North Carolina

j V&tate University, any regular Shaw and North Carolina State Univer-

/ /Tsity student is eligible to major in any engineering area at North
v {Carolina State University. A_JiO£t__oJ_enginjeejjjig^ is

availahle^Jn addition, a student may also major in any area of Forestry

like Wood Technology, Pulp and Paper Technology, etc. Arrangement
/provides for a dual degree: B.S. from N.C.S.U. and B.A. from Shaw
University. The length of this program is usually five years. Besides

Engineering and Technology areas, cooperative programs are also

available in computer science and certain physical and life sciences,

but in these areas the B.S. degree is given by Shaw University. Details

f these programs are available when requested of the Chairman of the

Division of Natural and Physical Sciences.

S,

'

A. SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES

Agronomy ^ Microbiology

Biology Plant Pathology

Botany Plant Protection /
Conservation Poultry Science^

Crop Science Pre-Medical-3

Entomology Pre-Dental ^
Fisheries Pre-Veterinary Medicine 1

Land Science Soil Science

Genetics v Wildlife Biology

Horticulture Zoology

JtJM

B. SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND APPLIED
MATHEMATICS
Chemistry /
Computer Science—— v
Physics

C. SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Aerospace Engineering v Engineering Operations

Biological and Agricultural Furniture Manufacturing

Engineering Geological Engineering

Ceramic Engineering Industrial Engineering

Chemical Engineering Mechanical Engineering

Civil Engineering Metallurgical Engineering

Electrical Engineering Nuclear Engineering

Engineering Mechanics O
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Mathematics:

MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT

223

224

225

311

312

411

412

413

423

425

481

Analytic Geometry and Calculus II

Analytic Geometry and Calculus III

Analytic Geometry and Calculus IV

Modern Algebra

Linear Algebra

Differential Equations

Theory of Numbers
Introduction to Real Analysis

Modern Geometry
Introduction to Set Theory and Topology

Seminar

Plus the following:

CHE 212: General Chemistry I

CHE 214: General Chemistry II

PHY 212: General Physics I

PHY 214: General Physics II

FRE 151/152,153/154

or

GER 151/152 and 211

and one year of biology or its equivalent.

MATHEMATICS MAJOR TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2) 3

ENG 151, 152 3

HPE141, 151 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3

MAT 223, 224 4

14 14

SECOND YEAR

CHE 212, 214

FRE or GER 151/152, 153/154

MAT 412, 423

PHY 212, 214

17 17
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THIRD YEAR

MAT 225, 311

MAT 312, 413

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3

3

12

FOURTH YEAR

16 18

MAT 411, 425

MAT 481

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 3

1

12 12

16 15

TOTAL: 127
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Pre-Medical Program:

The division also offers premedical, pre-dental and pre-health

science curricular programs to prepare students for admission to

medical and dental schools. Identified premedical students are coun-

selled and advised for proper courses, placed in summer premedical

programs at other institutions and given stipends for biomedical

research activities on campus. This program is new, established to

meet the needs of student placement in these areas where enormous
opportunities are currently emerging. Students intending to pursue

health careers are advised to contact the premedical advisor as soon as

they enroll in the university.

Speech Pathology and Audiology: <U~<3"^ *

SPP 165

SPP 251

SPP 252

SPP 345

SPP 351

SPP 352

SPP 353

SPP 355
SPP 361

SPP 362

SPP 363
SPP 367

SPP 368
SPP 451

SPP 452

BIO 211

Bases of Speech Behavior

Phonetics

Introduction to Oral Communication Disorders v

Nature of Language
Anatomy and Physiology of Vocal and Auditory Mechanisms

Disorders of Articulation .

Disorders of Voice

Stuttering ^
Introduction to Audiology

Audiometry
Aural Rehabilitation >L

Clinical Practicum

or

•/
Clinical Practicum

Diagnostic Methods in Speech Pathology
Physiogenic Disorders: Speech Pathology

General Biology

and other SPP electives, as recommended by the area.
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SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY MAJOR TYPICAL
COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I I]

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2) 3 3

ENG151,152 3 3

HPE 141, 152 1 1

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 151 3 _
SCI 151, 152 3 3

SPP 165 _ 3

SECOND YEAR

THIRD YEAR

16

18

16

BIO 211 3

SPP 251, 252 3 3

SPP 345 3

SPP 351, 352 3 3

SPP 353, 355 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 3 9

18

SPP 361, 362 3 3

SPP 363, 367 or 368 3 3

SPP 451, 452 3 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6 6

FOURTH YEAR

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

15 15

15 15

15 15

TOTAL: 128
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THE DIVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

PHILOSOPHY: Although the primary mission of Shaw University

reflects those goals and objectives characteristic of a four-year liberal

arts institution, it has always conceived as one of its educational goals

a solid commitment to and a responsibility for the preparation of

prospective teachers for the public schools. A statement recently

adopted by the Board of Trustees perpetuates such a commitment:

WHEREAS, the administration and faculty of Shaw University con-

ceive as one of the university's major responsibilities to be an

educationalxenterjor the preparation of prospective teachers for the

pub4t€-^c4ffiols-ajid-th^L^in^nued education of the in-service teacher // ^
thrtmgh'STTeeia4-^vTjrks4tofisT-S£jn_inars ancLother-pr^ffragis which con--//
tribute—4^»-4Jia-.-daw4Qpmpni— pf so^nd ^educatktnal— policies-, and

procedures^nd
WHEREAS, the Shaw University has historically been one of the

prime suppliers of teachers and administrators for the public schools

of this nation and, in particular, of North Carolina, and

WHEREAS, the Shaw University recognizes the continuing need

for teachers who are competent and well-qualified in their area of

specialization, and

WHEREAS, the Shaw University administration recognizes the

need to provide a strong program in Teacher Education for the large

segment of the student population desiring to become teachers, and

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees and the broader constituency

see Teacher Education as a most vital and sustaining component of the

university:

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THAT: ^ ^T>-W

1. TheJ3o^xd--of-T-gtts-fcees reaffirms its-support and-re^og-aitioji of

the importance of the Teacher Education Program at Shaw
University and hereby pledges to strongly encourage and

vigorously support the improvement and development of the

Teacher Education Program, and

2. The administratiori"shall have included in all of its official

documents describing university program offerings firm and ap-

propriate statements that reflect the support and commitment of

the Board of Trustees and the administration of Shaw University

to its Teacher Education Program.

OBJECTIVES: The Division of Teacher Education aims to provide all

students seeking a career in public instruction with a broad base of

liberal arts studies combined with professional studies and experience
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necessary to the competent instruction of young persons as reflected

by the standards and guidelines of a competency-based program by the

North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. For students in-

tending to enter graduate programs in specialized areas of education.

the division also aims to-p^evide-a sound base of studies designed-to

prepare them for this purpose. The faculty believes that, because of

the importance of education for the young, only those students demon-

strating a high level of academic ability and personal maturity will be

admitted to and prepared for a career in teacher education.

Major Field Course Requirements:

Early Childhood Education (K-3):

EDU 211

EDU 212

EDU 216

EDU 220

EDU 225

EDU 260

EDU 261

EDU 310

EDU 316

EDU 323

EDU 340

EDU 415

EDU 416

EDU 455

EDU 460

EDU 461

EDU 463

EDU 464

EDU 465

EDU 466

EDU 467

EDU 480

UPO 223

GEO 211

GEO 213

HIS 341

HIS 342

MAT 215

MAT 216

Research in

/

K-3

The American School System
Educational Psychology

Field Laboratory Experience

Social Foundations of Early Childhood

Innovations, Experimentation and

Education

Child Psychology I (Birth to Six Years)

Child Psychology II (Six to Twelve Years

Early Childhood Curriculum r" /
Field Laboratory Experience c-

y

The Role of the Teacher /
Multi-Media Resources and Their Use in Education

Tests and Measurements ^
Field Laboratory Experience

Arts in the Elementary and Secondary Schools

Teaching Mathematics in the Elementary School

Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary School

Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School

Teaching Physical Education in the Elementary School

Teaching Science in the Elementary School

Elementary Music Methods
Teaching of Reading In the Elementary School (REA 408)

Student Teaching and Seminar

American Governmental System
Principles of Geography
or

Regional Geography
United States History I

United States History II

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers I

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers II
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Intermediate Education (4-9):

EDU 211

EDU 212

EDU 216

EDU 316

EDU 322

EDU 323

EDU 340

EDU 415

EDU 416

EDU 461

EDU 463

EDU 464

EDU 465

EDU 466

EDU 467

EDU 480

GEO 211

GEO 213

HIS 341

HIS 342

MAT 215

MAT 216

UPO 223

The American School System
Educational Psychology

Field Laboratory Experience

Field Laboratory Experience

Adolescent Psychology

The Role of the Teacher

Multi-Media Resources and Their Use in Education

Tests and Measurements
Field Laboratory Experience

Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary School

Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School

Teaching Physical Education in the Elementary School

Teaching Science in the Elementary School

Elementary Music Methods
Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School (REA 408)

Student Teaching and Seminar

Principles of Geography

or

Regional Geography
United States History I

United States History II

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers I

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers II

American Governmental System

EARLY CHILDHOOD TYPICAL COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER

I II

ENG151, 152 3 3

HPE 141, 152 1 1

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2) 3 3

MAT 151 3 _
Humanities and Arts Electives (2) (consult adviser) 3 3

SCI 151, 152 3 3

REA 151 (if required) _ 3

16 16
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SECOND YEAR

EDU 211, 212

EDU216
EDU 220, 323

GEO 211, 313

HIS 341, 342

MAT 215, 216

UPO 223

THIRD YEAR

16 18

EDU 261, 310

EDU 316, 416

EDU 260, 415

EDU 340, 463

EDU 466, 467

EDU 255, 464

16 16

FOURTH YEAR

EDU 461, 480

EDU 460

EDU 465

EDU 455

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 12

3 _
3 _
3 _
6 _

18 12

TOTAL: 128

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION
TERN

(4-9) TYPICAL COURSE PAT-

FIRST YEAR SEMESTER
I II

ENG151, 152 3

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2) 3

Humanities and Arts Electives (2) consult adviser 3
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HPE141, 151 1 1

MAT 151 3 _
SCI 151, 152 3 3

REA 151 (if required) _ 3

16 16

SECOND YEAR

EDU211,212 3 3

EDU216 1 —
EDU 323 and EDU Electives (consult adviser) 3 6

GEO 211 or 213 3 _
HIS 341, 342 3 3

MAT 215, 216 3

UPO 223 3

THIRD YEAR

19 18

EDU 322, 466 3 3

EDU 316 1 —
EDU 340, 415 3 3

EDU 467, 463 3 3

EDU 464 3

Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 6

16

3

15

FOURTH YEAR

EDU 461, 480 3 12

EDU 460, 465 6 _
EDU 416, 455 4 _
Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 3

16 12

TOTAL: 128
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Note: Students seeking certification in Intermediate Education must
have at least one academic area of concentration; however,

two are recommended from the following areas: Language
Arts, Health and Physical Education, Mathematics, Natural

Science, Social Sciences. The minimum requirement for an

area concentration is 18 hours of credit, except for the

Language Arts and Social Sciences which requires 24 hours of

credit.

Secondary Education (10-12):

Completion of major area requirements in one of the following:

Biology

Chemistry

English

Health and Physical Education

Mathematics

Music

Social Sciences

Theater

plus professional education courses as follows:

EDU 211

EDU 212

EDU 216

EDU 316

EDU 322

EDU 323

EDU 340

EDU 416

EDU 480

EDU 490

The American School System
Educational Psychology

Field Laboratory Experience

Field Laboratory Experience

Adolescent Psychology

The Role of the Teacher
Multi-Media Resources and Their Use in Education

Field Laboratory Experience

Student Teaching and Seminar

Methods and Materials (in major area)

Health and Physical Education:

Students majoring in Health and Physical Education are required to

take the courses listed below; however, a student wishing to con-

centrate in recreation should consult the area adviser.
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Health and Physical Education:

HPE 221:

HPE 223

HPE 312

HPE 313

HPE 373

HPE 374

HPE 423

HPE 432

HPE 472:

HPE s214

HPE s215

HPE s221

HPE s224

HPE s243

HPE s244

History and Principles of Health, Physical Education and

Recreation

Personal, School, and Community Health

Techniques and Methods in Seasonal Sports I

Techniques and Methods in Seasonal Sports II

Kinesiology

First Aid, Safety, and Prevention of Athletic Injuries

Adaptive and Corrective Physical Education

Organization and Administration in Health, Physical

Education and Recreation

Introduction to Tests and Measurements in Health,

Physical Education, Recreation

Beginning Swimming
Intermediate Swimming
Fundamentals of Rhythm
Tap, Folk, and Square Dance
Tumbling and Gymnastics

Advanced Gymnastics

Teaching majors are also required to take the professional

education courses.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR TYPICAL
COURSE PATTERN

FIRST YEAR

ENG151,152
BIO 211

Administrative and Urban Science Electives (2)

MAT 151

SCI 151, 152

HPE 141, 151

Humanities and Arts Elective (1)

SEMESTER
I II

3 3

_ 4

3 3

3 _
3 3

1 1

3 _

16 14

SECOND YEAR

Humanities and Arts Elective (1]

EDU216, 316

EDU211
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HPE 221, 225

HPE s221, s224

HPE s214, s244

HPE s243, s215

BIO 321, 323

HPE 312

17 15

THIRD YEAR

HPE 313, 432 3 3

HPE 351, 472 3 3

HPE 373, 374 6

EDU 212, 322 3 3

EDU 416 1 —
Electives (free or required: consult adviser) 2 9

18 18

FOURTH YEAR

HPE 490, 480

HPE 423

EDU 340

Electives (free or required: consult adviser)

3 12

3 _
3 _
9 _

18 12

TOTAL: 128

THE UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS:

A description of the philosophy and objectives of UWW may be

found on page 42.

UWW CURRICULA: As a delivery system, UWW does not offer

Curricula or^ejxees-of-J4s~own separate fxom,t^se^iifl[(eTe?n^ghaw

UniverTsf^ The UWW concentrates primarily on the following areas

leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts from Shaw:
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Behavioral Science v
Business Management and Economics •*"

History u-^
Liberal Studies *^
Public Administration S
Urban Planning*^

Urban Politics y^

Beca
:
uje_JJ}e_p_o2iciesand practices of a/

>
f)d prni

'

p «H ministratiaD-differ

from those of the university, a summary of_essfiniial--4ea-ttH*es is

described below:

ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID:

Admission to the UWW is limited to those applicants who meet the

following basic criteria:

rTTpiompletion of all general education requirements (the Shaw Core)

'^"either through previous college work or learning experiences

and/or by examination. If an applicant does not meet these criteria

he or she may be admitted provisionally pending the completion of

such requirements as a resident student at Shaw. The student must
pay the regular tuition costs and fees in this latter case.

2. Submission of an official copy of a high school diploma (if any).

3. Tajigib-le^ayjdence ofjjifceile-ctiial maturitv_and_capability to nru

dertake a self-directed program of study.

Applicants for financial aid must have submitted their application for

admission at least sixty days prior to the anticipated enrollment date,

to be accompanied with the admission fee of $25.00.

TRANSFER OF CREDIT:

A grade of "C" or better is required for transfer of credits earned at

other regionally accredited institutions to airmixjiixu-m—ei-76—frum
junior institutions and 90 from senior institutions. Credits from other

types of institutions may be transferred only after the student has

been enrolled a full semester in UWW and maintained a "B" or better

average in 12 or more credit hours. Ordinarjly^_no morgjjian 30 cre dit

lipii£S-4»ay4re 4r-a*§d^r^^ institutions.

"

5uch credits may be accepted by UWW only if the grade average is

or^BfiEEfrc^ Crcdttr"earned through the CLEP (College Lev el

Examination Program) may be transferred for University Gore
requirements only if a minimum of the 40th percentile has been

achigisd.
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Credit earned through the United States Armed Forces Institution

(USAFI) may be transferred on a two-thirds semester ratio.

Credit accumulated under a quarter system may be transferred on a

two-thirds semester ratio.

All credits to be transferred must be submitted on official copies of

transcripts to be mailed to UWW directly from the transferring in-

stitution within sixty days of the date of enrollment.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE:

Cntejria_Jl0X^a^«wlin^a«a4efl^ is

stated in the UWW HANDBOOK and is enforced by the. UWW
Academic Review Committee. Such awardable credit wUl Jbe_ indicated

on the student's permanent record as "credit by ex^mp4ioiul-or

"credit by examination." A maximum of 60 such credits may.heji&'ar- ^y
ded toward degree requirements at Shaw.

PLAN OF STUDY:

After UWW determines the student's educational status, a plan of

study will be developed, as follows:

1. Status at enrollment.

2. Remaining requirements for a degree.

3. Sequential enrollment by semester.

4. Concepts and competencies required for each course or experience.

5. Fiscal obligations.

The applicant will be notified of the above at least 30 days prior to

matriculation in UWW.

ENROLLMENT:

Enrollment is the act of beginning a period of study, and will occur in

September, January, or May. Students may make an adjustment, in

cooperation with UWW, within the first 15 days of their enrollment.

The plan of study, when finalized, must be signed by the student and

his faculty adviser and returned toUWW at least 15 days prior to date

of enrollment. Upon approval by UWW, the student may then begin

the program of study.
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EVALUATION SYSTEM:

There are two evaluation systems offered by UWW. The student

may select the system under which all evaluations will be made;

however, once the selection has been made, it may not be changed.

I

Letter Grade Numerical Equivalent Grade Points

A
B
C
I

W

P
I

w

93-100

84-92

75-83

1\^> 4^-D

II

3

2

1

Incomplete

Withdrawal

1-vTX-
IL " Pass

Incomplete

Withdrawal

ADJUNCT FACULTY ADVISER SYSTEM:

Selection Criteria: In the selection of UWW faculty, emphasis is

placed upon scholarship as demonstrated through academic

achievement, research and publications; multidisciplinary teaching

ability and competence as attested by prior experience in other in-

stitutions; commitment to the principles of liberal education; orien-

tation toward new approaches in higher learning; and involvement and

awareness of contemporary issues and problems. In case of persons

who are selected without prior teaching experience on the college

level, letters of recommendation attesting to the individual's

professional promise are required.

All UWW faculty are required to have on file completed records of

academic and practical training before an appointment is made.

Appointment: The appointment of UWW faculty is based on exist-

ing and anticipated needs of students in various locales. UWW_iacuJty
are appointedjjy the president on a yearly bas is. The faculty consists

of selected members from the regular university teaching faculty and
qualified educators selected in other locales. Persons from business,

industry, government, the professions, and others, who because of

their special credentials can serve the needs of UWW students may
also be included.
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FEES:

1. A non-refundable admission fee of $25.00 must accompany the ap-

plication for admission. ^S
2. A learning experience assessment fee, paid prior to enrollment, is

charged when credit is awarded, as follows:

a) 1-15 credits - $100.00 (non-refundable)

b) 15 or more credits — $200.00 (non-refundable)

3. Graduation fee: $18.75.

TUITION:

Plan A: $1,500.00 prior to enrollment.

Plan B: $500.00 prior to enrollment each semester.

TUITION REFUND POLICY:

(see Shaw refund policy under Financial Information)

TRANSFER OF RESIDENT SHAW STUDENTS TO UWW:

Preference for admi&sian-taTTWW js given to non-resident students :

howevjy^jnasiilant^j^^

1. All University Core requirements have been met.

2. The student has at least a "C" average.

3. The student is recommended for transfer by his of her academic ad-

viser and divisional chairperson.

4. The student has no outstanding fiscal balance at Shaw.

CERTIFICATION FOR GRADUATION:

By March 1 of each year, names of UWW students who have

successfully fulfilled all university and UWW requirements for

graduation will be certified for graduation. Degrees may be c_ojj-

ferred at the university's^annual convocation or in absentiaT a's

the student requests. Unless otherwise stated in the official

UWW HANDBOOK, d^gr^_jig^Mjire>rn e*4ja-~are i^nlica 1 -"71
'*

11

regular university graduation requirements.
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COURSE BANK

Numbering:

150 - 199 Primarily for first and second year students.

200 - 299 Primarily for second and third year students.

300 - 399 Primarily for third and fourth year students.

400 - 499 Primarily for fourth year students.

Abbreviations:

AAS- Afro-American Studies

ARB- Arabic

ART- Art

BES - Behavioral Science

BIO - Biology

BUS - Business Management & Economics

CHE- Chemistry

EDU- Teacher Education

ENG- English

ESC - Environmental Science

FRE- French

GER- German
HIS - History

HPE- Health and Physical Education

INT - International Studies

MAT- Mathematics

MUS- Music

PHI - Philosophy

PHY- Physics

PUB- Public Administration

REA- Reading
REL- Religion

RTV- Radio-TV-Film

s — Prefix for HPE skills courses

SCI - Science and Society

SPP - Speech Pathology and Audiology
THR- Theater

UPL- Urban Planning

UPO- Urban Politics
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Number of Course Credits:

The number of course credits is indicated immediately after the

course title in Arabic numbers within parentheses. Unless otherwise

indicated, the number of class hours per week is the same as the num-
ber of course credits indicated.

Corequisites and prerequisites;

Courses designated as having corequisites (Co) or prerequisites

(Pre) indicate the appropriate requisites. Please consult your

academic adviser before registration.

Class and Program Scheduling:

Because it is not, possible or necessary to offer each class listed

every semester, you should consult with your adviser at the beginning

of each term. Plan ahead as far as you can!

Withdrawal of Course of Programs:

Shaw University reserves the right to withdraw the offering of any

course(s) and/ or program of study at any time as deemed necessary by

the university for any reason.

AAS AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES*

240 CONTEMPORARY BLACK STRUGGLE (3): An examination of

the current struggle of the black people in rural and urban

America as seen from a sociological and historical perspective,

with special emphasis on the struggle as it is manifested in the

works of black writers.

250 SOCIOLOGY OF THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (3): An in-depth

study of the economic, social political and technical develop-

ments, contributions and aspirations of black people in America
to determine their future.

321 AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY I (3): An in-depth study of the

economic, social, political and technical developments, con-

tributions, and aspirations of black people in America to deter-

mine their future.
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322 AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY II (3): A continuation of AAS 321.

346 BLACK RELIGION (3): A survey of the historical, sociological,

and theological dimensions of black religion viewed in both in-

stitutional and non-institutional forms, with particular attention

given to the religious implications of black social movements.

451 ANALYSIS OF RACISM (3): An analytical study of racism with

particular emphasis on economic, political, and social

discrimination as they relate to the black community in America.

•fcr~k^-JL-*~u^ f •

151 ARABIC I (3): Designed to acquaint the student with the Arabic

alphabet, numerals, and simple grammar in addition to easy

translation.

152 ARABIC II (3) Pre: 151: A brief review of 151, drill in pronun-

ciation, translation, conversation, and writing. Reading of simple

materials is required.

153 ARABIC III (3) Pre: 152: Intensive practice in grammar, reading

and writing.

154 ARABIC IV (3) Pre: 153: A continuation of 153, with additional

readings in Arabic literature and a study of Arabic culture.

ARTART — ^<J^^^a^ ^
190 INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS (3): An introductory

,. survey of the visual arts (painting, sculpture, and architecture)

''from prehistoric times to the present, with an emphasis on

representative works of major periods and cultures.

222 DRAWING AND COMPOSITION (3): An introduction to the

principles and techniques of representational drawing and the in-

vestigation of various media.

230 THE BLACK EXPRESSION (3): Basically, an art history course

dealing primarily with the artistic expressions of the peoples of

Africa, Haiti, and Afro-American arts in America. Recommended
for the student capable of independent research.

313 ^RASIC DESIGN (3): A basic study of all visual and textural fac-

tors comprising a surface. Projects are assigned to investigate

line, form, color, and texture.
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331 SCULPTURE AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN I (3) Pre:

313: A study in volume design with exploration in various

/materials and sculptural techniques, and some direct carving in

/ wood and stone. Fee: $5.00.

332 SCULPTURE AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN II (3)

Pre: 313 and 331: Advanced work in sculptural techniques with

concentration in one of the permanent media. Fee: $5.00

441 CERAMICS I (3): A study in pottery design and production and

uses of ceramic materials. Practice in the basic hand-building

techniques involving the slab, coil, and pinch methods and firing

practices Fee: $7.00.

412 CERAMICS II (3) Pre: 411: Advanced study in pottery design

and production, and uses of ceramics.

413 CRAFTS (3): A workshop in the development and fabrication of

such projects as enameling, hooked rugs, wall-hangings, candles,

macrame', weaving. Students must supply their own materials.

421 GRAPHIC DESIGN (3) Pre: 222 and 313 or by permission: Et-

ching and engraving, monotype, dry-point, sugar-lift and

aquatint with some basic instruction in layout and paste-up

techniques. Fee: $5.00.

423 TWENTIETH CENTURY ART (3) Pre: 190: An analysis and in-

terpretation of contemporary American and European art as it

has evolved from the late nineteenth century to the present. An
effort is made to identify major and significant developments in

painting and sculpture.

431 PAINTING I (3) Pre: 222, 313 or by permission: An introductory

course in painting designed to expose the student to the use of

color and basic techniques in watercolor, oil, acrylic, and other ac-

cepted media.

432 PAINTING II (3) Pre: 222, 313, 431, or by permission: Advanced
painting and continuation of Painting I.

490 ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
(3): Practice in art for the classroom teacher in accordance with

evaluations prescribed by the State Department of Public In-

struction. The course is designed for those students who plan to

teach art in the public schools, and is geared toward curriculum
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planning, organization, and classroom teaching. Students will be

required to make observations in the public schools. See EDU
455.

BES BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

210 DYNAMICS OF BEHAVIOR (3): The study of human behavior

with emphasis on common behavior patterns, motivation, and

defense mechanisms. Some theoretical discussion is conducted,

but the emphasis is on the varieties of normal patterns of in-

teraction.

211 MAN AND THE SOCIAL ORDER (3): Concerned with the social

foundation, perspectives, levels of generalization, and the basic

concepts of understanding and analyzing human behavior and

social structure. The primary frame of reference is sociological,

viewing man's behavior, formal and informal, in terms of dif-

ferentiating factors such as groups, systems, institutions, and

classes to take into account the processes through which man
becomes socialized and society-ordered, and to observe the

relevance of these in explaining the on-going activity and struc-

turing of contemporary social phenomena.

215 THE URBAN FAMILY IN CRISIS (3) Pre: 211: A study of its

neglect, dependency, and mobility, as well as an examination of

inherent strengths and ways of attaining increased stability in

the family.

241 THE HELPING PROFESSIONS (3): A survey of the helping

'professions and an assessment of formal and informal community
agencies, their strengths and weaknesses, and a study of the role

of the community services examined from philosophical and prac-

tical perspectives.

301/HUMAN RELATIONS LABORATORY (3) Pre: 201, 211: A
study of group theory, transactional theory of groups, group

dynamics, role playing, psychodrama, interviewing, and history

taking. The course will also promote the development of insight

into interpersonal transactions through the use of sensitivity

training.

303 DEVIANT BEHAVIOR (3) Pre: 211: A systematic examination of

social disorganization and deviant behavior in urban societies.

Topical studies will include conformity and dissent, mental
illnesses, youth protest, criminality, and the dilemmas of work
and leisure.
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304 BEHAVIOR DISORDERS (3) Pre: 201: The study of various

types of neuroses, psychoses, and character disorders with ap-

propriate laboratory experiences at a mental hospital.

312 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION (3) Pre: 211: A general focus on the

nature, degree, and variable features of stratification as they

relate to social structure.

314 THE CONTEMPORARY COMMUNITY (3) Pre: 211: A
'/ sociological analysis of social aspects of communities, with per-

spective on the urban community. Attention is given to changing

community characteristics, roles, and institutions within the

American context.

315 ETHNIC GROUP RELATIONS (3) Pre: 211: An analysis of the

nature and dynamics of forces and situations involved in relation-

ships between majority groups of varying ethnic, racial, and

national origins and backgrounds.

321 RESEARCH I (3) Pre: 201, 211: The techniques of social research

with an emphasis on survey design, attitude measurement,

collection, analysis, and interpretation of data.

322 RESEARCH II (3) Pre: 201, 211, 321: A continuation of

RESEARCH I, with emphasis on application of research

methodology, including the use of computer technology, field ex-

periments, and surveys.

341 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3) Pre: 201, 211: Emphasis is placed on

the relationship of the individual to the group, with a central

focus of group dynamics.

342 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3) Pre: 201: A study of physical

and cultural anthropology with an emphasis on comparative

cultures, and a survey of general anthropology.

412 CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (3) Pre: 211: A
systematic approach to the study of large, ideologically oriented

groups and their members, including a brief review of the history

of social movements, and a study of the ideologies that give rise

to movements, how they relate to social problems, and the con-

sequences of membership in movements.

491 SENIOR SEMINAR (3) Pre: 201, 211, and senior standing: This

course addresses itself primariliy to social theory undergirding

the major concepts studied in the area of behavioral science.
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492 SENIOR SEMINAR"(3) Pre: 201, 211, and senior standing: (Iden-

tical with 491, but offered in spring semester).

BIO BIOLOGY

211 GENERAL BIOLOGY (4): A course designed to emphasize the

unity of biology through the study of the following concepts:

Protoplasmic and cellular organization; Growth and Dif-

ferentiation; Genetic and Ecological Control; Evolution, current

and past. Three hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per

week.

212 GENERAL ZOOLOGY (4) Pre: 211: The biology of the major

groups of animals, with emphasis on general structural plans and

diversity, reproduction, ecology, behavior and evolution. Three

hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.

223 GENERAL BOTANY (4) Pre: 212: A study of the morphology,

structure, classification, and physiology of plant groups. Three

hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.

311 EMBRYOLOGY (4) Pre: 212: A study of human anatomy with

major emphasis on the structure and function of the skeletal,

muscular, circulatory, nervous system, and digestive system of

Homo Sapiens. Three hours of lecture and two hours of

laboratory per week.

321 COMPARATIVE ANATOMY (4) Pre: 212: A comparative mor-

phology of vertebrates, demonstrating the relationships of the

organ systems of the various groups. Three hours of lecture and

two hours of laboratory per week.

323 VERTEBRATE PHYSIOLOGY (4) Pre: 312 or 321: A study of

the physiology of vertebrates, with particular reference to man
and the lower animals. Three hours of lecture and two hours of

laboratory per week.

324 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (4) Pre: 223 and CHE 214: Designed for

biology and chemistry majors as a study of the activity and
regulation of enzymes, photosynthesis, respiration, minerals and
nutrients, hormones, and rhythms in the plant kingdom. Three
hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.
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331 GENETICS (4): A study of the physical basis of inheritance,

genes as units of heredity and development, qualitative and quan-

titative aspects of genetic variation, and physical and chemical

properties of genetic material. Three hours of lecture and two
hours of laboratory per week.

332 BACTERIOLOGY (4) Pre: 212 or 223 and CHE 214: A study of

the fundamental life processes using bacteria as the prototype of

living things, including a study of the principles and techniques of

handling and identifying various microorganisms, and a survey of

applied fields, e.g., medicine, food, and agriculture. Three hours

of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.

423 ECOLOGY (4) Pre: 212, 223: A general survey of the relation-

ships between living organisms and their environments. Three

hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.

431 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (3) Pre: 323 or 324 and CHE 341: A
study designed for biology and chemistry majors in biochemistry

as a multidisciplinary subject, applying chemistry, biology, and

physics to living systems, including the chemical properties of

biologically active compounds, enzymology and metabolism of

carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and other nitrogen compounds,

the interrelations among the carbon, nitrogen, and energy cycles,

and special control mechanisms of metabolism. Three hours of

lecture and two hours of laboratory per week.

481 SEMINAR (1): A seminar for advanced biology majors. Meets

once per week, in the fall semester.

482 SEMINAR (1): (Identical to 481, but in the spring semester).

491 RESEARCH (1-3) Pre: Adviser's consent.

492 RESEARCH (1-3) Pre: Adviser's consent.
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BUS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS

211 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (3): A study of American
economic institutions with emphasis upon monetary systems, em-

ployment theory, business fluctuations and price analysis.

213 BUSINESS MATHEMATICS (3): Technique and practice in the

solution of the common mathematical problems encountered in

ordinary operation of the business enterprise and various other

organizations.

214 PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS (3): Designed to introduce stu-

dents to the field of business and business concepts. The study of

business environment, structure, and problems of business en-

terprise.

241 CONSUMER ECONOMICS (3): Designed to acquaint the student

with the character and significance of factors which determine

and govern consumption, particularly as they are related to the

prosperity and stability of the economic system.

ELEMENTARY STATISTICAL METHODS (3): Introductory

course in statistics covering descriptive statistics and statistical

inference; frequency distributions, measures of location,

measures of variation, elementary probability, the theoretical,

distributions, estimations, test of hypothesis, and correlation

techniques.

311 VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION (3) Pre: 211: The study of price

determination in various kinds of market structures, theories of

microeconomics and factors allocations.

312 INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT (3) Pre: 211: An analysis of the

determination of the level of income and employment and the

fiscal and monetary policies for economic stabilization. Emphasis
on Keynesial Theory.

341 ACCOUNTING I (3): (Beginning) Deals with the theories of

debits and credits, and principles of various accounting records,

classification of accounts and problems of balance sheets and in-

come statements.

342 ACCOUNTING II (3) Pre: 342: (Intermediate) More extensive

and intensive study of accounting theory and how accounting can

be applied to the keeping of records in various types of

professional offices.
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343 ACCOUNTING III (3) Pre: 341, 342: (Advanced) Application of

accounting to special situations, such as taxation, business

associations, factory and cost accounting.

345 FEDERAL TAX ACCOUNTING (3) Pre: 341, 342, 343: The
study of income tax concepts applicable to individuals and cor-

porations. A survey of substantive federal tax provisions relating

to corporations and partnerships with laboratory exercises in the

preparations of tax returns for individuals, partnerships and cor-

porations.

349 COMPUTER AUGMENTED ACCOUNTING (3): Electronic data
processing system is introduced with major emphasis on ac-

counting applications. The accounting cycle, inventory
evaluation, interest, investment and fixed assets depreciation

are among the accounting problems the students will deal with
utilizing the computer.

351 LABOR PROBLEMS (3) Pre: 211: A study of the impact of in-

dustrialization on the labor market and resulting economic

problem areas of wages, working conditions, unemployment, and

disability. Labor market institutions, unions and government,

and effects of roles played by them in the economy.

361 FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT (3): A study of the

functions of management; planning, organizing, directing,

motivating, coordinating and controlling the activities of an ad-

ministrative unit. Administrative decision making, com-

munication, and human relations will also be discussed.

371 MARKETING (3): A study of the marketing structure of modern
business organization, and the organization and governing prin-

ciples of the American System of distributing and marketing.

381 BUSINESS LAW (3): A study of the substantive and procedural

phases of the law met in everyday business activities.

413 BUSINESS FINANCE (3) Pre: 211, 341, 342, 343: A study of the

fiscal policy and analysis of the fiscal device of various types of

business establishments, including sources of income and

necessities for expenditures.

414 COST ACCOUNTING (3) Pre: 341,342, 343: Theory and purpose

of industrial cost accounting systems of cost control and deter-

mination, analysis and interpretation of cost data.
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422 MONEY AND BANKING (3): A basic study of the principles and

function of money. Attention will be directed to banking

organization and operations with special emphasis on central

banking in the United States.

480 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (3): A study of the methods and

procedures used by industrial and financial organization in

carrying out their basic personnel policies. It is based upon selec-

tion, training, and placing of individuals in industry. Emphasis

also on techniques of interviewing.

491 SEMINAR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (3) Pre: Senior

standing: This seminar is intended to assist the advanced student

in doing research in various phases of business administration.

Previous knowledge of accounting, economics, finance,

management, statistics and marketing will enable the students to

solve selected business problems. Reports, oral and written, will

be required.

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): Designed for the advanced student

who has the initiative to conceptualize, formalize, and execute a

research on his own with limited assistance from a faculty mem-
ber in the department.

CHE CHEMISTRY

212 GENERAL CHEMISTRY I (4) Pre: MAT 210: A study of atomic

and molecular structure, the Periodic Table, chemical reactions,

molecular concept, stoichiometry, gas laws, and states of matter.

Three hours of lecture and one three hour laboratory per week.

214 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II (4) Pre: 212: A continuation of

GENERAL CHEMISTRY I, and a terminal course in general

chemistry, including the physical principles of chemical

equilibrium, energy and chemical change, electrochemistry,

solutions, the acid-base concept, and nuclear chemistry. Three
hours of lecture and one three hour laboratory per week.

311 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS (4) Pre: 214: A study of the theory

and practice of gravimetric analysis, volumetric analysis, acid-

base equilibrium, oxidation-reduction titrations, complexometric

titrations, iodimetry, buffers and solubility equilibrium, and a

topical study of spectroscopy, chromatograph and potentiometric

titrations. Three hours of lecture and one three hour laboratory

per week.
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341 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I (4) Pre: 212: A study of the physical

and chemical properties of cyclic and acyclic alkanes, alkenes,

and alkynes, including a heavy emphasis on synthesis and reac-

tion mechanisms. Three hours of lecture and one three-hour

laboratory per week.

342 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II (4) Pre: 341: A study of the physical

and chemical properties of organic substances as they relate to

the various functional groups. The use of modern instruments in

the laboratory. Three hours of lecture and one three-hour

laboratory per week.

412 ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3) Pre: 214: A
study of the historical development of atmoic structure,

chemical periodicity, chemical bonding and the elec-

tronegativity, crystal structures, and a variety of reactions.

Three hours of lecture per week.

428 INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS (4) Pre: 342: A study of the

theories and practices of qualitative organic analysis using both

modern analytical instruments and wet chemistry. Two hours of

lecture and two three-hour laboratories per week.

431 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I (4) Pre: 341 and MAT 223: A study of

physical chemical principles emphasizing the first and second

laws of thermodynamics, kinetic theory of gases, phase

equilibria, solubility of electrolytes and non-electrolytes, solid

and liquid states of matter in applied problem solving. Three

hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory per week.

432 BIOCHEMISTRY (4) Pre: 341: A course designed for biology and

chemistry majors. (Identical with BIO 432).

433 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II (4) Pre: 431 and MAT 224: A study

of surface properties, theories and application, kinetics and

chemical equilibrium, catalysis, electro-chemistry, survey of

physical chemistry and industrial processes, the third law of

thermodynamics, particles, waves and Schrodinger Equation,

solid states of matter, and micromolecules.

481 SEMINAR (1) Pre: Adviser's consent: An extensive reading in-

depth study on a topic of advanced chemistry and presentation in

the form of a seminar.

482 SEMINAR (1) Pre: Adviser's consent: (Identical with 481).
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491 INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH (1-3) Pre: Adviser's

consent: An introduction to the practice and methodology of

chemical research under the supervision of the area faculty which

will include a survey of chemical abstracts, chemistry literature,

preparation, and execution of the research program.

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH (1-3) Pre: Adviser's

consent: (Identical with 491 but offered in the spring semester).

EDUTEACHER EDUCATION

211 THE AMERICAN SCHOOL SYSTEM (3): A general survey of

the outstanding trends, problems and issues, and developments

in education, including their historical significance. Designed to

serve as an introductory course in education.

212 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3): An introduction to the

study of the principles governing learning, drives, and

psychological mechanisms related to educational situations and

individual differences. Students are expected to spend some time

studying children in actual school conditions and to record their

findings.

216-316-416

FIELD LABORATORY EXPERIENCES (3): Opportunities are

provided students during the last three years of their un-

dergraduate study to engage in a number of field visitations and

observations related to professional education courses. Such
clinical experiences provide a lead-up to full-time student

teaching assignment during the last semester of the student's

last year.

220 SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION (3): A study of selected sociological problems in

modern education leading to a systematic analysis of social struc-

ture and stratification with emphasis upon the education process

and the role of the school as a complex social institution.

K
240 INTRODUCTION TO TECHNIQUES IN EDUCATION

RESEARCH (3): The course is designed to familiarize the

student with writing and research in education through effective

use of the library; to aid the student in identifying, locating, and

utilizing information resources that appear in an ever increasing

variety of printed materials; and to develop the students's ability

to identify and analyze education problems and subject them to

systematic inquiry as a means of changing and improving
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education. Special attention is given to different types of re-

search, tools of research, and writing research reports.

225 INNOVATION, EXPERIMENTATION, AND RESEARCH IN
TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN (3): A survey is made of some
of the recent innovations and experimentations in providing

educational experiences for young children (i.e., Piaget's work
and Sesame Street). Also, a review and study is made of a num-
ber of selected research reports and papers dealing with early

childhood education.

260 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (The Child from Birth to 6 years) (3): A
study of the psychology of the growing and developing young
child from birth through infancy and the pre-school years.

Primary emphasis is upon depicting and explaining the young
child as he develops within the physical, personal, and cultural

contexts of his early life.

261 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (The child from 6 to 12 years) (3): The
purpose of this course is to provide students with a practical and

functional knowledge of the physical, social, emotional and men-

tal processes and natures of children. Students are given many
opportunities to observe children under school and out-of-school

conditions. Opportunities are also given students to use informal

child study techniques.

310 THE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION CURRICULUM (3):

Consideration is given to philosophies, principles, methods and

materials underlying curricular provisions for the young child, in-

cluding pre-school education. Opportunities are provided studen-

ts to see at first hand educational facilities and school

organizations which are offering early childhood education ex-

periences. Also, students have opportunities to develop and

present creative materials for use with children in a K-3

program.

322 ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY (3): A comprehensive study of

the mental, emotional, social, and physical characteristics of

adolescents with emphasis on the implications of these charac-

teristics on personality development and adjustments. Students

observe adolescents both in and out of school situations.

323 THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER (3): This course is designed to

interpret the organizational and administrative structure of the

American public school and the role of the teacher in the process.

Attention is given to the philosophical and cultural influences
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upon organization and the administrative responsibilities in-

volved in the development of the program. Emphasis is placed on

the function of the teacher in (1) curriculum and change; (2)

organization of instruction and scheduling; (3) extra-class ac-

tivities and duties; (4) faculty-staff-pupil relationships, (5)

teacher-administration relationships, and (6) pupil-personnel ser-

vices.

340 MULTI-MEDIA RESOURCES AND THEIR USE IN

EDUCATION (3): This course is designed to survey a wide range

of multi-media audio and visual resources in education and

acquaint the students with their use in the classroom. Here the

student is introduced to such media as the overhead projector,

micro-teaching equipment, 16mm movie projector, tape recor-

der, 8mm projector, film strip projector, transparencies, etc.

STS AND MEASUREMENTS (3): A course recommended
for all teachers, psychologists, and social workers. It is designed

to aid in the development of teacher-made tests, the use of stan-

dardized tests, and employment of statistical data in education.

455 ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (See ART 490)

460 TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (3): Designed to prepare prospective elementary

classroom teachers to provide meaningful learning experiences in

mathematics, including a study of those elements which curren-

tly constitute a modern mathematics program in the elementary

school.

461 TEACHING THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (3): This course is designed to improve and strengthen

the prospective student teacher in the discriminating use of

English. Through this process it is hoped that teachers will be

better able to strengthen human understanding through the

skills embedded in communication. These skills include speaking,

writing, reading and listening. Further, this course is designed to

provide for and develop those methodologies that can be im-

plemented in the elementary grades for the assurance of

developing the language arts, skills, and abilities.

463 TEACHING THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (3): Designed to prepare prospective elementary

classroom teachers to provide meaningful learning experiences in
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the social studies and to familiarize students with materials and

resources dealing with all the social studies areas commonly
found in the modern elementary school social studies curriculum.

464 TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION (See HPE 211 or 490)

465 TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3):

Designed to prepare prospective elementary classroom teachers

to provide meaningful learning experiences and understanding,

stressing teaching, via a conceptual approach of behavior ob-

jectives in the area of the biological, physical and earth sciences.

466 ELEMENTARY MUSIC METHODS (See MUS 471)

467 CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING READING
IN THE PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3):Theory and prac-

tice in the principles and methods of teaching reading. (Identical

with REA 408).

468 CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING READING
IN THE PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOL (3): Theory and prac-

tice in the principles and methods of teaching reading. (Identical

with REA 409).

480

EST STUDENT TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AND SEMINAR (12):

or

480

SST STUDENT TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL AND
SEMINAR (12): A full-time student teaching experience at the

appropriate grade level: for 480 EST, either Early Childhood K-3
or Intermediate 4-6 for education majors.

At the secondary school level for 480 SST in the student's major

subject area of specialization. This student teaching experience is

of 9 weeks duration; however, the first part of this experience is

spent on campus where students are engaged in seminar with

their college student teacher supervisor at which time problems

or orientation, including lesson planning, are studied.

After the student reports to his student teaching placement, he

spends a portion of his first days in direct observation and con-

ferences preparatory to actual teaching in the classroom. To
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receive an "A" type teacher's certificate in North Carolina (which

has reciprocal licensure agreements with a number of other

states), 90 to 150 clock hours of actual teaching are required.

490 METHODS AND MATERIALS (3): See major field require-

ments.

ENGENGLISH

150 COMMUNICATIVE ARTS I (3): A compensatory course of study

in the basic skills of grammar, sentence structure, and usage in

edited American English.

151 COMMUNICATIVE ARTS II (3) Pre: 150 if needed, Co: 152: A
companion course with 152 as a study of the major forms of writ-

ten communication: exposition, description, narration, argumen-

tation.

152 COMMUNICATIVE ARTS III (3) Co: 151: A companion course

with 151 as a study of the resources leading to effective com-

munication in interpersonal and group situations involving their

basic forms, variables, and processes.

212 ENGLISH LITERATURE I (3): A survey study of represen-

tative British literature from the Old English to the Neo-Classical

periods. Emphasis is placed on major works.

213 ENGLISH LITERATURE II (3): A survey study of represen-

tative British literature from the Neo-Classical to the Twentieth

Century periods. Emphasis is placed on major works.

215 HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3): A study of the

origins and development of the English language, with emphasis

on the development of words and forms of English.

220 AMERICAN LITERATURE I (3): A survey study of represen-

tative American literature from its beginning to the late

Nineteenth Century. Emphasis is placed on major works.

221 AMERICAN LITERATURE II (3): A survey study of represen-

tative American literature from the late Nineteenth Century to

the present. Emphasis is placed on major works.

230 WORLD LITERATURE I (3): A survey study of representative

works from Western Civilization, from Homer to Shakespeare.
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231 WORLD LITERATURE II (3): A survey study of representative

works from Western Civilization, from Shakespeare to the

present.

240 AFRO-AMERICAN LITERATURE I (3): A study of Afro-

American literature from Wheatley and Hammon to Richard

Wright, including autobiographical narratives, polemical

writings, the beginnings of the Afro-American novel, Dunbar's

poetry, and the Harlem Renaissance to the beginnings of black

literature in the thirties.

241 AFRO-AMERICAN LITERATURE II (3): A study of Afro-

American literature from Richard Wright to the present.

321 SHAKESPEARE I (3) Pre: 212, 213: A study of the comedies and
histories of the late 1590's, with emphasis on understanding the

development of the early plays.

322 SHAKESPEARE II (3) Pre: 212, 213: A study of the comedies

and tragedies of the later period, with emphasis on un-

derstanding the development of Shakespeare's powers as a

dramatist.

331 ADVANCED GRAMMAR (3) Pre: Consent of instructor: An in-

tensive study and review of the structural principles of

traditional and modern generative grammar.

332 ADVANCED COMPOSITION (3) Pre: Consent of instructor: An
intensive exercise in critical and expository writing with em-

phasis on the development of style.

333 CREATIVE WRITING (3) Pre: Consent of instructor: Intensive

exercise in the creation and analysis of dramatic, fictional, and

poetic forms.

410 THE NOVEL (3): A study of the development of the novel from

Defoe to the present. Extensive reading is required.

411 THE SHORT STORY (3): A study of the development of short fic-

tion, with emphasis on contemporary American writing.

412 MODERN POETRY (3): A study of representative American and

British poetry from the Twentieth Century. Extensive reading is

required.
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413 CONTEMPORARY PROSE (3): A study of representative con-

temporary prose from the Twentieth Century. Extensive reading

is required.

414 MODERN DRAMA (3): A study of dramatic literature from Ib-

sen to the present. Extensive reading is required.

480 STUDENT TEACHING (12): For secondary education English

majors during teacher certification. (Identical with EDU
480SST).

481 ADVANCED TOPICS (3): Courses of study on advanced literary

topics are offered under this title not regularly listed in the

English curriculum.

482 ADVANCED TOPICS (3): (Identical with 481, but offered in the

spring semester).

490 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING IN SECON-
DARY SCHOOLS (3): For secondary education English majors

desiring teacher certification. (Identical with EDU 490).

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3) Pre: Advanced standing and con-

sent of instructor: Independent study and research for English

majors. Not to be used as a substitute for courses offered in the

regular curriculum of the English area.

ESC ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

310 INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION I (3): A
general survey on the sources, criteria, emission standards, and

federal regulation of air and water pollutants. Special topics in-

clude air pollution meteorology, atmospheric chemistry, and the

biological effects of pollution.

312 INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION II (3):

A survey course in sequence to 310 concerned with the sources,

criteria, emission standards, and federal regulation of solid and

radioactive waste disposal and pesticides. Emphasis will be

placed on waste disposal methodology.

314 PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY (4): An introduction to the study of

the earth from the geologist's point of view with special topics in-

cluding age determination, rock and mineral identificaiton,

crustal stability, and ore and mineral accumulation.
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320 WEATHER AND CLIMATE (3): An analysis of the effects of air

pollution on the weather and climate, Special topics discussed in-

clude the cause and dissipation of inversions, and their effect on

animal and plant life.

330 ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY (4): A study of air, water,

and solid waste pollution chemistry. The various reactions that

occur are discussed in detail, and procedures of sampling and

testing are explored.

333 BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF POLLUTION (4): A survey of the

current research on the effects of short and long term exposure

to various air and water borne pollutants. Special topics include

the effects of oxides of sulphur and nitrogen, pesticides, and ex-

posure to radioactivity.

334 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (4): A course offered in sequen-

ce to 314. Topics include map interpretation, ore and mineral ac-

cumulation, extraction procedures, assessment of geological

hazards, and environmental planning from the geologist's point of

view.

415 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (3): Designed to expose

the student to theoretical and practical designs for the

management of the environment. Current working models will be

discussed, and students will be encouraged to design "better"

models for the future.

434 ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS (3): An exploration and
clarification of the two opposing environmental philosophies 1),

the idea of man's domination and exploitation of nature; and 2),

the view of man as only the caretaker or manager of nature. The
origins of these philosophies will be traced, and value

clarifications concerning the application of science to the well-

being of man rather than simply for profit is stressed.

435 SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS (4): Designed to familiarize the

student with the processes and equipment involved in monitoring

of the air and water for pollutants. Students will become actively

involved in the process.

436 EMISSION CONTROL (4): Designed to show the extent of man's

technology in the field of emission control. Both air and water

pollution emission control systems are analyzed as to their

cost/efficiency ratios as well as a review of the laws and

regulations necessary in emission control implementation.
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437 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL (4): A review of the current

technology and methods of disposing of solid waste products.

Newer techniques and pilot programs involving recycling are

discussed.

450 SEMINAR (1): Designed to give the student an opportunity to do

independent research and to communicate the results before an

audience. Prominent lecturers in environmental science may be

asked to engage in dialogue with members of the seminar.

FRE FRENCH

151 ELEMENTARY FRENCH (3) Co: 152: A coterminous course

with 152 designed to provide the student with a basic knowledge

of the French language, including, grammar, pronunciation,

idioms, and involving simple reading and writing in French.

152 ELEMENTARY FRENCH (3) Co: 151: A coterminous course

with 151 and continuation of basic skills in French.

153 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH (3) Co: 154: To intensify the

student's knowledge of French and the French people, to increase

his fluency in speaking French, review and reinforce his

knowledge of French grammar, and acquaint him with some
works of French literature and aspects of French life and culture.

154 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH (3) Co: 153: A continuation of 153.

213 PHONETICS (3) Pre: 153, 154: A practical study of the important

fundamentals of pronunciation, the phonetic alphabet, phonetic

transcriptions, and an analysis of individual difficulties with

corrective exercises.

222 BASIC CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH (3) Pre: 153, 154: In-

tensive oral practice to improve comprehension-speaking

abilities, and to increase the student's vocabulary.

322 FRENCH CIVILIZATION (3) Pre: 153, 154: A study of the

political, historical, and artistic developments in France from the

times of ancient Gaul to current French civilization.

330 EARLY FRENCH LITERATURE (3) Pre: 153, 154: A survey of

early French literature from Les Chansons de Geste and Les
Romans Courtois by way of the Chantadors and French religious

drama and comedy to Francios Villion and the Renaissance.
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331 THE GOLDEN AGE OF FRENCH LITERATURE (3) Pre: 153,

154: A survey of Seventeenth Century literature including

Pascal, Descartes, La Fontaine, La Rochefoucald, Corneille,

Racine, and Moliere.

332 THE CENTURY OF LES PHILOSOPHES (3) Pre: 153, 154: A
survey of the philosophical and social outlook of the Eighteenth

Century as reflected in the writings of the encyclopedists: Mon-
tesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau.

333 FRENCH LITERATURE FROM ROMANTICISM TO SYM-
BOLISM (3) Pre: 153, 154: A detailed study of the works and
philosophies of Nineteenth Century writers: Chateaubriand,

Hugo, Balzac, Flaubert, Zola, and the poets of the latter half of

the Nineteenth Century.

334 CONTEMPORARY FRENCH LITERATURE (3) Pre: 153, 154:

A detailed study of the works and philosophies of the Twentieth

Century authors including Proust, Gide, and the surrealist poets

by way of Giraudox, Mauriac, and Sainte-Exupery to Sartre and

le novel roman.

341 FRENCH SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION (3) Pre: One advanced

course: A careful study of advanced French grammar and

linguistics, developing in the student the ability to "think" in

French, and to express himself well in written French.

342 FRENCH SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION (3) Pre: One advanced

course: (Identical to 341, but offered in the spring semester).

411 ADVANCED FRENCH CONVERSATION (3) Pre: Consent of in-

structor: This course is intended to develop and perfect the

ability to converse fluently in French on any given topic.

412 ADVANCED FRENCH CONVERSATION (3) Pre: Consent of in-

structor: (Identical with 411, but offered in the spring semester).

?
GEO GEOGRAPHY

t

211 PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY (3): A study of the natural en-

vironment as related to man and his activities.

313 REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY (3): A description and analysis of the

major regions of the world, with emphasis on man and his use of

land.
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GER GERMAN <?

151 ELEMENTARY GERMAN FOR SCIENCE MAJORS (3) Co:

152: A coterminous course with 152 designed to provide a basic

knowledge of the German language with emphasis on reading,

listening to, and understanding both written and spoken German.

Also, to familiarize the student with German pronunciation and

the basic elements of German grammar and sentence structure.

152 ELEMENTARY GERMAN FOR SCIENCE MAJORS (3) Co:

151: A coterminous course with 151 and a continuation of 151.

211 SCIENTIFIC GERMAN (3) Pre: 151, 152: Designed to enable the

student to read progressively difficult scientific German texts

and to understand, answer and, if necessary, compose simple

questions related to the text.

HPE HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

141 PERSONAL HEALTH (1): This course is designed to explore

and discuss realistic health topics that stumulate, motivate, and

inspire the student to wise health behavior in such crucial mat-

ters as eating, drinking, dieting, smoking, environmental and

mental health, drug use and misuse, sex education, and family

living.

151 FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS (1): This course is designed for

students who do not meet minimum standards of physical

capacity and who wish to elevate general levels of physical con-

ditioning as well as specific areas of weakness. Emphasis is

placed on a wide variety of exercises, fundamental sport skills,

and games of low organization.

152 FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS (1): (Identical with 151, but offered

in the spring semester).

211 TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS (3): A course designed for elementary teachers.

Programs of physical education suitable for primary, in-

termediate and upper elementary grades dealing with principles,

methods, and materials are studied.

221 HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND RECREATION (3): Designed to enhance
professional competencies in the cognitive and affective domains,

with a broad understanding and interpretation of the historical,
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scientific and philosophical foundations and principles of health,

physical education and recreation in schools and various com-

munity agencies.

233 PERSONAL, SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH (3): This

course correlates and emphasizes the physical, mental and

emotional aspects of health as they relate to specific personal

health problems; also emphasis on the school and community
phase of hygiene, and the relation of the teacher to school and
community health.

281 RECREATION LEADERSHIP (3): This course presents the

history, theory, and philosophy of recreation, emphasizing the

significance of recreation in an age of leisure. Practical leadership

techniques for organized recreational activities are also

discussed and demonstrated.

284 OUTDOOR EDUCATION AND CAMPING TECHNIQUES (3):

Nature, scope, and procedures in the education of children and

adults for life in the out-of-doors. New uses of camping as part of

total education program and integration of outdoor activities into

traditional school pattern. Examples of successful programs,

teachable skills, units of work, conduct of field trips, utilization of

facilities in immediate vicinity of the schools as well of those for

overnight, weekend, and longer term camping experiences.

285 SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (1): Identical with EDU 216

except supervised by HPE faculty.

312 TECHNIQUES & METHODS IN SEASONAL SPORTS I (3):

This course is primarily designed to provide a common medium
for HPE majors to learn professional skills with emphasis on

techniques and materials of teaching a variety of sports that are

usually engaged in during the fall and early winter months.

313 TECHNIQUES & METHODS IN SEASONAL SPORTS II (3):

This course is a continuation of HPE 312 and is designed to

provide a common medium for HPE majors to learn professional

skills with emphasis on techniques and materials of teaching a

variety of sports that are usually engaged in during the spring

and summer months.

333 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR WOMEN'S SPORTS (3):

This course presents a progressive athletic program for women,
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stressing methods of teaching coaching and supervising women's
sports. Officiating experiences are provided through the in-

tramural and local community recreation programs.

341 METHODS AND MATERIALS IN COACHING & OF-
FICIATING MAJOR SPORTS (3): This course is designed to in-

troduce and improve HPE major skills, knowledge and un-

derstanding in the proper selection, purchasing and use of

athletic materials; also the how, when and why of coaching and

officiating major sports.

342 RECREATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED (2): This course in-

cludes theory and practice in the development of recreation

programs for the physically, mentally and socially handicapped.

343 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RECREATION (3): Place of school

and community agencies in providing for leisure needs of the

public. Attention to agencies and programs presently active in

providing public recreation, emphasis on training of professional

and volunteer leaders for various recreational agencies and

services.

345 INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL SPORTS FOR HIGH
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES (2): This course presents the

organization and administration of intramural and receational ac-

tivities as practiced in modern day schools and colleges. Em-
phasis is placed on team selections, scheduling, officiating,

policies and equipment.

351 PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF TEACHING HEALTH
EDUCATION IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS (3): Pre: one year of biology. An overview of the

school health programs designed to acquaint the teacher with

modern concepts of health and safety in elementary and secon-

dary schools. Consideration is given to the role of the classroom

teacher in understanding and meeting the health needs of

children from K-l through the 12th grade; also the various

methods and materials used in teaching modern health and safety

education. (See EDU 464).

371 HUMAN ANATOMY (4): (Identical with BIO 312.)

372 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY (4): (Identical with BIO 323.)

373 KINESIOLOGY (3): A study of the principles of human motion.

Anatomical and mechanical analysis of everyday physical
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education activities for the purpose of promoting normal develop-

ment and improvement of performance.

374 FIRST AID, SAFETY AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC IN-

JURIES (3): This course covers phases of school, occupational,

recreation, and home safety. Techniques and practices in the care

and prevention of athletic injuries are discussed and demon-
strated.

381 PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF SOCIAL
RECREATION (3): Planning recreational programs for different

age groups in all types of recreational agencies. Special attention

to the planning and conducting of social recreation through

classroom discussions and laboratory demonstrations.

382 PARK AND RECREATION SUPERVISION I (3): This course

deals with varied aspects of parks and playground operations.

Management principles and techniques as related to facilities,

personnel and finance are discussed and analyzed. Care and

physical maintenance are observed and demonstrated for two
semesters.

383 PARK AND RECREATION SUPERVISION II (3): A con-

tinuation of HPE 382.

385 SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (1): Identical with EDU 316

except supervised by HPE faculty.

423 ADAPTIVE AND CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(3): This course is designed to provide students with the

cognitive, psychomotor and affective competencies that will

enable them as professionals to design programs to meet the

needs of those who have faulty physical, mental or emotional con-

ditions that call for adaptive and/or corrective psychomotor in-

volvements.

432 ORGANIZATION OF HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (3): This course considers administrative policies,

problems and standards pertaining to the execution of the

program of health and physical education in schools and colleges.

^12/ INTRODUCTION TO TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN^S HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION (3):

This course is designed to familiarize students with the process of



collecting statistical data, its interpretation and use in teaching

health, physical education or conducting recreational programs.

Students are also introduced to the techniques of test con-

struction and assigning letter grades.

485 SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND RECREATION (1): Identical with EDU 416

except supervised by HPE faculty.

490 METHODS AND MATERIALS OF TEACHING PHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3): This course is-

designed to provide the HPE major with indepth competencies

in effecting the teaching and learning processes as related to the

materials and methodologies of physical education in secondary

schools (See EDU 464).

491 RECREATION AND PARK INTERNSHIP (6) Fee $25.00: On-

the-job experience in recreation planning and administration is

provided by actually working in the field of recreation for public

or private recreational agencies. Students are required to com-

plete a minimum of 135 clock hours during their nine (9) weeks in-

ternship.A minimumof 3 hours per day must be arranged for on-

the-job experience. Students must be equipped with adequate

transportation to commute between working sites and residence.

Skills and Techniques

s200 SPORTS APPRECIATION (1): This course is designed to

provide various experiences in a variety of sport activities

through the media of motion pictures, slides television, athletic

events, guest speakers, models and discussion. Students who
cannot participate in the regular required skill courses may elect

to take this course to meet the core physical education

requirement.

s211 ARCHERY (1) $4.00 fee: Fundamental skills in target shooting

and practice experience in archery games.

s212 BASEBALL (1): Practice in fundamental individual baseball

skills andstrategies and the elements of position play.

s213 BASKETBALL (1): Practice experience in fundamental basket-

ball skills and the elements of team play from the coaching stand-

point.
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s214 BEGINNING SWIMMING (1) $10.00 fee: Offers a fundamental

skill and teaching knowledge of the basic strokes.

s215 INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING (1) $10.00 fee: Continuation of

techniques of elementary swimming with emphasis on en-

durance, breath control, water agility and the ability to cope suc-

cessfully with a wide variety of aquatic rescue situations.

s221 FUNDAMENTALS OF RHYTHM (1): Fundamentals of

movement and rhythmic response, both of which are essential to

competence in the various fields of dance and in meeting the

needs of daily living.

s222 FIELD HOCKEY (1): A basic course covering practice in the fun-

damentals of stick work and team play.

s223 FOOTBALL (1): Emphasis on the practice of fundamentals,

essentials such as theory of position play and field strategy are

coordinated.

s224 TAP, FOLK AND SQUARE DANCE (2): Emphasis is on the

basic techniques of tap, folk and square dance.

s225 MODERN DANCE (2): A study of the fundamentals of modern
dance, including an analysis of movement, conditioning

techniques, choreography, composition, settings, costuming and

exhibition.

s226 RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (1): Fundamental techniques,

knowledge and appreciation of recreational activities from

childhood to adulthood. Shuffleboard, table tennis, croquet,

modified bowling, horseshoes, darts, table games, party games
and group games. Students who cannot participate in the regular

required skill courses may elect to take this course to meet the

core physical education requirement.

s241 GOLF (1): Fundamentals of golf: grip, stance, swing, rules and

etiquette. Practice will be given in use of long and short irons, the

drive and putting. Practice and play on local golf courses.

s242 BOWLING (1): $4.50 fee: Fundamentals of duck pin and ten pin

bowling. Practice in nearby commercial alleys.

s243 TUMBLING AND GYMNASTICS (1): Instruction in elementary

gymnastics including calisthenics, apparatus and tumbling. Op-
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portunity is provided for learning the techniques of teaching

gymnastics.

s244 ADVANCED GYMNASTICS (1): The development of advanced
skills in gymnastics and trampolining.

s251 SOCCER (1): Practice in basic skills of kicking, trapping, heading

and tackling.

s252 SOFTBALL (1): Fundamentals of softball, the correct form of

throwing, catching, pitching, batting and the play of different

positions demonstrated and practiced.

s253 TENNIS (1): Demonstration and drill in mechanics of grips, stan-

ces, footwork, strokes, services, fundamentals of court play,

rules and strategy.

s254 BADMINTON (1): Demonstration and drill in mechanics of grips,

stances, footwork, strokes, services, fundamentals of court play,

rules and strategy.

s261 VOLLEYBALL (1): Training and coaching in the fundamentals of

beginning and advanced volleyball, ball handling, serving, set-up,

attack, blocking and strategy. Rule interpretation, officiating and

skill tests.

s262 WRESTLING (1): Fundamental skills, individual and group

methods of wrestling instruction.

s263 TRACK AND FIELD (1): Development of fundamental skills in

the various track and field events ordinarily used in secondary

schools and colleges.

s265 SELF-DEFENSE (Karate & Judo) (1): A practical course in self-

defense designed to provide the basic skills, knowledge and un-

derstanding in judo and karate techniques. This course is

designed for beginners only. Attainment of White Belt Rank.

s271 FENCING (1): This course is designed to provide students with

the fundamental skills of foil, sabre and epee fencing.

s273 HANDBALL (1): This course aims to develop an understanding

of rules, strategy and performance skills in handball; accuracy,

agility, coordination and endurance are stressed.
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s274 PADDLE TENNIS (1): To develop an understanding of rules,

strategy and performance of skills in paddle tennis. Physical con-

ditioning is stressed.

s275 SLIMNASTICS (1): This course is designed to provide students

with appropriate knowledge and skills in body development and

weight control.

HIS HISTORY

11 WESTERN CIVILIZATION I (3): A study of Western
Civilization from the beginnings of early cultures in Africa, the

iddle East, and Asia, with a full discussion of the Greek and
oman civilizations.

12 WESTERN CIVILIZATION II (3): A study of the Early, High,

and Later Middle Ages, the Renaissance, Reformation, and Wars
of Religion.

221 ISLAM I (3): A discussion of the pre-Islamic era in the Arabian

/Peninsula, Al-jahelyeh, including the life of the prophet Moham-
y med and the message of Islam, the spread of Islam beyond the

Arabian Peninsula, and the period of A-Khulafa Al-Rashidan, the

Umayyads, and the Abbasids.

311 EUROPEAN HISTORY I (3): Designed to acquaint the student

with European history since the Seventeenth Century to World
War I, with special attention to the Industrial Revolution,

nationalism, and the colonial era and its impact in Europe and

outside Europe.

EUROPEAN HISTORY II (3): Designed to acquaint the student

with European history since World War I, with special emphasis

on contemporary social, political, and economic affairs as they

relate to the United States.

313 HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE EAST I (3): Designed to introduce

the student to various civilizations that appeared in the Middle

East from the earliest times to World War I. Various important

invasions and rivalries concerning this area are to be discussed,

with special attention given to relatively later periods and to

American and Middle East relationships.

315/ISLAM II (3) Pre: 221: Islamic thought and philosophy from the

Abbasids to the present, with special emphasis on contemporary
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movements serving as vehicles for social, economic, and political

development and progress.

331 LATIN AMERICA I (3): Designed to acquaint the student with

the history of Latin American from the earliest times to the Era

of Independence in the 1820's, with special emphasis on the in-

digent cultures and the European colonial efforts.

332 LATIN AMERICA II (3): A continuation of 331 with special con-

sideration of the independence movements, and the social,

political, and economic developments between Latin America and

the United States.

341 UNITED STATES HISTORY I (3): A study of the evolution of

the United States up to the Civil War. Special attention will be

given to the objectively analyzed roles of the black man as well as

the white man during the course.

342 UNITED STATES HISTORY II (3) Pre: 341: A continuation of

341 from the Civil War up to World War I.

343 TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA (3) Pre: 342:A survey of

American history from 1890 to the present with special emphasis

on expansion, the two world wars, the New Deal, and con-

temporary developments.

351 FAR EAST HISTORY (3): A survey of the peoples, cultures, and

politics of the Far East, with special emphasis on China, Japan,

and American Asian relations.

371 AFRICAN HISTORY I (3): An introduction to African history

from the earliest times to World War I, with a general survey of

the history of all parts of the continent and its contributions to

human endeavors. Special attention is given to African-American

relations since the Sixteenth Century, and the various aspects of

the colonial era.

372 AFRICAN HISTORY II (3): An analysis of the colonial period,

then a survey of African history since World War I will be

presented, with emphasis on the era of independence. Important

topics such as the social, political and economic developments,

the non-allignment, the O.A.U., and the African-United States

(mainly, Afro-American) relations will be thoroughly discussed.

412 HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE EAST II (3): Designed to expose
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the student to the importance of the Middle East to the various

contemporary affairs of its people since World War I, with special

attention to such topics as the Palestine question, involvement in

the Cold War, strategic and economic importance, and American
national interests. Present upheavals and dynamic developments
on the contemporary scene will also be analyzed.

451 RUSSIAN HISTORY (3): A general survey of Russian history

from the beginning to the present, with emphasis on the latest

period starting with the Bolshevik Revolution and the con-

tempory era since World War II.

491 SENIOR SEMINAR (3): Advanced topics for majors and

theoretical considerations are discussed.

INT INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

151 INTRODUCTION TO WORLD POLITICS (Non-Western) (3): A
survey of non-Western world politics geared to help the student

understand, in a simplified way, the concepts underlying the

behavior of sovereign nations on international levels, the effect of

the foreign policy process on domestic matters and vice-versa

will be explored. To sufficient and different extents, other im-

portant topics will also be discussed. Lectures, discussions, films,

and guest speakers will be featured in the course.

352 THE UNITED NATIONS AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
(3): A survey of international organizations, including the League
of Nations and the United Nations organizations, their establish-

ment, structure, functions, and contemporary problems and

directions, also a survey of regional organizations and their im-

portance in world affairs is discussed.

411 UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY (3): A sophisiticated

analysis of the concepts shaping the conduct of international

politics, exploring in-depth the goals of United States foreign

policy and the internal and external factors which influence its

process and course, with special attention to United States

relations with the big powers, developing nations, and important

international organizations.

491 SEMINAR ON DEVELOPING NATIONS (3): A survey of the

developing nations with emphasis on those of the contemporary

era. Special attention will be given to Africa, the problems of

change, and the creation of viable political and economic systems.
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The role of the non-Western world in international affairs and its

actions and reactions to internal and external problems will be

discusssed in depth.

492 SEMINAR (3): Designed to deal with specific affairs in one coun-

try or region.

MAT MATHEMATICS

151 GENERAL EDUCATION MATHEMATICS (3): An introductory

course for all non-science students involving a presentation of

some basic concepts of mathematics based on historical develop-

ment and relevant applications of general interest.

161 COMPUTER MATHEMATICS (3) Pre: 151 or equivalent:

Designed to provide students with enough knowledge of com-

puter programming to use the computer effectively as a tool.

210 ALGEBRA (3): An introduction to algebra, including the

following topics: real numbers, operations on algebraic ex-

pressions, factoring, linear equations in one variable, algebraic

fractions, systems of linear equations, and linear inequalities.

211 ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY (4): Designed to present the

algebra and trigonometry required to study analytic geometry
and calculus.

215 MODERN MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS (3) Pre: 151 or equivalent: Designed for the prospec-

tive teacher in grades K-3. Topics covered are systems of

numeration, sets, relations, whole numbers, integers, rational

numbers, real numbers, and informal geometry.

216 MODERN MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS (3) Pre: 215 or equivalent: A continuation of 215.

Topics covered are informal geometry, axiomatic development of

real numbers, complex numbers, properties of sequences, fun-

damental properties of logic,, systems of linear equations and

graphs, and elementary probability.

222 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS I (4) Pre: 211: An
introduction to analytic geometry, functions, limits and

derivatives, and applications of derivatives.

223 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS II (4) Pre: 222: A
study of antiderivatives, definite integrals, and applications.
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224 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS III (4) Pre: 223: A
study of the properties of continuous and differentiable func-

tions, polar coordinates, and infinite series.

225 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS IV (4) Pre: 224: A
study of series, solid analytic geometry, partial derivatives,

multiple integrals, and line and surface integrals.

311 MODERN ALGEBRA (3) Pre: 224: A study of semi-groups,

groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.

312 LINEAR ALGEBRA (3) Pre: 311: A study of linear spaces,

sequence spaces, linear dependence and independence, tran-

formations, mapping, Euclidean and non-Euclidean vector

spaces.

313 MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (3) Pre:

224: A study of probability spaces, random variables, random
sampling, estimation of parameters, and testing of hypotheses.

317 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (3) Pre: 224 or

equivalent: Designed to meet the needs of students wishing to

gain knowledge in the theory of computational procedures using

the computer, including a study of linear systems, algebraic and

transcendental equations, approximation of functions by in-

terpolating polynomials, and numerical differentation and in-

tegration.

411 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3) Pre: 225: A study of

equations of the first order and first degree, orthogonal trajec-

tories, linear differential equations, non-homogeneous equations,

inverse differential equations, inverse differential, the LaPlace

transform, systems of equations, and power series solutions.

412 THEORY OF NUMBERS (3) Pre: 224: Elementary properties of

integers, prime and composite numbers, Euclid's algorithm,

congruencies, theorems of Fermat and Wilson, primitive roots,

and diophantine problems.

413 INTRODUCTION TO REAL ANALYSIS (3) Pre: 225: A rigorous

development of the real number system, sequences and con-

vergence, point sets, limits, continuity and differentiability of

functions, the Reimann integral, and series.

414 INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3) Pre: 412: A
study of functions, continuity, derivatives, convergence of in-
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finite series, Cauch's integral formulas, Laurent's theorem,

Taylor's series, and residues.

423 MODERN GEOMETRY (3) Pre: 224: A study of the rise of

postulational geometry, Euclid's system, non-Euclidean

geometry, sets and propositions, forms of argumentation, deduc-

tive theory, postulational systems, consistency, independence

and completeness of a postulational system, Hilbert's Postulates,

point transformations, groups of transformations, matrices, the

group of motion, projective spaces of dimension one, gross ratios,

fixed points, and projectivities.

425 INTRODUCTION TO SET THEORY AND TOPOLOGY (3) Pre:

413 or equivalent: A study of elementary set theory, cardinal

numbers, Hausdorff s maximal principle, metric and topological

spaces, and including such topics as compactness, connectedness,

and separation.

481 SEMINAR (1): Readings and problems not covered in the

required curriculum. Required for fourth year majors.

482 SEMINAR (1): (Identical with 481, but offered in spring

semester).

MUSMUSIC -&^*-~^*' •

150 SECONDARY PIANO (1): Instruction in piano designed to

develop fundamental technical knowledge at the keyboard. This

course is designed for the non-keyboard music major.

151 SECONDARY PIANO (1): Continuation of 150.

211 HARMONY I (3): A study of notation, scales and intervals in all

keys, ear training, sight singing, melodic dictation and simple

triads.

212 HARMONY II (3): Primary and Secondary traids, and their in-

versions in major and minor introduction to diationic 7th chords;

sight singing, melodic and, harmonic dictation, and keyboard har-

mony.

215 UNIVERSITY CHORALE (1): Open to all students. Extensive

rehearsal and performance required.

216 UNIVERSITY BAND (1): Open to all students. Study of reper-

toire from all eras, development and study of ensemble playing,
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rehearsal techniques, preparation and presentation of concerts.

225 MUSIC APPRECIATION (3): A non-technical survey. The
Baroque and Classical periods.

226 MUSIC APPRECIATION (3): A non-technical survey. Romantic
through Twentieth Century music.

230 EDUCATION/MUSIC - THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC (3): For
elementary education majors. Rudiments of musical notation and
structure, fundamental training in reading music, using elemen-

tary school song material.

250 APPLIED MUSIC (1): 1st Year Classification. Private lessons in

instrument or voice or piano. Intensive practice. Fee of $22.50.

251 APPLIED MUSIC (1): Continuation of 250. Additional fee of

$22.50.

350 APPLIED MUSIC (1): 2nd year classification. Additional fee

$22.50. Private lessons in instrument or voice or piano and in-

tensive practice.

351 APPLIED MUSIC (1): Continuation of 350. Additional fee $22.50.

396 TWENTIETH CENTURY HARMONY (3) Pre: 221, 212, 311, and

312. A study of various harmonic techniques of the Twentieth

Century.

441 MUSIC HISTORY - FORM AND ANALYSIS (3): A survey of

music, ancient forms through the Baroque period.

442 MUSIC HISTORY - FORM AND ANALYSIS (3): Classical

through Twentieth Century music.

450 APPLIED MUSIC (1): 3rd Year Classification. Additional fee

$22.50. Private lessons: Voice, Piano, Instrument.

451 APPLIED MUSIC (1): Continuation of 450. Additional fee $22.50.

453 JAZZ IMPROVISATION (2): Music elective for music majors.

Melodic and harmonic creation on the basis of rhythmic vitality,

making use of elementary and advance forms, chord structures,

and chromatic alterations.
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454 STRING TECHNIQUES CLASS (2): Required course for all

music majors. The study of stringed instruments (violin, viola,

cello, bass) in a heterogeneous class with emphasis on general

principles of string playing and teaching methods for use in

beginning and intermediate instruction in the schools.

455 VOCAL TECHNIQUES CLASS (2): Required course for all

music majors. Class instruction in fundamentals of singing,

breath control, tone production, diction, and some solo reper-

toire.

456 BRASSWIND INSTRUMENTAL METHODS (2): A
heterogeneous class in fundamentals of embouchure for motion,

fingering, playing, breathing, principles of pedagogy, relating to

bass instruments use and relationship for band methods and

materials.

457 WOODWIND INSTRUMENTAL METHODS (2): Techniques and

methods of playing and teaching woodwind instruments.

458 PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTAL METHODS (2): Fun-
damentals of drumming; principles of pedagogy relating to the in-

strument and its family; its use and relationship in the band;

methods, materials and history.

464 BAND ARRANGING (3): Study of band instruments, trans-

positions, their ranges, musical functions, technical and tonal

possibilities; arranging of various kinds of pieces for different

small ensemble combinations and the concert band.

465 CONDUCTING - ORCHESTRATION (4): Theory and practice

on conducting, the basic skills, score reading and rehearsal

technique. The study of band orchestral instruments and scoring

for large and small ensembles.

471 ELEMENTARY MUSIC METHODS (3): A survey-study of the

methods and materials for teaching music in the elementary

school.

490 SECONDARY MUSIC METHODS (3): A survey-study of the

methods and materials for teaching music in the secondary

school.

495 APPLIED MUSIC (1): 4th Year Classification. Additional fee

$22.50. Private instruction: Voice, Piano, Instrument.
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496 APPLIED MUSIC (1): Additional fee $22.50. Senior recital or

thesis.

PHI PHILOSOPHY

fZ40/CJ40 /QUESTION AND BEING (3): Essential to being human is to

\ / question humanness and world? Where does the question receive

and find its proper direction and limits in human existence? Cour-

ses offered in this series shall undertake a preliminary task: to

allow the student to become involved in questioning the nature

and limits, not only of his own thinking and being, but of the

world's being and movement. To achieve this task, the course

shall attempt a dialogue presenting the world situation and the

thinking of the past. The direction of a particular course will be

set by focusing upon specific problems and areas of questioning

such as: the division in our thinking between "objective

knowledge" and "subjective experience," freedom and change,

truth and beauty, the perception of feeling, the question of per-

sons, of gods and men.

241 QUESTION AND BEING (3): (Identical with 240, but offered in

spring semester).

251 POETRY AND LANGUAGE (3): Poetry is not an embellishment

or an ornament of language, nor is it simply the expression of

feeling, leaving thinking to philosophy and "common sense".

Rather, poetry_ holds^_jKJiiiin---LL the ^ssen^eoflanguage^and
t^nMngr-a«d-4t4s the poet who leads the thinker,. The course

shall undertake an inquiry of this thesis through a dialogue with

the poets and thinkers.

252 MYTH AND REALITY (3): The world of language is the field of

^ctivity or the form of participation where the reality of man and

/ the world are revealed and celebrated. Reality, then, is not

something ready-made, to be labeled with words, but becomes
what is through the power of language itself. Mythical thinking is

this field of activity which underlies all forms of human ex-

pression and understanding. Through an inquiry into myth, dan-

ce, drama, and fiction, the course shall undertake a discussion of

their being upon reality and thinking.

253 VISION AND PERCEPTION (3): Is the perceived world simply

/the sum of objects identified by alpletached observer, controlled

by verifiable propositions, and secured by rational principles?

Or is perception rather the activity of bodily-consciousness in the
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world which forms the foundation of all thinking, value and
existence? The course attempts to expose the nature of per-

ception through a discussion of music, art and beauty, and to ar-

ticulate an understanding of vision as the projection of per-

ception which catches a glimpse of hidden forms and meanings in

the world of the present.

341 THE ORIGINS OF TECHNOLOGY (3): The_4JEe«enirte«tHwe4e«.-

^/Irjinjc^age^places into question man's understanding of himselta*.

a^>er^mi~-a»€h-^»fr^£latiQiLshiptcT^the _worldT This course un-

dertakes an inquiry into^Ui^iirig^ns-of-teehaoIogy fojrjjm^yirpose

of exposing the essential relation of man to his work in the world.

342 SCIENCE AND IMAGINATION (3): The conventional un-

derstanding of scientific inquiry claims that its methods yield

"precise" and "objective" knowledge. In effect, man becomes a

spectator, detached, from what he knows. In thinking through

v the basis of "scientific" knowledge, this course shall place into

question the claim for objectivity as an appropriate description

for how man knows, and shall investigate what significance and

understanding of the imagination has for knowledge of any kind.

343 EARTH, WORLD AND CONSCIOUSNESS (3): "The mind is the

meaning of the body." The purpose of the course shall be to in-

vestigate the meaning and significance of this statement for

establishing a basis of__dialog4ie between the biologifial--anj(i

behavioral sciences, and the questioning of truth which comes, to

ejqu^©saion_jyirou^h_nian's bodily activity and commi-tmenrt to

self-understanding and to the care for the earth in which he is

rooted.

461 SEMINAR: SPECIAL TOPICS (3): Inquires into particular

thinkers, problems and issues which may arise from the interest

and questioning of students and instructor.

462 SEMINAR: SPECIAL TOPICS (3): Inquires into particular

thinkers, problems and issues which may arise from the interest

and questioning of students and instructor.

481 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): A study developed by the student

and undertaken independently with the instructor.

482 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): A study developed by the student

and undertaken independently with the instructor.
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484 THESIS RESEARCH AND WRITING (3): Upon approval of the

area coordinator a student may undertake during the last two
semesters of his undergraduate study, an intensive inquiry into a

particular problem, the discussion of which shall be submitted in

the form of a senior thesis.

485 THESIS RESEARCH AND WRITING (3): Upon approval of the

area coordinator a student may undertake during the last two
semesters of his undergraduate study an intensive inquiry into a

particular problem, the discussion of which shall be submitted in

the form of a senior thesis.

PHY PHYSICS

212 GENERAL PHYSICS (4): Three hours of lecture and two hours

of laboratory. A general survey course concerning fundamental

concepts of physics. Mechanics, heat and sound are usually in-

cluded.

214 GENERAL PHYSICS (4) Pre: 212: Three hours of lecture and
two hours of laboratory. A continuation of the Physics 212 to in-

clude electricity, the nature and theories of light magnetism and

some atomic and nuclear phenomena.

PUB PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

200 INTRODUCTION TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS (3):

The emphasis will be on the interelationships between public

organization, the people they serve, and the political, social and

economic environment that supports public organizations. We
will explore functional and disfunctional public organizations in-

cluding Attica Prison, Cook County Hospital and the Los Angeles

Police Department, plus related organizations and institutions in

Wake County, North Carolina.

201 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYSIS (3): An exploration of

the most effective methodologies and techniques available to

public administrators who desire to effect management planning.

We will stress nontraditional methods of analyzing bureaucratic

structures.

{ ^OjJjjSTATISTICS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3): Elementary
^- statistical techniques, descriptive measures, contingency,

association and correlation of qualitative date, theory of sam-

pling, means and proportion, theory of measurement and predic-

tion
- ^u-^^-V^^ '
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226 PUBLIC FINANCE AND BUDGETING (3): The fiscal role of

government in a mixed economy, source of public revenue and

credit, administrative, political, and institutional aspects of the

budget and the process, problems and trends in in-

tergovernmental financial relations. Grassroots community
project budgeting, and the overall impact of bureaucratic fiscal

decision upon minority people will be stressed.

231 PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (3): Concepts of

man and of work: manpower, government personnel systems in-

cluding merit concepts, classifications, and compensation, collec-

tive bargaining, organizational justice, training and develop-

ment.

310 THE MINORITY AS A PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR (3): The
values, skills, philosopJiiegj^anii ciimm44m^frts^e^ir-e4.4ifJB3iwks

and other minorities in order to function effectively in^ an in-

stitutional leadership capacity. We will stress institutional,jper-

sonnel, and community conflict that the minority public ad-

ministrators will have to reso!ve^_

320 PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY, BEHAVIOR, ANET\
DECISION MAKING (3): The values, operational levels, and /

humanistic traits necessary to produce administrative levels;

personnel and organizations which speak to the alleviations of a /
variety of miserable conditions imposed upon minoirities.

326 THE PRACTICE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3): The
evaluation of organizational theories relating to public in-

stitutions. The politics and boundaries for the public institutions

will intensely be reviewed.

351 URBAN ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE (3): Sur-

vey of social change and administrative process. Examine change

in urban areas focusing on the role of the administrator as a

change agent within organizations.

355 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3):

Methodology, theory, and models of comparison; functional

processes of administration of developing nations compared; role

of bureaucracy in development and nation-building.

358 PHILOSOPHY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3): History of

administrative idea; contemporary administrative theory;

nature and meaning of public service agencies in society; values

as factors in administration; current issues.
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372 POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION (3): Administrative

relationships to the policy processes, influence of political and
economic pressures on administrative policy determination,

political behavior of administrators; case analysis.

412 MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (3): Organizational

characteristics of health agencies; management problems of

program development, agency building, staffing, budgeting, and
controlling; performance standards, research needs, interagency

co-ordination.

DMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE (3): Law and
procedure affecting handling of criminal offenders; overview of

institutional systems involved in administration of justice;

theories concerning cause and treatment of crime.

416 COMPREHENSIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3): A blend

of problems related to public personnel finance and budgeting,

and administrative analysis, theories, and case studies.

RTV RADIO-TELEVISION-FILM

154 THE BLACK MAN IN THE MASS MEDIA (3): The history of

the black man in the mass media, how the media have depicted

blacks and how that image has changed over the years. Con-

tribution of blacks to the industry. Consideration is given to the

effects of the media's projected image on society, ways in which

social developments have contributed to and altered that image.

155 FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO-TV-FILM (4): Introduction to

broadcasting and film including history and structure of the in-

dustries, the issues of regulation and freedom, basics of

management and basic technology to acquaint the student with a

professional vocabulary. Basic skills are the focus of three hours

of lecture and two hours of lab each week.

156 VOICE AND DICTION FOR RADIO-TV-FILM (3): Modifications

of speech behavior based upon an understanding of the systems,

producing speech and an appreciation of the requirements of

broadcasting in the film industries. The course is skill oriented.

257 ORAL INTERPRETATION (3) Pre: 156: Oral interpretation of

various forms of copy: determination of the varying demands of

different audiences, media and types of varying demands of dif-

ferent audiences, media and types of copy. How to use the voice

to meet the expressive demands of a particular piece of copy.
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261 RADIO AND TELEVISION ANNOUNCING (3) Pre: 257: The
development of those skills essential to a career as a broadcast

performer: announcing, narration, interviewing and ad-libbing.

263 ACTING FOR THE CAMERA (3) Pre: 257: Basic principles of ac-

ting for film and television.

281 HISTORY OF BROADCASTING (3) Pre: 155: The history and

development of the American system of radio and television as it

fits into the nexus of a developing American society.

282 HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE (3) Pre: 155: The history

of the motion picture emphasizing the development of the

American film industry and taking into consideration the major

contributions of foreign film-makers.

301 COMMUNICATIONS THEORIES AND MODELS (3) Pre: 155:

Introduction to current multidisciplinary communication theory,

including an analysis of models of communication as related to

various social systems with the goal of developing an integrative

theory of communications for man.

321 NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN BROADCASTING (3) Pre:

155: Principles, techniques and forms of broadcast journalism for

radio and television. Planning and producing of public affairs

programs.

322 MODERN RADIO PRODUCTION (3) Pre: 155: Principles and ap-

plications of radio production, including those skills necessary to

function in a modern radio production studio. Skill development

is stressed.

323 TELEVISION PRODUCTION (3) Pre: 155: Elements in

television production with experience in producing short

television programs.

324 BASIC CINEMATOGRAPHY (3) Pre: 155: The theory and prin-

ciples of film making for the theater and for television with ex-

perience in all phases of scripting, production, and editing.

325 REGULATION AND FREEDOM IN BROADCASTING (3) Pre:

155: Law, rules and regulations governing the broadcast industry

in the United States; relationship of government, the general

public and the professional critic to the broadcast media. The
responsibilities of the broadcaster are stressed.
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326 MOTION PICTURE MANAGEMENT (3) Pre: 155: Principles of

budgeting in the production and distribution of a film made for

theater. The nature of film contracts, the distribution system and
the principle of building a publicity campaign around a film are

considered as well. The course provides insights into the respon-

sibilities of a film producer.

327 EDUCATIONAL AND PUBLIC BROADCASTING (3) Pre: 155:

Origin, organization, regulation and responsibilities of the non-

commercial broadcaster with strong consideration given to what
kinds of programming the non-commercial facility should offer.

Consideration is also given to the financing of non-commercial

operations.

328 RADIO, TV, FILM WRITING (3) Pre: 155: Development of basic

writing skills needed to produce copy for the broadcast media as

well as develop interesting material for motion pictures. Con-

sideration of the inherent differences in content from one

medium to another is included, contrasting development of an

idea for radio, for TV, and for film and noting the adjustments

necessary to communicate with each medium.

377 PUBLIC RELATIONS AND ADVERTISING (3) Pre: 155: A sur-

vey of the public relations and advertising fields today with em-

phasis on methods and practices, case studies and individual

projects.

412 RESEARCH METHODS IN COMMUNICATIONS (3) Pre: 155:

-^ Methods, techniques and measuring instruments currently used

/^— in the study of communication behavior.

423 TELEVISIONT)IRECTION (3) Pre: 323: A workshop giving ex-

perience in producing and directing television productions.

424 ADVANCED FILM PRODUCTION (3) Pre: 324: The scripting

and production of an ambitious film presentation in which the

student is given practical experience directing the efforts of a

cast and film crew.

435 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT (3) Pre: 281: Principles of radio

and television station management. Study of administrative

organization and procedures as they apply to the broadcast in-

dustry, including detailed consideration of the economics of the

industry.
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481 SEMINAR IN RADIO, TV AND FILM (3): Rotating topics. For
advanced students only by permission of the instructor.

485 INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNICATION (3): Practical, on-the-job

experience in the field of broadcasting or film production at

WSHA-FM or at an off-campus facility approved by the area coor-

dinator. For advanced students only.

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): Special projects in advanced

topics. Open to seniors with permission of the instructor. Senior

project.

REAREADING

151 COMPREHENSIVE READING (2): Diagnostic, referral, clinical,

and developmental reading services and instruction.

250 ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS IN READING (3): Advanced
developmental, rate and comprehension skills.

408 CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING READING
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS (3): Theory and practice in the

principles and methods of teaching reading. (See EDU 467).

409 CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING READING
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3): Theory and practice in the prin-

ciples and methods of teaching reading. (See ECU 468).

REL RELIGION

225 INTRODUCTION TO RELIGION (3): The nature of religion.

Basic concepts: The sacred, the holy myth, ritual, science, and

their relation to religion in social movement, and other theories

of religion's origins. The impact of secularization and ur-

banization on contemporary religions.

226^THEj^SYj£HJ3L££Y^ (3): A
* study of modern scientific attempts to understand religious ex-

perience, thought, behavior and institutions, including con-

sideration of the psychological sources of religion and criteria of

mature religious faitlu^i ^^~)

234 RELIGIONS OF MANKIND (3): The major religions of the

world, including Islam, Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism, Bud-

dhism, the religions of China and Japan, and the traditional
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religions of Africa. The study will examine their origins, basic

beliefs and rituals, and historical development.

235 THE BIBLE (3): The historical study of the major books and chief

themes of the Hebrew-Christian Bible, to provide a foundation

for the Hebrew-Christian Bible, to provide a foundation for un-

derstanding the role the Bible has played in forming Western
civilization.

247 RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE (3): The historical develop-

ment of the major religious groups in America is studied with

primary consideration given to the growth and organization,

beliefs and practices, social and moral teaching of each group, and
the relevance of religion to the crucial issues of American life in

the areas of politics, economics, society, and culture.

248 ETHICS AND SOCIETY (3): An analysis of major areas of

modern life in the light of the ethical teaching of Christianity, and

a critical study of Christian ethical teaching and practice. At-

tention will be given to such issues as war, revolution, economic

life, sex and other areas.

327 CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS THOUGHT (3): An analysis of

selected religious and secular writers whose thought represents

the crisis and possibilities of contemporary faith, aiming at an un-

derstanding of the contemporary image of man.

336 THE WESTERN RELIGIOUS HERITAGE (3): Judaism,

Christianity and Islam: Their common roots and divergencies, in-

cluding the study of their origins, distinctive beliefs and prac-

tices, and how they relate to each other.

337 THE EASTERN RELIGIOUS HERITAGE (3): Hinduism, Bud-

dhism, Confucianism, and Taoism, the religions of India and

China; their origins, basic beliefs and practices, literature and

historical development.

338 THE AFRICAN RELIGIOUS HERITAGE (3): A study of

religion underlying the many forms of religious expression, myth
and ritual in black Africa; the role of religion in African culture;

and those aspects of the African religious heritage which form a

vital part of the life and self-understanding of the black

American.

445 SEMINAR: SPECIAL TOPICS (3): Inquiries into particular
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problems and issues which may arise from the interest and

questioning of student and instructor.

446 SEMINAR: SPECIAL TOPICS (3): Identical with 445 except of-

fered in the spring semester.

481 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): A study developed by the student

and undertaken independently with the instructor.

482 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): Identical with 481 except offered in

the spring semester.

484 THESIS RESEARCH AND WRITING (3): Upon approval of the

area coordinator, a student may undertake, during the last two
semesters of his study and intensive inquiry into a particular

problem, the discussion of which shall be submitted in the form of

a senior thesis each semester.

485 THESIS RESEARCH AND WRITING (3): Identical with 484 ex-

cept offered in the spring semester.

SCI SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

151 SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (3): Designed to develop basic com-

petencies in the natural, physical, life, and environmental scien-

ces through an integrated approach.

152 SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (3): A continuation of SCI 151. Special

societal problems are studied from their scientific viewpoints

showing their relationship to the social sciences and humanities.

The courses consist of a series of minicourses emphasizing

problem-solving approaches to current issues designed to

provoke scientific thought and imagination in the physical and

life sciences.

SPP SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY

165 BASES OF SPEECH BEHAVIOR (3): This course, designed as

the basic speech course, approaches the study of speech from
nine different points of view. They are the social, physical,

physiological, genetic, neurological, phonetic, linguisitc,

psychological, and semantic aspects or bases of speech. Rather
than concentrating on any one or few in particular, the course

seeks to provide a brief introductory view of each of these areas.
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251 PHONETICS (3): This course is designed to provide students

with a basic understanding and workable knowledge of the In-

ternational Phonetic Alphabet as an important tool in the speech

and hearing professions. Mastery of the underlying principles as

well as practical applications are stressed. Consideration is

limited however, to "correct" any defective English pronun-

ciation.

252 INTRODUCTION TO ORAL COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS
(3): This course is meant to provide a survey of the various types

of disorders commonly encountered by persons in the speech and
hearing professions. Topics generally include normal and disor-

ders, and the development and production, the causes of these

disorders, and the roles and responsibilities of persons who
diagnose and treat these disorders.

345 NATURE OF LANGUAGE (3): This course seeks to explain the

nature of human symbolization. Areas of consideration include

the acquisition and development of language in children, the role

of spoken and written language in society, and an exploratory

look at how language determines cultural factors and our per-

ceptions of reality.

351 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE VOCAL AND
AUDITORY MECHANISMS (3) Pre: 165, BIO 211: This course

provides an in depth study of those organs and systems of the

body that contribute to the production or reception of speech.

While the focus of attention is directed toward the already

existing body of anatomical and physiological data, some con-

sideration is given to the current methods and techniques for

collecting such data.

352 DISORDERS OF ARTICULATION (3) Pre: SPP 165-351 in-

clusive, BIO 211: This course is concerned with the nature and

prevalence of speech articulation disorders, particularly in

children. Attention is directed toward the causes, diagnosis, and

treatment of such disorders. Clinical observation of therapy is

required.

353 DISORDERS OF VOICE (3) Pre: SPP 165-351 inclusive, BIO 211:

This course is designed to provide a broad introduction to the

field of functional and organic voice disorders. The course will

survey the nature and causes of these disorders, the problems en-

countered by persons manifesting such disorders, as well as

diagnosis and rehabilitative techniques.
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355 STUTTERING (3) Pre: SPP 165-351 inclusive, BIO 211: This

course explores the nature of one of the least understood disor-

ders of human communication, stuttering. Major emphasis is

focused upon the theories advanced that seek to explain the

causes of this disorder. An analysis of the more prominent

therapy techniques is also undertaken.

361 INTRODUCTION TO AUDIOLOGY (3) Pre: SPP 165, 252, & 351:

This course covers the anatomical, physiological, and

psychological aspect of hearing. Included are a survey of those

pathologies that result in hearing loss, and practice in ad-

ministering basic tests to identify and determine extent of

hearing loss.

362 AUDIOMETRY (3) Pre: SPP 361: This course covers the

rationale and applications of the various specialized procedures,

techniques, and tools used in the assessment of hearing loss.

363 AURAL REHABILITATION (3) Pre: SPP 165, 362: This course

explores the major experimental and clinical work in the

rehabilitation of persons who are deaf or hard of hearing.

Therapy procedures as well as amplification are considered. In-

formation is drawn from professional journals, theses and disser-

tations.

365 SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE (3) Pre: SPP 165-351 in-

clusive, SPP 361 BIO: This course explores current topics in the

speech and hearing processes. The focus of attention is directed

toward a consideration of research techniques, including in-

strumentation and experimental design, as well as results and

practical application of these results. Information is drawn from

the most current published as well as unpublished scientific sour-

ces.

367 CLINICAL PRACTICUM (3) SPP 165-363 inclusive SPP 451, 453

corerequisites. Practice in diagnosis and therapy of com-

munication disorders in children and adults.

368 CLINICAL PRACTICUM (3) SPP 165-363 inclusive, SPP 451,

453 corerequisites. Practice in diagnosis and therapy of com-

municative disorders in children and adults.

451 DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY (3) Pre:

SPP 165-362 inclusive, SPP 453, BIO 211: This course is intended

to provide the student with an understanding of, and practice in
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the basic clinical procedures involved in the evaluation of speech

disorders. Procedures for case reporting, testing, recom-

mendation for treatment, and referral are included.

452 PHYSIOGENIC DISORDERS: SPEECH PATHOLOGY (3) Pre:

SPP 165-362 inclusive BIO 211: This course considers the

procedures involved in the appraisal and treatment of speech

problems that often accompany cerebral palsy, cleft palate, other

maxillofasial injuries, and other physiogenically based disorders.

453 DISORDERS OF LANGUAGE (3) Pre: SPP 165-363 inclusive,

BIO 211: This course concentrates on the various disorders

associated with inability to either develop or utilize language ef-

fectively. Among the topics considered are delayed language

development in children due to retardation or emotional dif-

ficulties, delayed language development due to hearing loss of

previously acquired language during advanced age.

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3) Pre: All required courses in the

Area of SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY, BIO 211:

This course is open to seniors who have completed, or are in their

final terms of completing all required courses. Its purpose is to

allow the student to pursue a topic independently because his or

her interest extends beyond the scope of its consideration in

other courses. The student chooses the topic with the advice and

consent of a faculty member.

THR THEATER

161 VOICE AND DICTION (3): A course designed to uncover and

present for acquisition the theories, principles, procedures and

techniques prerequisite for skill in the use of the voice for the

stage and effective communication in various speaking

situations.

211 HISTORY OF THE THEATER I (3): A composite picture of the

major periods of theater history with special emphasis on the at-

tention to the contrast between classical and modern theater.

212 HISTORY OF THE THEATER II (3) Pre: Theater 211.

217 ORAL INTERPRETATION (3) Pre: Theater 161: The study and

practices of the presentation of literature for oral interpretation.

230 ACTING I (3): Training in basic stage fundamentals, acting

theories and technique; participation emphasized.
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231 ACTING II (3) Pre: 230: Second semester continuation.

321 STAGECRAFT AND SCENE DESIGN I (3):A combined study of

scene design with emphasis on spatial visualization in three

dimensions, the study and use and control of lighting in-

struments, color psychology and design, problems of sound

techniques and reproduction for dramatic use, building and" han-

dling of all types of scenery, handling of stage equipment and

rigging, and scene painting.

322 STAGECRAFT AND SCENE DESIGN II (3) Pre: 321: Second

semester continuation.

323 TECHNIQUES OF MAKEUP (3): Fee $10.00. An introduction to

stage makeup with emphasis on straight, special effect, and

character makeup and a thorough study of materials and

techniques of application.

326 AFRO-AMERICAN THEATER (3): A study of the problems and

styles of black playwrights and the development of black theater

in America.

351 PLAYWRITING (3): An analytical approach to the writing of

plays, plot structure, character development, dialogue study and

manuscript preparation and marketing. Each student is guided to

the writing and completion of a one-act play.

421 THEATER WORKSHOP (3): Fee $3.00. Required of all English

majors. Not required of Theatre Art majors. A composite and

practical course designed for English teachers who are often

required to produce and direct some plays on the elementary or

secondary level.

440 DIRECTING (3): A laboratory in which student-directed scenes

are presented for discussion and criticism. Basic concepts of

directorial approaches and functions are studies. Thesis project

required.

451 ADVANCED PLAYWRITING (3) Pre: Theater 351: Guided

writing of plays for advanced students. Each student is guided to

the writing and completion of a full-length play.

475 SENIOR PROJECT (1): All majors are required to produce and

direct a play from inception of script selection to production.
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480 STUDENT TEACHING (12): Identical with EDU 480).

490 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING THEATER
ART IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3): A study of the

.methods and materials for teaching of Theater in the secondary

school. Attention is given to lesson planning and preparation and

forms of methodologies as well as a broad insight into resources

in the broad spectrum of theater.

UPL URBAN PLANNING

211 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF PLANNING (3): This cour-

se will examine the dawn of urbanization and organized planning

/from early days up until contemporary principles and practices of

V urbanized areas that are applied today. Assignments will center

around social, political, economic and environmental forces that

shape the character of urban areas.

214 HOUSING AND GOVERNMENT RELATED PROGRAMS (3):

An examination of public and private housing, particularly low-

income housing. Also, practices of the department corporations

and the Farmer's Home Administration will be examined as they

affect the quality and quantity of house.

215 &OCIAL PLANNING (3): A scrutiny of policies and institutions

/that seek solutions to urban problems as well as study of those

\J agencies and organizations that perpetuate many of our social

problems. A great deal of emphasis will be placed on the develop-

ment of social planning and its relationship to policy planning.

311 REGIONAL PLANNING ANALYSIS (3): Examination of plan-

ning issues and problems of regional centers and metropolitan

areas throughout the country. Primary concerns will be the

allocation and availability of resources from economic develop-

ment and the problems of conserving and protecting open spaces

at the regional and metropolitan levels.

353 METHODS AND APPROACHES I (3): The primary objective is

/to thoroughly acquaint the student with intricates required to

/ develop a planning methodology. Emphasis is on conceptual ap-

^Z proaches and discussions will center around current analytical

techniques, network planning, goal setting, establishing ob-

jectives, system analysis, transportation systems, cost-benefit

analysis, and relevancy of planning education.
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354 METHODS AND APPROACHES II (3): A study of planning

methods.

355 PLANNING PROCESS AND PROBLEMS (3): An in-depth study

of/planning components that form the planning process. A
metropolitan area will be selected and all of its significant plan-

ning activities, problems and agencies that impact on planning

will be studied.

411 LAND-USE PLANNING (3): An analysis of developmental

process that help to shape the character of urban and rural areas.

This course will, also, examine demographic (migration and

mobility) and the impact of governmental decision on land-use

policies.

412 PLANNING ANALYSIS (3): This course is designed to acquaint

the planning student with the techniques and problems involved

in the increase and decrease in growth and development of

metropolitan areas. A compelte analysis will cover elements of

urban areas that are encountered by the planner.

415 ECONOMICS OF PLANNING (3): This course covers three

periods of economic development in this country: agriculture-

industrial and service. Major emphasis will be placed on

locational preferences of consumers and producers that lead to

some growing region growing faster than others in the three

economic periods.

420 COMMUNITY ANALYSES AND NEW TOWN DEVELOP-
MENT (3): The theory and practice of community development

and new towns from utopia to initiated developments today.

Organizers and pioneers of new towns will be discussed in terms

of their philosophies of what a town should consist and how
elements should be spatially distributed. Current movements in

large-sclae recreation communities and sizeable subdivisions will

be examined.

491 PLANNING SEMINAR (3): An overview of pertinent planning

matters and other disciplines as they relate to the functions of ur-

ban and regional areas. The student will draw upon his academic

learning and practical experience in an attempt to chart the

present and future of planning from a policy standpoint.

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3): Designed for the advanced student

who has the initiative to conceptualize, formalize, and execute

research with limited assistance from faculty members.
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UPO URBAN POLITICS

211 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE (3): Introduction to

concepts, organization, and terminology of government. Basic in-

troductory material for the study of political parties and electoral

systems. The course will allow for deeper examination of par-

ticipation of the poor and minority groups in the political process.

223 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (3): This is a basic course in

the American political system. Detailed coverage will be made of

the origin, structure, functions and current trends of national

government.

231 THE POLITICS OF STATES AND URBAN COMMUNITIES
(3): Examinations of state and local governments, political par-

ticipation, political parties at the state level, the politics of the

state executive and state legislatures, power structure in the

city, and forces affecting contemporary issues of public policy.

321 BLACK POLITICS (3): The role of the blacks in the political

process on the local, state and national levels. Special attention

will be given to ways and means in which the black community
could articulate its interest and increase its political power.

331 LEGAL PROCESS (3): A study of the legal process will include

an examination of judicial decision-making, the organization and

jurisdiction of courts, a review of civil and criminal procedures,

selection of judges, the courts relationship to the executive and

legislative branches. Special emphasis will be given to civil rights

and contemporary legal problems.

334 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (3): A study of the origin and growth

of the United States Constitution. Problems of interpretation and
adaptation to contemporary needs. "De facto" and "de jure" con-

stitutional concepts. Attention is given to the nature and

operation of the United States Supreme Court and its role in the

development of constitutional law.

345 COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS (3): The
course will given an overview of conceptual and methodological

questions, a comparative analysis of the political processes,

political institutions and government structures of selected

Western, non-Western and developing political systems.
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371 POLITICAL THEORY I (3): Study of major political thinkers and

their contributions from Plato through the theorists of the Fren-

ch Revolution.

372 POLITICAL THEORY II (3): A critical consideration of modern
political thinkers from Marx to Niebuhr, Malcolm X, and Fanon.

401 SCOPE AND METHODS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (3):

Development of the discipline to its present state, nature of

political inquiry and major approaches to the study of politics will

be examined. Special attention will be given to empirical methods

of political research.

491 SENIOR SEMINAR (3): Advanced topics.

492 INTERNSHIP I (6): Designed to give the student the op-

portunity to observe the political process in action on the state

and local levels.
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ACCREDITATION AND MEMBERSHIPS

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction

Association of American Colleges

American Council on Education

American Alumni Council

American Association of Colleges for Teacher-Education

American Association for High Education*'

American Association of University Professors^

American Association of University Women
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association

National Association for Intercollegiate Athle^ttCsw^

National Collegiate Athletic Association yf

Nlorth Carolina Association of Colleges and Universities

<^)4orth Carolina Association of Independent Colleges and Universities

• National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education

/Positive Futures
V Onion for Experimenting Colleges and Universities

^/United Negro College Fund, Inc.
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SHAW UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Emeriti

DR. ELLEN S. ALSTON, Raleigh North Carolina

Honorary

J. MELVILLE BROUGHTON, JR., Raleigh, North Carolina

Attorney-at-Law

Ex Officio

VERNON CLARK, Durham, North Carolina

Alumni Representative

McLOUIS CLAYTON, Raleigh, North Carolina

Faculty Representative

GERALD LEAK, Raleigh, North Carolina

Student Representative

MILTON OWENS, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania

Manager, Curriculum Services Department
American Baptist Board of Education and Publication

O.L. SHERRILL, Raleigh, North Carolina

SECRETARY
Executive Secretary, General Baptist State Convention of North

Carolina

Expiring 1975

GEORGE C. DEBNAM, Norfolk, Virginia

VICE CHAIRMAN
Minister, Queen Street Baptist Church

J JASPER FREEMAN, Norfolk, Virginia

Minister, Queen Street Baptist Church

WILLIAM S. HERRMANN, Stanford, Connecticut

Attorney-at-Law

JOJJN R. LARKINS, Raleigh, North Carolina

v N.C. Commissioner of Youth Development
Retired
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DR. ROSE MORGAN, New York, New York
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
President, Rose Morgan's House of Beauty
Chairman, Executive Committee, Freedom National Bank

PAUL C. PERKINS, Orlando, Florida

TREASURER
Attorney-at-Law

WILLIAM C. RAINES, New York, New York
Attorney-at-Law

JOHN J.THEOBALD, New York, New York
Vice President, New York Institute of Technology

Expiring 1976

C. MELVIN CREECY, JR., Rich Square, North Carolina

Moderator, Beulah Association, General Baptist Stae Convention

CHANCY R. EDWARDS, Fayetteville, North Carolina

CHAIRMAN
Minister, First Baptist Church

PAUL H. JOHNSON, Raleigh, North Carolina

Minister, Martin Street Baptist Church

JAMES JOSEPH, Columbus, Indiana

Vice President, Corporation Action

Cummins Engine Foundation

NORMAN STEINBERG, Boston, Massachusetts

Investment Broker

Clark Dodge and Company

LUCIUS WALKER, New York, New York
Associate General Secretary, Divison of Church and Society

National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.

JOHN W. WHITE, Asheville, North Carolina

Minister, Mount Zion Baptist Church

STe/iE WONDER, New York, New York

\j Composer and Recording Artist
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Expiring 1977

JYLES J. COGGINS, Raleigh, North Carolina

President, Coggins Construction Company

MRS. EVELYN LONG CUNNINGHAM, New York City

Director, Office of Women's Affairs, New York State

GILBERT R. GREEN, Natick, Massachusetts

President, Gilbert R. Green and Company, Inc.

GEORGE R. GREENE, Raleigh, North Carolina

District Court Judge, Wake County

WILLIAM H. JONES, JR., Elizabeth City, North Carolina

Principal, P.W. Moore High School

MOSES A. RAY, Tarboro, North Carolina

Dentist

TERRY SANFORD, Durham, North Carolina

President, Duke University

JOHN W. WINTERS, Raleigh, North Carolina

Real Estate Broker and Builder
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OFFICES OF ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF

I. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

J. Archie Hargraves, B.S., M.Div., D. Rel., L.H.D. - President

Sylvester Williams, M.A. - Special Assistant to the President

Roberta F. Lightner - Administrative Assistant

Hettie M. Little, B.A. -Secretary to the President

II. OFFICE OF THE SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Wilmoth Carter, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. - Vice President

III. OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

Kalyan K. Ghosh, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. - Vice President

Anita N. Williams, B.S.C. - Administrative Assistant to the Vice

President

Doris Hawthorne - Secretary, AID Program

Linda Evans - Secretary, Division of Urban and Administrative

Sciences

Karen R. Campbell - Secretary, Division of Naturaland Physical

Sciences

LIBRARY AND LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER '

Mildred Mallette, B.S., M.L.S. - Director

Robena Bradley, A.B., M.L.S. - Catalog Librarian

Marion Bryant, B.S. - Acquisitions Librarian

Beatrice Martin, A.B. - Circulation Librarian

, / Bernice F. Rainbow, A.B., B.S.L.S. - Reference Librarian

RECORDS AND REGISTRATION

Norbert Hoffman, B.S., M.S. - Director
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Jennie Brown - Assistant to the Director

June Young - Secretary

Mildred Christmas, B. A, - Coordinator of Veteran's Affairs

STUDENT SPECIAL SERVICES

Caroifiartrell, A.B. - Director

Odell Clanton, B.S., M.S. - Counselor, Upward Bound

Dwight Midgette, B.A. - Counselor, Special Services

Vickie B. Smith - Secretary

UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS

Robert E. Powell, B.S., M.A. - Dea&^.

AhrinlH Fllmrdy, M A , Ph Ft

James Marco, B.A., M.B.A. - Coordinator of Admissions and
E valuation, UWW_
Lorenzo Battle, B.A., M.A., D.A. - Director, Miami UWW
Cluster

Marsha Jones, B.A. - Administrative Assistant, Miami UWW
Cluster

Margaret Mooney, B.A. - Records Assistant

Georgia Matthews - Secretary

/Orus Barker, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. - Academic Coordinator

Biety Nwanju, B.A., M.A. - Academic Coordinator

WSHA RADIO STATION

\S Carl Sanders, B.A. - Manager
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COMPUTER CENTER

James Harris, ELS. -Coordinator—*

Mary Newton - Keypunch Operator

Beatrice Young - Keypunch Operator

IV. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT

Elaine Smith - Administrative Assistant

Rudolph A. Williams, B.S., M.S. - Assistant Director

UNIVERSITY SERVICES

Geneva Highsmith - Switchboard Operator

James Mitchell, B.A. - Coordinator of Support Services^

v. -——
SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Caterine Hall, B.A. - Coordinator

Herman Hinton -Printejr^ c

Rena Blyther - Stenographer

Helen Graham - Stenographer

Jessie Smith - Stenographer

Mayme Banks - Stenographer

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION

Fred Jones, B.S. - Directot,^^ l

PLANT SERVICES

Stanley Ballentine - Coordinator
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(^J^^V, P^^-^tJhJ^^JU^c^

Elnora Kee, A.B. - Manager

POST OFFICE

Princess Haywood - Postal Clerk —

DIVISION OF STUDENT LIFE AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

J0trLL©*^e4 "

~~

Willie Jones, A.B. - Acting Dean

Barbara Baylor, B.A. - Administrative Assistant to the Dean

STUDENT LIFE AND HEALTH

Charles Mitchell, B.A. - Men's Residence Counselor

Daisybelle Clark, A.B. - Women's Residence Coordinator

Joan Miller, B.A. - Activities Counselor

Ann Harris, L.P.N. - Nurse

George Debnam, B.S., M.D. - University Physician \^T^^

Bertron D. Haywood, M.S., M.D. - Physician

Leroy Burton, M.D. - Physician

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AND COUNSELING

Ronald Swain, B.A., M.Ed. - Director of Counseling and Univer-

sity Minister

Arrie S. Perry - Administrative Secretary, Counseling Center

>s/
Doris Anderson, B.A. - Coordinator of Career Guidance and

^PJacement
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FINANCIAL AID

Helga Greenfield, A.B. - Director

Theodore Hindsman, A.B. - Assistant Director

Hazel Smith - Secretary

ADMISSIONS AND RECRUITMENT

Geraldine Turner, B.A. - Director, Admissions

Thomas Edwards. B.S. - Coordinator, Recruiting

Annie Hooker, Secretary

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Donald Benson, B.A., M.S. - Director \/

Teretha Lemon, B.A. - Counselor

Gwendolyn Anthony - Secretary

VI. DIVISION OF FISCAL AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
(to be announced) — *

Gloria S. Cumbo, B.S. - Administrative Assistant to the Vice

President

Barbara Evans - Secretary

Bertha Jones, B.S. - Cashier

Gwendolyn Thompson - Clerk

Polly Watson -Clerk

ACCOUNTING

William Love, A.B. - Director '
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^ Leroy Johnson, B.A. - Chief Accountant.

Marie Clark - Accountant^
*"

Queen E. Lee, A.B. - Student Accounts Auditor and Purchasing

Clerk

Gloria Jones - Bookkeeper

SPONSORED PROGRAMS

Lamma Adams - Director j

J

VII. DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

OFFICE0F THE VICE PRESIDENT-^

Thomas E. Kee, A.B., M.A. - Vice President I

^

Lillie Maw Dunn - Administrative Assistant to the Vice

President

*7
DEVELOPMENT

Lee Monroe, B.A., M.A. - Director')

Vivian Galbreath, Secretary

PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS'

C. Warren Massenburg, Information Officer'
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FACULTY

KALYAN GHOSH, Ph.D. (Calcutta)

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor of Chemistry

BOKNIE GILLESPIE, Ph.D. (Northwestern)

^ Chairperson, Division of Administrative and Urban Science and

Associate Professor of Administrative Science

HORACE CAPLE M.AJUNCJ *

Chairperson, Division of Humanities and Arts and Assistant

Professor of Theater

(to be announced)

Chairperson, Division of Natural Science^

—

J. ESTES BYERS JVI.A. (Columbia)
'

Acting ChairpersohT Division of Education and Professor of

Education

NELSON ALLISON, M.A. (UCU)
Assistant Professor of Theater

SCARLETT ALLISON, M.Ed. (UNO
Assistant Professor of Speech
Pathology and Audiology

GHULAM ARBUL AZIZJ^AJAU, Beirut)

Instructor of Foreign Language

ORUS BARKER, Ph.D. (Duke),

Professor of Philosophy

JOAN BARRAX, M.A. (Pittsburgh)

Assistant Professor of English

LORENZO BATTLE, D. Arts.(Carnegie-Mellon)

\/ Professor of Urban Politics
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DONALD BENSON, M.S. (SIU)

Assistant Professor of Synergetics ^

FLORINE BURCH, M.A. (UNO
Instructor of English

PATRICIA CAPLE, B.S. (Hampton Institute)

Assistant Professor of Theater

WJLMOTH CARTER, Ph.D. (Chicago)

\< Distinguished Professor of Urban Science

Senior Vice President of Research

McLOUIS CLAYTON, Ph.D. (NCSU)
./''Associate Professor of Mathematics

JOHN CLEAVELAND, M.S. (Duke)

Assistant Professor of Chemistry

ELIZABETH COFIELD, M.A. (Columbia)

Professor of Education

^/RAJENDRA DE, Ph.D. (NCSU)
Professor of Biology

NANCY ELLIOTT, M.A. (USD)
Assistant Professor of English

, PATRICK ELLIOTT, Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of English

JESUS FARIAS, Ph.D. (Havana)

\/ Professor of History

JAMES FARRIS, B..S. (Alabama..State)

Instructor of Physical Education

JOHN^FLEMING J). Mi n. (Vanderbilt )

\S Professor of Afro-American Studies -

HARRY GIL-SMYTHE/l.H.D. (ShawH/
Professor of Music



LAWRENCE GOULD, M.S. (Virginia Statek^J
C Associate Professor of Mathematics (/

EDWARD GRAVES, M.A. (Illinois)

Associate Professor of Music

GEORGE HATCHER, M.A. (NCCU)
Instructor of Music

BARRY HAZEN, Ph.D. (NYU)
t yAssistantJgrofosaeg of Speech

Pathology and Audiology

WILLIE HIGH, M.A. (NYU)
Associate Professor of English

JAMES HUNT, Ph.D. (Syracuse)

Associate Professor of Religion

Rj^l5GER JENKINS, Ph.D. (NCSU)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

NURRY JOHNSON, M.S.C. (NCCU)
Assistant Professor of Business

Management and Economics

URA JONES, M.A. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Education

ROBERT KEIBER, M.Ed. (UNO
Instructor of Radio-TV-Film

QUTUBUDDIN HALID, M.S. (Karachi)

Assistant Professor of Physics

BENJAMIN KIRK, B.S. (Tennessee State)

Instructor of Music

DORIS KWASIKUPI, M. S. (Virginia State)

Instructor of Biology

ELIZABETH LAIZNER, Ph.D. (Vienna)

Professor of Foreign Language



HAROLD LEWIS, M.A. (Central Michigan)

Instructor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

ROBERT LOEB, M.A. (UNO
Instructor of Radio-TV-Film

HARKANT MANKAD, M.D. (Pennsylvania)

Assistant Professor of Business Management and Economics

LEXCINE MORRIS, M.A. (Atlanta)

Instructor of Behavioral Science

MUNAWAR MUSTAFA, M.A. (AU, Beirut)

Assistant Professor of History

URABI MUSTAFA, Ph.D. (AU, Wash.)

/ Professor of International Studies and

Director of International Studies Program

RANDALL NEAL, M.S. (Atlanta)

Assistant Professor of Environmental Science

ALMENA NUNN, M.Ed. (UNO
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

KANTI PATEL, Ph.D. (NCSU)
\s Professor of Mathematics

LAILA RUSSELL, Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Associate Professor of Education

VIVIAN SANSOM, M.Ed. (Boston)

Associate Professor of Physical Education

JAMES SCANLAN, M.A. (Lowell Tech. Inst.)

Instructor of Mathematics

MOHAMMED SHADID, M.Ph. (GWU)
Associate Professor of Urban Politics

SOUAD SHEHATA, M.B.A. (GWU)
Assistant Professor of Business

KATHERYN SHEPARD, M.A. (Columbia)

Assistant Professor of Education
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ROBERT SIMMONS, M.A. (Columbia)

Assistant Professor of English

GLORIA SMITH, M.S. (NCSU)
Assistant Professor of Behavioral Science

WILLIAM SPANN, M.A. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of Physical Education

NADER SULEIMAN, M.S. (NCCU)
Assistant Professor of Business Management and Economics

REGINALD SUTTON, M.D.R.P. (CUA)
Assistant Professor of Urban Planning

ESTA THOMAS, M.A. (Wisconsin)

Professor of Behavioral Science

SHIRLEY TOVE, Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

[^Professor of Biology

MINNIE WHITAKER, M.F.A. (CUA)
Assistant Professor of Art

GEORGE WHITE, M.A. (Duke)

Instructor of Behavioral Science

FRANCES WILLIAMS, M.A. (Duke)

Instructor of Reading

ROSALIE WILLIAMS, M.A. (Columbia)

Associate Professor of English

EMERITUS FACULTY ~~~jj £ A ,

LENOIR COOK, M.A. (Princeton)

Emeritus Professor of Foreign Language

JAMES LYTLE, L.H.D. (Shaw)

Emeritus Professor of Physical Education

MADELYN WATSON, M.A. (Pennsylvania)

Emeritus Professor of English
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INDEX

A-B

Absence PoKcy, 51

Academic Divisions, 55ff

Academic Organizations, 31ff

Academic Regulations, 48 - 53

Academic Scholarships, 19 - 22

Accounting, 103, 104

Accreditation and Memberships, 150

Activities (student), 28 - 35

Add/Drop Procedure, 14

Adjunct Faculty (UWW), 93

Administration:

Officers of, 156 - 161

Organization Chart, 162

Administrative & Urban Science 56ff

Admissions:

International Students, 10

New Students, 10

Transfer Students, 10-11

UWW Students, 90f

Advisers, 25 - 28

Afro-American Studies, 96 - 97

Aid, 17-21

Application Fees:

Regular Students, 10

UWW Students, 91

Application Procedures:

Regular Students, 10

UWW Students, 91

Arabic, 97

Areas of Instruction, 55ff

Art, 97 -98

Assemblies, 28

Athletics, 34, 117ff

Attendance Policy, 51

Behavioral Science, 99 - 100

Biology, 101, 102

Board of Trustees, 153 - 155

Business Management and Economics,

103 - 105

Buildings (see Campus Map)

Clinics:

Health, 25

Reading, 44

Speech and Hearing, 44

Commencement, 28

Communications Center (WSHA - FM),
44,45
Computer Center, 43

Contents, iii

Convocations, 28

Cooperative Education, 38 - 40

Cooperative Programs, 41

Core Curriculum, 54

Costs (books and supplies), 15

Counseling Center, 26 - 28

Course Bank, 95

Course Changes, 14

Course Descriptions, 95ff

Course Numbering System, 95
Credit by Examination, 53

Credits:

Course, 50

Transfer (regular students), 10 - 11

Transfer (UWW students), 91ff

Curricular Requirements, (see under
Divisions of Instruction).

I)

Degrees Granted, 48
Dining Facilities, 25

Direct Student Loans, 17

Disqualification, 52

Divisions of Instruction:

Administrative and Urban Sciences,

56-64
Humanities and Arts, 64 - 73

Natural and Physical Sciences, 74 - 82

Special Services Program, 41

Teacher Education, 83 - 90

University Without Walls, 90ff

Drama (see Theater).

Drop/Add Procedures, 14

Calendar (University), iv - v

Campus Life, 25ff

Campus Map, ii

Career Guidance and Placement, 26

Center for Electronic Learning (CEL), 44

Chemistry, 105-106
Class Attendance Policy, 51

Classification of Students, 49

Early Childhood Education (K - 3), 107ff

Economics (see Business Management
& Economics).

Employment (student), 18

Engineering & Technology, 78

English, 111-113

Enrollment:

Regular, 10-11
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UWW, 90 -92
Environmental Science, 113 - 115
Evaluation;

Cooperative Education, 39

Regular, 50 - 51

UWW.92
Evening School, 41

Examinations, 53

Expenses (see under Fees)

F

Faculty, 163 - 167

Fees;

Late Registration, 14

Per Credit Hour, 15

Registration, 16

Room & Board, 16

Tuition, 16

UWW, 94
Field Requirements, 56ff

Film (see Radio-TV- Film)

Financial Aid, 17-22,91
Foreign Language;

Arabic, 97

French, 115-116
German, 117

Foreword, vii

Forums, 29

French, 115-116
Fraternal Organizations, 34
Full-time Student (defined), 15

Geography, 116

German, 117

Goals (University), 4 - 7

Grade Points, 50

Grading:

Regular, 50 - 51

UWW.93
Graduation;

Requirements, 48 - 49

UWW Requirements; 94
Guaranteed Loans, 18

Guidance (see Counseling)

H

Health:

Center, 25

Insurance Fee, 16

Health and Physical Education, 117ff

History, 124ff

History of Shaw University, 2 - 3

Honor Societies, 33

Honors (academic), 5

Housing Facilities and Regulations, 25

Humanities and Arts, 64ff

I-J-K

Installment Tuition Payment, 15

Insured Payment Plan, 18

Interinstitutional Programs, 11, 78
Institutional Mission, 5 - 7

Intermediate Education, 4 - 9

International Students (admissions), 10

International Studies 126 - 127

L-M -N

Liberal Studies Program, 41, 69
Library (Learning Resources Center),

44

Lyceum Series, 29

Major Fields of Study, 55

Map (see Campus Map)
Mathematics, 127 - 129

Merit Scholarships, 22

Mission (see University Mission &
Goals)

Music, 129ff

Natural and Physical Sciences

New Students (see Admissions)

OP
Objectives:

Administrative and Urban Sciences,

56

Humanities and Arts, 64

Natural and Physical Sciences, 74

Special Services Program, 41

Teacher Education, 90

UWW, 42

Organizations (student), 28 - 35
Opportunity Grants, 18

Orientation, 11

Part-time Student (defined), 15

Philosophy:

Administrative and Urban Sciences,

56ff

Course Descriptions, 132ff

Humanities and Arts, 64

Natural and Physical Sciences, 74

Teacher Education, 83

UWW, 42
Physical Education, 117ff

Physics, 134

Placement Service, 26

Political Science (see Urban Politics)

Pre-medical program, 81

Probation, 52

Psychology (see Behavioral Science)

Public Administration, 134ff
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Q-R U-V-W

Radio-TV-Film, 136ff

Radio, (see WSHA-FM)
Raleigh Cooperating Colleges, 14 - 15

Reading, 139

Reading Clinic, 44

Refunds, 15 - 16

Registration, 13 - 22

Religion, 139 - 141

Religious Activities, 29 - 31

R.O.T.C.,32

Scholarships and Awards, 19 -22

Secondary Education 10 - 12, 107ff

ShawPlan,4-7
Social Science (see Administrative &
Urban Sciences)

Sororities, 34

Special Services Program, 41

Special Students, 49

Speech and Hearing Clinic, 44

Speech Pathology and Audiology, 141 -

144

Student Employment, 18

Student Government Association:

Officers, 168

Organizations, 33

University Representation, 34, 35

Student Life, 25ff

Study Load, 49

Summer Work at Other Institutions, 53

-54

Supplementary Grants, 18

Unit of Instruction, 50

University:

Accreditation and Memberships, 150

Administration, 156 - 161

Assemblies and Convocations, 28

Calendar, iv - v

Faculty, 163 - 167

History, 2 - 3

Mission and Goals, 4 - 7

Publications, 35

Right to delete courses, 96

Trustees, 153 - 155

University Without Walls (UWW ):

Adjunct Faculty, 93

Admissions and Financial Aid, 91

Curricula, 91

Enrollment, 91

Evaluation of Experience, 92

Fees and Tuition, 94

Grading System, 92, 93

Graduation Requirements, 94

Philosophy, 42

Plan of Study, 92

Resident Students, 94

Transfer of Credit, 91f

University Year of Action, 43

Upward Bound, 43

Urban Planning, 146-147

Urban Politics, 148 - 149

Withdrawal, 14

WSHA-FM Communications Center, 44

-45

X-Y-Z

Teacher Education, 107ff

Theater, 144 - 146

Transfer Students, 10

Transfers of Credit:

Regular, 10 - 11

UWW, 91

Trustees, 153-155
Tuition:

Installment Plan, 15

Refunds, 15

Regular, 16

UWW, 94

TV, 136 - 139

Year of Action (see under University

Year of Action).
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